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PUBLISHER'S FOREWORD 

This is the first book by Professor Hiltcn 
Hotema, written over twenty years ago. Thousands 
of copies have been sold and we have many wonder¬ 
ful testimonials. 

NcKr7 at the age of ninety-one, Hotema has 
revised this book and added much to the original. 
We have added many rare illustrations which will 
help the student who seeks ligiht. 

We have added a most valuable supplement to 
the back of the book. He who runs may read. 

WTiat Is Truth? - John 18:38 

Truth is such a rare quality, a stranger so 
seldom met in this civilization of frairi, that it 
is never received freely, but must fight its way 
into the world. There is not a public school which 
teaches truth about Religion, Health, the Mcney- 
Systero, Politics, Hew to Buy and Sell etc. There 
is not a pastor in the U.S. who dares preach exactly 
what he believes about these subjects; there is not 
a man of wealth who would donate money to promote . 
the spread of light and knowledge of the real truth! 
It would ruin him socially and economically. 

Health Research 
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MYTH OR TRUTH? 

Pre-historic Civilizaticns 

Recent excavations cast surprising li^t on ciAdlizations of the past. Bagh¬ 
dad Museum has lately placed on eidiihiticn an electric engine indicated to be 
4500 years old. And it still works, said a Belgian magazine. 

Some astronomical instruments brou^t up from the sea by Greek fishermen, and 
now on e>hibiticn in a museum in Athens, far supersede today's science. M^be 
these are some of the instruments Constantine had thixjvimi into the sea when he 
began the work of plunging the Roman Empire into darkness that lasted a thou¬ 
sand years in order to crush out ancient religious systems to clear the path 
for his new one that came to be called Christianity. 

A Russian m'agazine tells of ruins of the Temple of Baalbek (Lebanon), with 
2000-ton store blodcs—no apparent way they could have been lifted into place. 
Also radioactive beryllium found there. Scientists add it up as "earlier 
visitations from Space People." 

An esoteric sourx:e claims that 243 feet below the (3reat Pyramid is a room 
containing a giant generator v;hich is still functionable. 

TRUTH IS STRAN'GER THAN FICTION. Many strange things happen but nothing is 
too strange to happen. 

Tbo E^’ptiaiiB built their pyramids so well that after almost SOCO years their work still stands, 



Of every tree of the garden thou inayest freely eat; but of the ti^e 
of the l^owledge of Good and Evil, thou shalt not eat; for in the 
day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die (Gen. 1:16,17). 

“Consider this also, Gh Son, That God 

hath freely bestowed upon man, above 

all other living things, these two, to wit. 

Mind and Speech, or Reason, Equal to 
immortality," 

HOMES TRISMEGISTUS 

^*Honest investigation and criticism lead to 
light and liberty, whereas all forms of sup¬ 
pression lead to dartaiess and enslavement.*’ 

LIFT THE VEIL 

You think the DARK AGES are gone because you 
are asleep. AWAKEI!! Your boasted liberty 
and enli^tenment are largely imaginary. You 
cannot miss what you never had. 

GOLDEN AGE 

ANCIENT SECRET WISDOM 
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GODS OF THE ANCIENTS 

In 1904 E. A. Wallis Bud^, M.A., Litt.D., "Keeper of the Egyptian and 
Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum," wrote "his monumental work of 
two volumes, entitled "The Gods of the Egyptians." 

Being a Christian, and believing literally the fables and false stories, 
he had been tau^t concerning the darkness in which the ancient people lived^ 
in reference to God, Budge never dreamed that he was writing only 1die histori¬ 
cal adaptation of a spiritual allegory when he related the Egyptian accomt 
of the Great God known as As-Ar, Us-Ra, Us-Ari, Ausares, Osiris, and by other 
nanES. He believed that this Great God had been a living king ^ the flesh, 
and after death was deified by the Egyptians. He mistook fabalism for fact- 
ualism and atteirpted to literalize the Egyptian allegories. 

The Christian World has never been truthfully taught that the gods of 
the Ancient Masters were but syrijols of Nature and of Cosmic agencies, powers 
and processes. The synhols were enployed to mislead the profane and to make 
more effective and comprehensive the instruction of the elect concerning the 
mysteries of Life and Cosmic Spirit. 

The scientific religion of the Masters (1) taugjit that the human body 
is the Temple in which the Cosmic Spirit dwells on the earth place, and in¬ 
structed man how to care for his body while it was animated by the Holy Spirit, 
and also (2) revealed the mystery of the Future Life when the body ceases 
its function and dissolves intd dust. 



Chapter 1. 

THE BIBLE 

The Bible is the secret scriptures of the Ancient Masters, and is a sealed 
book. Its esoteric meaning is unknown today except to students of Occultism. 
Sixteen hundred years of thieological study has served only to conceal more sec¬ 
urely the secrets of its fables, parables and allegories. This failure results 
from the refusal of the church authorities to reject the Bible as history and 
accept it for what it really is. 

The Bible is not a book, but a library of books — 39 of Idiem. in the Old 
Testament and 26 in the New. It is not the vrark of one man nor a group of men, 
but the accumulated wisdom of a veritable tide of spiritual interest and research, 
in which work millions of men have been involved. 

Such parts of the Bible as deal with Man, Life and Spirituality, are the 
literary extensions and amplifications of the symbology of the Zodiac. 

In the starry skies the Masters discovered the story of Creatiai. They knew 
that creative history had been enacted on a Cosmic scale in the heavens before 
it was repeated and copied in the human drama on the earth. 

The heavenly man, in Uhose image the earthly nan is made, and in whose body 
the suns and planets are but cells and organs, is the prototype of nan himself. 
Knovjing this, the Masters taught their disciples to build life after the pattern 
of things in heaven. The planisphere was the graph of the Cosmic Man. 



Chapter 2• 

ASTRAL INFLLENCE 

The scientific religion of the Masters forired one system. It was developed 
thru;long ages of time and intensive study of the forces of the Universe. They 
were Naturists in the fullest sense of the word. 

From their study, the Masters evolved the Zodi.ac as their Grand Symbol to 
embody and also conceal their discoveries, and used it as a chart to teach their 
disciples and followers the mysterious lessons of Life. 

We of today have little correct kncwledge of mat the Zodiac actually means. 
But we have learned enough to know that it syi±5oli2es the Universe, both vis¬ 
ible and invisible; and that in this symbol is contained and concealed the dis¬ 
coveries of the Masters concerning the mysteries of the processes of Creation. 

In long ages of work, the Masters discovered the influence of the Astral 
Bodies of the Universe upon the earth and its people, About all we know now in 
general of these Cosmic forces is, that the moon rules the tides of the seven 
seas. 

Consider further* evidence of plaiietary influence: The Earth eiierged from 
Pisces, the Water Sign, about 1881 .AD, v;hich it entered about 276 B.C. For 2,157 
years, the Earth and its people vjere under the Cosmic influence of that Sign. 
Witness the inventions of that period having relation to water — the canoe; 
the ships of the seas, the water wheel, water power, steam engine, irrigation, 
etc. 

About 1881 A.D. the Earth entered Aquarius, the Air Sign; and already under 
its influence we beheld how human inventions have changed. They are new con- 
ceined with the air — wireless telegraphy, air-ships, rocket planes, atomic 
bombs, radio, radar, atomic energy, and we are only entering the Air Age. 

About 50,000 years ago, the 
Earth entered this sane Air Sign 
During its reign of 2,157 years 
there occurred the air and 
atomic inventions of that 
era, but the records of 
these are largely lost 
and destroyed. 

Tlie evidence un¬ 
covered by archeologists 
in the last half century 
discloses sone remarkable 
things. It shows that 
man had then developed 
airships, cosmic ray guns, 
and giant machinery, power¬ 
ed by atomic force, that 
quarried rodcs out of the 
hills, formed stone temples 
out of solid rock, built huge 
pyramids of stone, many of 
which still stand to the 



am^zerrent of the 
engineers of this 
know how the work 
have no madhiner'y 

iixidem worldi The 
age adiT'it they don’t 
was done; and that we 
that could do it. 

The Earth circles our Sun every 
our Sun circles its 365.24 days; and 

great Sun, Alq/on, 
'fhe Earth travels 
rate of 1080 miles 
on its axis at the 
hour. A rifle bul- 
per minute. 

around our Sun at the 
per minute, and turns 
rate of 1040 miles per 
let travels 33 miles 

every 25,880 years. 

All these func- 
have been going on 

tims of the Universe 
for billicns of years 

and may never have had a beginning. How could they start? Who or what could 
start them? And what was the state of things before they started? 

Man has been on earth for millions of year's, and has always existed poten¬ 
tially . He has seen this old world make these grand cycles many times, and has 
studied the effects and recorded the results. He concealed his discoveries and 
secrets fromi the profane in the Signs of the Zodiac and in the allegories of the 
Bible. In our- stupidity we read these ancient scriptures literally, and get from 
them little but false suggestions and misleading impressions, exactly as was 
intended by the Masters who vrote them. 

We read of Ezekiel's wheels; the "book with seven seals;" "the Great Red 
Dragon" that stood before the woman, to devour her child as soon as it was bom 
(Rev. 5:12). 

Not a preacfier in Christendom can correctly interpret these parables. For 
they knew nothing about the Seven Etheric Centers in the body thru which the 
Etjierlc Energy functicxis, and of which the 'hcok" is a syntx?l. They never sus¬ 
pect that the Great Red Dragon is a symbol of carnal lust in the blcx>d. 

Consider the cx)untry of Yucatan, just across the channel from Cuba. It is 
filled with the remains of ancient civilizations, with inscriptions on stone mon¬ 
uments extending back more than 200,000 years. 

When the Christian missicmiaries of Europe saw the ruins of these ancient 
structures, they turned green with envy to behold that their religicn had been 
anticipated by the "ancient heathens;" arid they falsely wrote that the structures 
were built about 1500 years ago, and that in some unexplainable way European 
Christianity had reached these "heathens." That is a typical illustration of 
how our historic and encyclopedic accounts of the ancient world have been falsi¬ 
fied to support a false religion and mislead the multitude. For the church 
teaches that before the birth of Christianity, mankind was only a savage vho 
worshipped idols, wooden images, etc. 

The Catholic bishop Landa, who accompanied the Spanish soldiers under Cortez 
in the 16th Century, promptly got in his Christian work of destroying the evi¬ 
dence of the grandeur of the ancient civilizaticais in Yucatan. He ordered the 
burning of thousands of books and many large manuscripts of parchment, found in 
the ruins of these ancient temples. These works contained the Cosmic Science of- 
the Ancient Masters handed down from the days of Adam.. He also destroyed over 
5,000 statues and some 200 vases. 
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Cogplludo, in his "Historia de Yuca¬ 
tan," wrpte: "The (Christian) Spanish 
chronicles do not give one reliable v?ord 
about the manners, customs and religion 
of the builders of the grand edifices that 
were the objects of admiration to them, as 
they are now to modem travelers" (Bk. 4, 
p. 177). 

That is an exanple of the manner in 
which the histories and encyclopedias pos¬ 
sessed by the Christian world have been 
compiled, falsified, and distorted. The 
accounts of the ancient world contained 
in these works have been prepared by Christ¬ 
ians and censored by- church authorities, in 
order to protect Christianity from being 
ejqx^sed for what it is. Nowhere in the 
pages of history can one find a greater 
fraud. 

True accounts of the ancient world are 
now being dug from the ruins of the past by the archeologists; but even these ac- 
cx)unts are falsified and distorted before they are allowed to reach the multit\x3e 
in printed formi. 



Chapter.3 

AGE OF MAN 

The average nian never suspects that our histories and encyclopedias have 
been written by Orthodox Christians who are always striving to conceal the past 
and support their religious theories. 

There is in general circulation no true history of the ancient world and the 
religicn of its poeple. According to what history we have, civilization is a 
gradual evolution through ages in all parts of the world, "from that intermediate 
condition between apehood and manhood, which we know must have existed, but of 
which no positively demonstrable evidence has ever been discovered'* (Airericana 
Ency. 193S, vol. 2, p. 162). 

Since it is admitted that there is "no positively demonstrable evidence" 
that the condition described ever existed, then we must assume that it did exist, 
or reject the very suggestion that it ever existed. 

As we trace back, sear'ching for evidence of the "apehood" days of man, the 
fine arts of the ancient world burst upon us at once in the glory of their hip¬ 
est perfection. 

For instance, the fine arts never attain perfecticxi at once. At all times 
^d in all countries they have passed throu^ a series of crude attenpts and im¬ 
perfect beginnings before they reach perfection. But as the archeologist digs 
into the ruins of ancient Egypt, evidence of the fine arts burst upon him at 
once in the grandeur of amazing perfectiai. 

Science now holds that the Earth is billions of years old. Dr. W. C. Pei, 
research fellow of the Chinese Natioial Geological Survey that uncovered the 
"Peking man's ireirains near Peiping in 1929," said, according to the press of 
July 30, 1948, that "there was a dawning of human life in China fifty million 
years ago — the Peking man proves it." 

In a certain valley in the Himalayas, 
of atomic energy, there are. vast caverns 
in which are deposited and carefully 
guarded all ancient script covering 
the; history of Man from the dawn of the 
race, with maps of the ancient world 
in the days of Lemuria and Atlantis. 

These scriptures are not the stories 
of men, women,‘kings, queens, cities, 
geographical, historical, etc. None of 
them are dated, as that would serve no 
useful purpose.. For these writings are 
in the fojmi of fables, parables, alleg¬ 
ories and symbols, dealing not with gods 
and saviors, not with systems of relig¬ 
ion and forms of srperstiticn, but with 
the psychological, physiological, anat¬ 
omical, chemical, and astrological 
aspects of the Hurran Organism and its 
Animating Principle. 

carved out of solid rock by the use 
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Science. 

1. The Law of Birfh 
2. The Law of Death 
3. The Law of Degeneration 
4. The Law of Ptegeneratiai 
5. The Law of Iiraortality 

■pne subjects of these scriptvires are 
Man's creation, his fall (physical birth) 
his salvation (spiritual birth), and his 
future life. 

Researchers for hundreds of years into 
the distant past all agree, that thousands 
of ancient writings, tablets, carvings, 
show that the Ancient Scientists, over a 
period of ages upon ages, prepared for the 
elect and left as secret doctrine; anazing 
records cf the human organism, its creaticn, 
and its destiny. 

To ccaiceal the Ancient Wisdom from 
those not entitled to receive the same, the 
records were skillfully prepared in the 
form of fables, parables, allegories, sym¬ 
bols , susceptible to various meanings, and 
confusing to those without the Key to the 
Secret Doctrine. 

The Ancd.ent Wisdom Teaches what man 
should know in order to live the perfect 
life. Fundamentally they teach Cosmic 
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MDDERN FALLACIES 

Physical science declares that light travels from the Sun to the Earth in 
eight minutes, a distance of some 92 million miles. To question that theory a 
few years ago meant ostracism from the circle of the elect who knew things. 

Late discoveries of the chemist, as he goes back and begins to tread the 
soil where stood the ancient alchemist ages ago, show that light and heat are 
sinply rates of motion of a substance tlrat does not travel from star to star, 
nor from sun to planet, but vibrates in its place at rates in harmony with Uni¬ 
versal Energy. This substance, aerial or etheric, travels not, but is everywhere 
present — the substance of Omnipresent Being. 

Another modem theory exploded is that relating to "disease." It is not 
known that so-called disease is only an imaginary entity that does not exist. 
That is the explanation why a thousand years of medical research for "cures of 
disease" have left the medical profession ejipty handed — with not one "cure" 
for any so-called disease. 

There are two conditions that appear in the body: (1) Good Health and (2) 
Bad Health. There is no disease. It is the symptoms of Bad Health that doctors 
are trained to study, group together, and give them names which mean nothing. 

This fraud is termed medical art. It is supported by centuries of fraud¬ 
ulent teaching by whach the doctors, who live and thrive on the miseries of man, 
have created a false psychology that yields gigantic profits; and woe unto him 
who interferes with that profitable racket by teaching Truth. 
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Chapter 5. 

TEMPLE PF MAN 

There is but one 
Tenple in the world, and 
that is the body of Man. 
^tothing is holier than that 
high form. Man is the 
niiracle of miracles — the 
great inscrutable ^Vstery 
—Carlyle. 

Due to the false 
teaching of his cunning 
leaders, man's ignorance 
and delxjsion appear in 
iiBny things he does, but 
Lities mere apparent than in natters of Health and Religion. 

By deceptive teaching, man is led to believe that Health and Religicar are so 
foreign to each other, that they are not even related, and should never be mixed 
and crossed in any discussion. TTiat theory is typical of the ignorance of the 
average individual of the biblical teachings. 

The Bible does not support that theory. It says: "Know ye not that ye are 
the Tenple of God, and that the Spirit of God dv/elleth in you? If any man defile 
the Tenple of God, him shall God destroy; for the Tenple of God is holy, which 
Tenple ye are." (I Cor. 3:16, 17). 

"Know ye not that your body is the Tenple of the Holy Ghost vhich is in you, 
and which ye have of God, and ye (your body) are not your own; for ye are bought 
with a price; therefore glorily God in your body, and in your spirit, vhich are 
God's" (I Cor. 6:19, 20). 

The Bible definitely directs man to glorify himself in his body, hence relig¬ 
ious teaching should instruct man how to care for his body, that it m^ be a fit 
Tenple in which to glorify himself. 

A foul body, reeking in filth, is a poor place in which to glorify even a 
beast. Correct health teaching shows man how to purge and puri^ his body, that 
he nay obey the biblical comnand, and in his body glorify himself. 

That is the teaching of the Ancient Masters who vjrote the scriptures from 
which the Bible was conpiled. The care of the body had a high place in their 
theology. They studied nan and treated him as a Unit - What was good for his 
body was good for his soul, and vice versa. 

MAN 

The motto of the Ancient Masters was: "Man, know thyself and thou vd.lt know 
the Universe and the Gods." That motto was inscribed on the Temple of Delphi. 

Due to the destructicsi of the ancient philosophy and the Ancient Masters in 
the 4th Century, and the subsequent battle betvjeen spiritualism and materialism 
■that grew out of the dark ages produced by that des'truction, roan has grown so 

in none are -these qued 
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ignorant as to his God, 
his body, and its ani¬ 
mating force, that 
Alexis Carrel, cne of 
the great medical men 
of modem times, wrote 
a book in 1935, which 
he titled "t'fen, The 
Unknown," because so 
little is actually 
known now of nan and 
the physiology of his 
organism. 

In that work Car¬ 
rel made this frank 
admission: "The sci¬ 
ence of man is still 
too rudimentary to be 
useful. - In fact, cur 
ignorcjnce (of man) is 
profound." That is 
quite different from 
the nedical propaganda 
that appears in the 
public press. 

The reascn Carrel 
gives for his ignor¬ 
ance of man is: "The 
conquest of the mat- 
eriil world, which 
has ceaselessly absorbed 
the attention and v;ill 
of man, caused the organic and the spiritual world to fall into almost conplete 
oblivion." 

FIGURE 6 

Figure 6 is a calendar wheel of the Duran type; it 

presents the names of the four seasons and distribu¬ 

tion of davs in the seasons. 

Carrel's statement is wrong. The spiritual world fell into almost complete 
oblivion because modem science proclaims that it is an exhibition of rank super- 
stiticn for any one to have faith in such a fantastic realm. 

Carrel continues: "The study of spiritual life and of philosophy attracted 
greater men than 1die study of nedicine. The laws of mysticity became known be¬ 
fore those of physiology." 

A frank admissicri by a great scientist that the Ancient Masters who turned 
to the stucfy of spirituality and philosophy, were "greater men" than the coimion 
run of those men lured into the fold of that base fraud termed "medicine." 

The prejudiced Carrel is wrong again when he asserts that the laws of irys- 
ticity became known to the Masters before those of physiology. Even to this day 
medical art has no Law of Psydiology, and blindly asserts that "all is physical 
matter and nechanical energy." 

So-called modem medicine cane out of the Dark Ages, and can no more shake 
off its old superstitions than a man can diange the color of his hair. For to 
do so would utterly destroy medical art. 



As the Roman Empire declined with the birth and 
development of Christianity, the church rapidly as¬ 
sumed more authority, revelation replaced reason; the 
cause of human ailments became the possessions by 
demons, and relief was attempted by exorcism or mir¬ 
acles. The four gospels are shot thru and thru with 
this illogical doctrine. Modem Jiedicine has simply 
replaced the demons with germs. That's the only dif¬ 
ference , 

As the power of the church increased, rational 
thiiik5rg was practically forbidden and replaced by 
superstition. The teachings of able men were cast 
aside and replaced by ridiculous theories and methods, 
which originated in fanaticism and grew upon the ig¬ 
norance of the people. 

It w^ the uncanny knowledge of the Masters concerning the Law of Physiology 
that led to their discovery of the laws of mysticity. Their knowledge enabled 
them to understand these laws. It enabled them to realize that the body is lit¬ 
erally the Tenple of Man, being only a material instrument thru which the Cosmic 
Spirit contacts the earth plane. They knew that Cosmic Spirit is limited in its 
Iranifestations on the visible plane by the kind of body in v-rhich it incarnates, 
and the condition of that body. This Ancient Wisdom revealed the secret that Man 
is really Cosmic Spirit, dwelling in a material temple, and that man, therefore, 
has Eternal Life. If such knowledge should ever beconB the property of the peo¬ 
ple in general, it would mean the end of the church. 

The testers tau^t that "it is the spirit that quickeneth (the body); the 
flesh profiteth nothing" (Jn. 6:63). The flesh is material, remains naterial, 
and dissolves as material in physical death. The Bible says so (Eccl. 12:7). 

Tlie Masters knew so mudi about the Science of Man, that they even listed the 
four kingdoms of flesh on which man's existence rests at its comers — nan, 
beast, bird and fish — the four quarters of the ancient Zodiac (I Cor. 15:39). 
But since the 4th Century these wise Masters have been scorned as pagans and 
heathens; and during the Dark Ages Christian Europe was tau^t that this Ancient 
Wisdom was pure sorcery. 

It is unknown now that the Masters prepared the Zodiac as a secret, scient¬ 
ific scripture, dealing with the requirements of men, races and nations. They 
devised the pictui^s that nark the constellations, and knew the natural divisions 
and physiology of the human body. They understood the origin of the spirit monads 
and comprehended the Cycle of Involution of God to Man, and of Evolution of Man 
to God. They realized how the fate of M^ would ebb and flow between Li^t and 
Darkness, between cu].turalism and barbarism. They discovered this secret in the 
stars, and pictured it in the signs of the Zodiac and their paranatellons. Ast- 
ronoiry thru its astrological expressions was their Golden Key. It constituted 
the written law. 

In the tonib of Ramses, who reigned 3500 years ago, there was found a massive 
circle of wrought gold, divided into 365 degrees, and each division marked the 
rising and setting of the stars for each day. According to Champollion, the tomb 
of Ramses V at Thebes contained tables of the constellations and of their in¬ 
fluence cn man for every hour of every month of the year. 
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The Egyptian Masters 
taught that a mutual de¬ 
pendence exists between 
all things in the Universe, 
ruled by one law, includ¬ 
ing a nysterious relation 
between the Spirits of the 
Stars and the Souls of iren. 
The destiny of nortals was 
regulated by the motions 
of the heavenly bodies, 
just as the iroon rules the 
ebb and flow of the tides. 
From the conjunction of 
the planets at the hour of 
birth, they prophesied 
what would be the tenper- 
ament of an infant, viiat 
life it would likely live, 
and what death it would 
die. 

FIGURE 10 

These Masters, ten 
thousand years ago, knew 
the shape and movenent of 
the Earth, and how to cal¬ 
culate solar and lunar 
eclipses. They foretold 
with remarkable accuracy 
what was about to happen 
to rrankind, the failure 

or abundance of crops; and by neans of their long continued observation, they 
foresaw earthquakes, deluges, rising of comets, and all those phenonena, the 
knowledge of which appears impossible to common conprehensiai. Yet modem sci¬ 
entists attempt to discredit the wisdom of these Masters by asserting they knew 
nothing of the laws of physiology. 

Figure ten is a photographic reproduction after 

Clavigero. It presents the names of the years in the 

eclipse period. 

Then something happened. All this mighty wisdom came to an abrupt end in 
the 4th Century, when the Cosmic Science, philosophy and temples of the Masters 
were ruthlessly destroyed, and a new order of darkness was bom. Out of that 
long, dark nigjit which followed as a result of the destruction of the Ancient 
Wisdom, there came the fatal theories of supematuralism, materialism, and evo¬ 
lution. These fatal theories rnjle tlie western world today. 

In religious matters, the theological doctrine of supematuralism directly 
antagonizes physical science, which very properly declares, "There is no super¬ 
natural ." 

The tejrm "supernatural," and the preposterous propositions involved, drive 
a purely rational mind to the other extreme. It is this dogma that goads the 
scientific skeptic into characterizing as mere supemtition the loftiest percep- 
ticxis of the Soul. Tlie atheist, materialist and evoluticnist are the product of 
theological dogma. 

Vo-th the invention of the theories of materialism-and evolution, there came 
a need for literature to discredit the ancient doctrine of the soul. In 1922 one 
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of these evoluticnists, Paul Lafarguewrote a boc^ in which he scornfully said: 

"The soul, the iimaterial life principle, which abandons the body aifter 
death to continue its existence in heaven or hell, is an invention of savages 
that has been perfected by civilizaticn." 

The scientific theory of materialism now stands discredited before the world. 
Physical science has discovered that the base of all Matter is Spiritual. 

And thus the theory of materialism of the evolutionists of the 19th Century 
is thorou^ly exploded. The atomic theory of natter, which held the field of 
science for more than a century, has vastly changed thru the discovery of radium. 
The atom is no longer the ultimate. It can be resolved into hundreds of electrons 

The evolutionist can no longer successfully deny the existence of the Spi¬ 
ritual World of the ancient "savages." We may not be able to conceive what it 
resenbles. It may wholly baffle our imagination. But in the name of science 
we cannot logically dispute its reality. Everywhere the Bible represents that 
world as being so close to us that, in physical death, the soul enters it "in 
the twinkling of an eye" (I Cor. 15:52). 

Today, by the aid of astronony, psychology, psychoanalysis, jhysiology, 
coirparative religion, conparative nythology, and all the other branches of learn¬ 
ing that concern "man's relation to the Universe',' we are finding the road that 
leads on to the profound mysteries of Ancient Science. We are discovering that 
Iktter is condensed Spiritual Substance, and that the body is literally the 
Temple of Man. Hence, it is our primary duty to learn how to keep our body 
healthy and vigorous, that it nay be a fit Temple in vdiich to deify Man. 
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Chapter 6. 

NATURAL SCIENCE 

The word Nature cones from "nasce," to be born. It means the existing order 
of things; all of creation; the material wrld. The definition nay be extended 
to include the spiritual world. 

Nature is tliat which really is. True science is a correct description of 
how it is; while logical reasoning is tlie prxDcess of the description. 

The Ancient Masters \i;ere students of Nature. They were Naturists of the 
first order. Their system of worship was Naturism. Their gods symbolized the 
Powers of Nature. Tlie supreme nJLer of it all was the Cosmic Power of the Uni¬ 
verse. 

In their study of the destiny of man, the Masters logically turned to Nature 
for gpidarice. In her vicissitudes in the vegetable kingdom. Nature seemed to 
pass thru a process of dissoluticn and revival. 

The Universal Power was identified with the changes in Nature; and the 
forces in Nature symbolized in the religious dramas of the Ancient Mysteries was 
worshipped with imitative and sympathetic rites. 

The Ancient 'blasters concentrated on those eternal attributes of these forces 
before which men in all a^s, when guided by the true li^t, have instinctively 
bowed down, and before which even our ablest scientists are constrained to bend 
in awe and reverence, if not in adoration. To term these Ancient Masters hea¬ 
thens and idolaters is not only gross injustice to them and their work, but an 
admissicr. of irodern ignorarice. 

These testers reasoned that we miay discover the qualities and powers of 
Creaticn by studying Its work, ffo better object was offered for this study than 
man'ihimself. As man is produced by the same powers that produce all natural 
phenomena, he must be subject to all its laws. So by studying the processes of 
Creative Forces in Nature, the Masters determined both the origin and destiny of 
Man. 

Of the Creative Power, that most ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead said: 
"I have the power to be born a second time (Jn. 3:3, 5 , 7). As Spirit, I enter 
the body as man and come forth again as Spirit, and look down upon iry form which 
is that of man." 

To the Neophyte the great Hierophant of the Ancient Jtysteries said: "Cast 
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your eyes upon this irotionless figure. After death, 
you yourself will resenible it." 

In the ancient scriptures there is only one story. 
The Masters who did the writing had but one narrative 
to relate. The series of allegories in the Christian 
Bible do not cover a v/ide range of conditions, but the 
sajTB condition in endless repetition. That central 
theme is the (1) Incarnation of Spirit in Matter, and 
(2) Life Eternal- The whole work is siunmed up in this 
statement: "The words that I speak unto you, they are 
spirit, and they are Life" (Jn. 6:63). 

YIN YANG VJhen Cosmic Spirit becomes incarnate to produce 
Pv-pa+inn Prinrinlp Man, it was implied that, in analogy to his assumed 
treation Knncipie ^^^acter, he knew all the conditions of his visible 

existence- This Ancient Wisdom passed down thru the 
Masters until the days of the 4th Century A.D,, when a newly-bom theology des¬ 
troyed the Ancient Wisdom by liberalizing the biblical allegories and thus making 
things appear in a false light. 

The deep secrets of Cosmic Processes discovered by the Masters, were con¬ 
cealed from the world at large by fables, parables, allegories, fiction and sym¬ 
bols. They never'dreamed that supposeldy Intelligent men would at a later day 
becone so depraved and igiorant as to interpret these literally. 

The ^Masters always wrote under the forms of figure, without suspecting that 
the wisest savants of a distant era would be so blinded by the forces of obscur¬ 
antism as not to realize that the ancient writings spoke only in terms of fhose 
earthly forms that adumbrate spiritual realities. 

As man is an epitome of the Universe, he is subject to its laws. So the 
Masters were on solid ground when they cited vegetation as a graphic example of 
Cosmic Processes, and used that principle to teach the Neophyte the processes of 
Creation. Scientifically applying creative law to man, they drew an augury of 
human immortality by reference to the planting and sprouting of grain. 

Apollonius of Tyana, born February 16, A.D., died at Ephesus in A.D. 103, 
was the Great Philosopher of the first century. He was a Master of the Ancient 
Mysteries of Greece, Egypt, and India. He was employed and used by the Roman 
Emperor Vespasian as his oracle and magician. 

Apollonius preached the essence of the Hindu religion at Rome, AthensAnti¬ 
och, Philippi, Ephesus, Alexandria, Jerusalem and many other places. He went to 
Jerusalem v;hen he was 33 years old. On his approach he was hailed with hosannas 
and songs of praise to one "that cometh in the name of the Lord" (Matt. 21;9). 
He V7as the Paul of the New Testament, the Jesus of the four gospels, the author 
of the so-called John gospel and the Revelation. The so-called Pauline Epistles 
were compiled from his work. All his writings were interpolated and distorted 
by the compilers of the New Testament. 

In I Cor. 15:35 Apollonius explained the Resurrection Doctrine by propound¬ 
ing the questions, How are the dead raised up? and with what body do they come? 
He then examined the process of Nature ' by employing as examples certain agricul¬ 
tural analogies, well-known to every farmer. He began with fundamentals by ob¬ 
serving the Law of Germination as a prelude to a comprehension of Spiritual, not 
physical, Resurrection. 
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APOLLONIUS OF TYANA 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA 
Greek Christ of the First Century 
who taught the doctrines of Chrishna to the West 
as the basis of a new religion, first called Chrishnaism 
and later Christianity. This statue of Apollonius rep¬ 
resents him when over 100 years of age, before his depart¬ 
ure for India, which he reached when 108 years old. 
As can be seen, he enjoyed perfect health and possessed 
a godlike figure. This was due to his strict raw fruitarian 
diet which he adapted at the age of sixteen and s trlctly 
adhered to ever since. Did the early Christians of the 
Catacombs worship him under the figure of Orpheus? 



12. THE HANGED MAN 13. THE DEATH 

Man is a diild of Nature, and in the 
re^m of Nature, reasoned Apollonius, that 
which is sown must die to be re-bom (I Cor. 
15:36). 

That.fact is common knowledge. That 
is the Law of Nature. That is the scient¬ 
ific explanaticn of the "bom again" doc¬ 
trine of the Masters, which nodem theo¬ 
logians do not understand themselves and 
treat as a deep mystery. When the principle 
is understood, the "nystery" becomes so 
simple as to be understood by a child. 
Truth is simplicity and simplicity is Truth. 

Sacrifice Death However, the words "die" and "death" 
in the philosophy of the Masters did not 
imply extinctiai, as men have been falsely 

taught since the 4th Century. The Masters used these tenrs as another, name for 
Renovation, Rebirth. For the Cosmic Power in itian is the same as, and no less 
than, tliat which constantly renews vitality in all the lealms of Nature. 

We find the true Light as false theories crumble before the march of Know¬ 
ledge based on Truth. Recent discoveries that va.sible matter is solidified spi¬ 
ritual substance have shocked physical science. 

We now begin to comprehend the teaching of the Masters — that the invisible 
things of Creation ai’e understood by their visible manifestaticn (Rom. 1:20), and 
that Birth and Death are but names applied to Ihe visible manifestaticai of changes 
occuring constantly in the Creative Cycle. 

We shall quote the words of the Masters whan the nxadexn world calls pagans 
and heathens: "Those vjho have attained the wisdom, of the Inner Doctrine, know 
the mysteries of life, and are not moved by aught that correth to pass in this 
world of change. To them, such Life and Death are mere words, and both are but 
the surface aspects of the Invisible Being. 

'The Real Man is neiidjer bom, nor doth it die. Unborn, undying ancient, 
perpetual arid eternal, it has endured and will endure forever. Tire body nay dis¬ 
solve, but He who hath occupied it renainetli unharmed and unchanged. 

"Free thyself from the deluding pairs of opposites, the changful aspects of 
finite existence. Be not deceived by the illusicxi of appearances and false know¬ 
ledge . 

"When thou shalt rise above the visible plane of illusion, then shalt thou 
cease to care about doctrines, theology, disputaticns concerning rites or cere¬ 
monies, and other useless trimmings upon the cloth of spiritual thou^t. Then 
shalt thou be liberated from, attachments to sacred books, or writings of learned 
theologians, who would interpret that which they fail themselves to understand." 



BIRTH AND DEATH 

Birth and Death are two deluding aspects of the 
sane thing. Physical birth may be tenred spiritual 
death, and spiritual birth is regarded as physical 
death. For due to false teaching, man is never more 
spiritually dead than when physically alive. 

Tne condensation of the spirit builds the body 
that appears to be bom; and the anineting spirit that 
leaves the body and reunites with the Divine Essence, 
appears to die. These appearances are nasleading il¬ 
lusions . We reason from vdnat we THINK we see, and say 
that man dies, or the Sun rises — vhereas nan only 
^pears to die, and the Sun only appears to rise. 

Birth into the physical Tvorld may be termed death as we leave the spiritual 
world, the Kingdom of tfeaven. What we term death in 1316 physical world is act¬ 
ually birth in the spiritual world as we pass on to that glorious Future Life. 

Creative processes move in cycles; and the Soul could not be eternal on 
the one side, and not be on the other. 

Knowledge based on truth takes the sting out of death. "0 grave, where is 
thy victory?" (I Cor. 1:15; 55). 

The Creator is One, the same as One electricity in each of the millions of 
li^t globes. 

Ye are gods; and all of you are the children of the most Hi^ (Ps. 82:6). 
There is One Intelligence, One S’jbstance, One Life, One Spirit, One God. All 
is One and One is All. 

Sudi v;as the natural philosophy of the so-called pagans, heathens, and bar¬ 
barians of fifty thousand years ago. 
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Chapter 7. 

NO DEATH. 

"If a nan die, shall he live again?" 
(Job 14:14). That burning question rises 
with the dawn of the race, and was answered 
by the Ancient Masters. 

By Death in this case is neant the total extinction of man when his physi¬ 
cal bocfy ceases its function. 

The spiritual intuition of_nan_declares, "There is no death." The Soul of 
man rejects the theory of annihilation, advanced by modem science. l“bn univer¬ 
sally harbors the hope of a Future Life. The expectancy of Immortality charac¬ 
terizes both the savage and the savant. 

THE REAPER - Death 

As those intuitions of man are universal, they are 
natural. Natural impulses imply a natural law of fulfill¬ 
ment. A natural desire that is universal portends a nat¬ 
ural imeans of its accomplishment. Universal tendencies 
are obviously based upon universal principles. 

Man is not an object foreign to the Universe. He is 
an integral part of it, and is ruled and affected by uni¬ 
versal lasA?s exactly the saime as are all other parts of the 
Universe. He is the product of Cosmic Elements and Cosmic 
Forces, exactly the same as are all other existing things. 

In common phenomena of Nature, in the ebb and flow 
of the tides, the v/axing and waning of the moon, the 
changes of the seasons, the growth and dissolution of vege¬ 
tation , the disintegration of the various bodies, the Anc¬ 
ient Masters saw the Law of Cyclicity, and as to Man, they 

termed it Bom Again. 

V)ith the seasonal dissolution (death) of 
plants, and their recurrent rebirth in the spring, 
they beheld the Resurrectico of Mature, a universiL 
immortality in all living things, including Man, 
the most exalted creature on earth. 

In the regular journey of the planets, the 
sun, noon and stars, the Ancient Masters dis¬ 
covered the infallible laws of Nature, and the 
existence of a universal order pervading all 
things. They applied these laws to man. 

For all visible bodies are made of the same 
miversal elements, by the same universal creative 
principle, and are subject to the same laws. The 
elements of which water, grass and trees are made are the same, and spring from 
the same source as those of which nan's body is made. The same Creative Princi¬ 
ple performs the work in all instances, in the same way, under the sane law. 
Then it follows by logic and reason that under ...the Law. of Cyclicity and the Law 
of Analogy; Man is cis eternal and irmortal as all the rest of Nature. In fact, 
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as Matter is eternal and indestructible, Life could not be less. 

It was from this lawful, logical, scientific reasoning that came forth the 
Secret Doctrine. Except a nan be bom again, he cannot enter into the Kingdom 
of Heaven (Jn. 3:3, 5, 7). 

For more than a 'millenium thousands of preachers have tried to explain that 
passage. But they cannot explain that wliich they fail themselves to understand. 

Science has shewn that all natural phenomena move in 
cycles. Nothing has either beginning or ending. Matter is 
eternal and indestructible. So if Life. 

The Creative Cycle moves from the invisible to the vis¬ 
ible, and vice versa. A comnon example of this process is 
water. As invisible vapor it floats in the air. When cold 
lowers its vibratory rate, it condenses and becomes visible 
as water, a compound of invisible gases. A still lower tem¬ 
perature transforms water into ice. 

Raising the temperature reverses the process. The ice becomes water and 
dien vapor, and returns to the invisible realm, called the kingdom of Heaven. 

That creative cycle is universal and common to all things. But it becomes 
more complex in understanding and explanation as we advance in the scale of nat¬ 
ural phenomena. 

Passing from v/ater, the simple form, to man, the most complex, we find the 
same creative process in operaticn. But the explanaticn is more complicated. 
In their search for the secret of the Future Life thousands of years ago, it was 
analyzed and solved then by the Ancient Masters. 

When invisible vapor becomes visible as water, 
that is Birth into the visible realm. When water 
CHANGES to invisible vapor and returns to the in¬ 
visible (spiritual) realm, it is BORI'I AGAIN and 
enters into the kingdom of Ifeaven. 

That is ttie secret "change" to which the Mas¬ 
ters referred. "If a men die, shall he live again?" 
All the days of my appointed time will I wait, till 
my CHANGE come" (Job 14:14), 

THERE IS NO DEATH 1 "We shall not sleep (in 
death), BUT WE SHALL ALL BE CHANGED" (to Immortal¬ 
ity), said the T'Jasters (I Cor. 15:51). And so, 
"Death is swallowed up in victory. 0 death; where is thy sting? 0 grave, vdiere 
is thy victory?" (I Cor. 15:54, 55). 

Then the scheming priest who helped to compile the New Testament, added this 
illogical passage: "Tlie sting of death is sin; and the strength of sin is the 
law" (I Cor. 15:56). Those empty \>7ords mean nothing. 

The Masters explained that when the Celestial Body enters the terrestrial 
body called Man, he is Bom into the visible realm of the kingdom of Heaven. Of 
that event we think nothing unusual because it is so common and so vzell understood. 
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But the deceived and misled multitude little kna^/s that 
v^ien nan's terrestrial body dissolves (dies) and the Spirit 
leaves that physical envelope, Man is in truth BORN AGAIN, to 
begin a new existence, and he enters into that vast invisible 
realm, temed the kingdom of Heaven, a nere figure of speech, 
invented for the purpose of deception. 

For as the whole Universe, both the visible and invis¬ 
ible realms, are in fact the kingdom of Heaven, nan is never 
out of it, even tho he may so think in his ignorance. That 

n^sterious "change" from the visible to the invisible state (in the twinking of 
an eye), was well explained by that great Hierophant, Apollonius, called Paul in 
the Bible. Yet the sinplicity of the truth of his teachings has been destroyed 
by the distorted manner in which the "blind leaders of the blind" have handled it. 

The religious philosophy of the Masters was based on that Natural Science 
of the Universe which includes both the visible (physical) and invisible (spirit¬ 
ual worlds. They considered man as a dual being, conposed of spiritual force 
and physical s'jbstance (I Cor. 15:44). Their philosophy was founded upon all 
the facts in all the departments of Nature, omitting none. 

The facts of Nature and the principles of Truth are chengpless. But the 
flimsy theories of modem scientists change with the seascais. What they proclaim 
as Truth today they reject tomotrow as error. 

The eternal Truth of the Immortality of Man renoins changeless throu^out 
the centuries. It was a matter of common knowled^ with the Ancient Masters, who 
are new termed pagans and heathens by the modem world. The best way to discre¬ 
dit Ancient Wisdom is to degrade its developers. 

The certainty of apparent physical death is patent to all. But few there 
be today who know the mysterious secret of exactly vdiat happens when that dreaded 
event occurs. Dreaded only because of the ignorance and false teaching surround¬ 
ing it. 

In the Ancient t^^steries the Neophyte was tau^t the carefully guarded sec¬ 
ret that there is no dying, no death, no extinction of the Real Man. There is 
only a transition, a ciiange: "In the twinkling of an eye we shall all be changed." 
And thus is destroyed the last eneiny termed death (I Cor. 15:26)« which has no 
existence except in the mind. 

The words die and death were used syntolically in the Mysteries to describe 
the descent of the Spirit into physical substance, and so the body was allegori¬ 
cally the sepulchre of the Soul. 

The Masters said, in a spiritual sense, the Soul "dies" or "sleeps" upon 
entering the body in incamaticn. During its days in the physical temple (I 
Cor. 3:16), the Soul was considered as sleeping (dead) in the body. This was 
termed "falling asleep in Hades." The Masters said, "The Soul is now dwelling 
in the grave which we call the body....It is dead so far as it is possible for 
the Soul to die." 

This is the esoteric interpretation of that allegoric emagery, the confus¬ 
ion of which, with the fact of bodily deniise, has been a puzzle to the modem 
world since the destruction of the Ancient Wisdom in the 4th Century A.D. Msn 
are led astray by imputing to words erroneous meanings. 

Pheanix — Immoitalify 
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We sow not the body that shall be, said Apollonius 
•(/Paul). We sow bare grain (I Cor. 15:37). The creative 
process gives it a body; and to each kind of seed, a body 
of its own. 

While the life of the seed, bom ageiin in tlie new plant, 
iray be fabled to die, that is only symbolic. As none oould 
be none logical, so none could be more superficial. The 
seed dies not in terms of extincticn. It sinply CHANGES, as 
Apollonius said. 

This Master then elucidates the ancient allegpry by dif¬ 
ferentiating the bodies as celestial and terrestial. The 
latter (grain) is sown in corruption; out of which the celes¬ 
tial (spiritual-new life) is raised in incorruption (42). 
It is sewn in dishonor; it is raised in glory; it is sown in 
weakness; it is raised in power (43); it is sown a natural 
(physical) body; it is raised a spiritual body. There is a 
natural body and a spiritual body (44). How could the sub¬ 

ject be more clearly ejqplciined? 

The first man is made a living soul (in the flesh — (3en. 2:7). The second 
man is a spirit (improsoned in the body of flesh — 54). The first iran (body) 
is of the earth, earthy; and the second is the spirit (47). 

Be sure to grasp this statement of the great Hierophant: "As we (all) have 
borne the image of the earthy, we (all) shall also bear the image of the heaven¬ 
ly" (spiritual — I Cor. 15:49). 

Apollonius (Paul) was a Master of the Mysteries of 
Greece, Egypt and India. He was the greatest philosopher 
of his day, and knew irany secrets of Nature unknown to the 
world now. But under his bend of secrecy, he dared not tell 
all he knew about the Bom Again doctrine tau^t in the I"^- 
teries. 

To exenplify the doctrine of Immortality, and to denote 
the "Only Begotten Son" (Jn. 1:14, 18 - 3:16, 18), five 
thousand years before the Christian era, the Eg/ptian Mys¬ 
teries delineated a Scarabaeus (beetle), because this animal 
is self-begotten, being unconceived by a fenale. 

The Sacred Beetle also synbolized generation and a father, because it is 
engendered solely by the father, making the offspring the only begotten son. 

Massey writes: "Kheper, the beetle, buried hiireelf, willi his seed, in the 
earth; there he transformed, and the father was REBORN as idie only begotten son." 

This infomation reveals the source and secret of the "only begotten son 
of God," mentioned only in the John gospel, of v^ch Apollonius (Paul) was the 
origin^ author. Vfe read: 

"No man hath seen God at any time: The only begotten Son, which is.in the 
boscOT of the Father, he hath declared him" (Jn. 1:18). 

Another Christian fraud uncovered and exposed, l^stery and confusion vanish 

SCARABAEUS 
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as the facts are disclosed. When we know the source of 
this stateirent, and to what it refers, we not only 
understand its correct neaning, but find that it is 
literally true — except that the object involved is 
a BUG and not a nian. 

The living beetle, as the father with the son in 
his bosom, goes under ground, buries himself, to be 
BORN AGAIN — to issue forth renewed. 

The Egyptian Masters enployed this phenomenon of 
Nature to teach the Neophyte more effectively the mys¬ 
tery of the Father or Spirit, incarnating in Matter,-and 
being BORN AGAIN on the opposite horizon as his transformed son. 

As this natural phenomenon occurs in the case of insignificant insects, it 
could not be less in the case of man. For it is not logical nor reasonable to 
believe that God would grant eternal life to bugs and not confer this blessing 
upon man, the lord of the visible world. 

To the Ancient Masters the deepest nystery was the grand cycle of phenomena- 
birth, life, death or deoonpositicn, and Nev; Life out of death or decay. They 
discovered the secret of Inirortality by studying the creatures that God hath 
made; and to them the transformation of the worm was a greater wonder than the 
stars, for it revealed the rrystery of Immortality. 

Henoe, the lowly scarabaeus or beetle was sacred to them as a creattire whose 
conduct revealed and proved Idle Bom Again doctrine of their science and relig¬ 
ion. 

Thus their remarkable discoveries and faiths are condensed into allegories 
which they understood, but were not always able to explain in langua^.*, for 
there are thouj^ts and ideas which no language ever spoken by nan has words to 
express. 

#22. THE FOOL 

Atonement 
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Chapter 8. 

THE RESURRECTION 

The votaries of Christianity claim that it is a religious system based on 
the Bible. The Bible shows that such claim is false. 

"I believe in . . . the resurrection of the body," is the fraud that every¬ 
one must swallow to embrace the Christian faith. 

Christianity consists of an (1) unfounded belief in a vicarious atonenent, 
(2) stemming from the alleged crucifixion of a mythical god (Matt. 27:35), (3) 
who strangely and unnaturally rose from the dead (Matt. 28:7), and (4) miracu¬ 
lously "washed us from our sins in his own blood." (Rev. 1:5). 

Such wild, fraudulent claims are contrary to all common sense and reason, 
and to all the known laws of the Universe. They are disputed, discredited and 
denied by the biblical text. 

Such is the garbled, mutilated and inconsistent story that could be foisted 
upon the world only by an age of darkness and the surreptitious compilation of 
the New Testament, which was not bom until it was needed in the 4th Century, 
and then needed only because the Old Testament ooiild not be made to support the 
fraud. 

We must follow cold facts to find the goal of our search. The Bible states 
that we reap as we sow, (Gal. 6:7); and that in death Ihe body dissolves and re¬ 
turns to dust (Eccl. 12:7). These natural facts and events harmonize wi1ti Uni¬ 
versal Law, and have been known and witnessed since the dawn of humanity; and 
the process is ruled by a law that has no exceptions and changes not. 

Exceptions belong to the realm of speciiLation and fiction. It is impossible 
to conceive that The Unchangeable, in the formulation of His degrees, ever drops 
a thread or fails to include Universal Existence in one grand plan. 

Furthermore, in I Cor. 15:50 the definite statement appears that "flesh and 
blood" (physical body) "cannot inherit (enter) the kingdom of God (Spiritual 
Realm); neither doth corruption (the physical) inherit in corruption (Ihie spirit¬ 
ual)." It is also stated that "as we (all) have borne the image of the earthy, 
we shall (all) also bear the image of the heavenly" (I Cor. 15:49). This is not 
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conditioned upon any belief. It includes all men, regardless of their belief. 
It includes all nen, regardless of their belief. (Mark 16:16). 

In spite of these notorious facts, the text of that same chapter the New 
Testanent conpilers in the 4th Century twisted and distorted to make it serve 
their scheme. They devoted verses 12 to 22 of the chapter to a discussion of 
"the resurrecticn of the dead," meaning the res'jrrectiCTi of the physical body. 

Not understandirig the esoteric meaning of the biblical terms "resurrection" 
and "bom again," the church, groping in darkness with the multitude, makes a 
mystery of these simple words. 

Reverting to the Ancient I^steries, it appears taht the Neophyte was taiaght 
by the Masters that "the Real Man is neither bom, nor does he die. Unborn, un¬ 
doing ancient, perpetual and eternal, he has endured and will endiire forever. 
The body dissolves and returns to dust, but He who hath occupied it, remaineth 
unharmed and unchanged." 

It is a fact that if Man comes from the Spiritual World as all religicns 
teach, he mtust, under the law, return to the source of his origin. That is as 
obvious and cei’tain as the law of mv-thematics. Moreover, nothing returns to the 
Spiritual World because nothing comes out of it. It is not a return but a change 
in manifestation, as stated by the Masters: 

"VJe shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a moment, in the 
twinkling of an eye" (I Cor. 15:51, 52). 

That H indu philosophy is fifty thousand years old. It was tau^t to Apol¬ 
lonius (Paul) when he went to India and was initiated into the I^steries. It 
was copied from his writings many years after he was dead, when the New Testament 
was compiled in the 4th Century. 

v^Jliat do these statements mean? Hew does the change take place? Hew does 
man's soul leave the Spirit World, and how does it return? 
Tnese secrets were tau^.t the Initiates in the Anc¬ 
ient Mysteries. 

The Masters held that the Spirit becomes 
manifest in the body of man when impreg- 
natioTi occurs in the female uterus. That 
is the condition of its mundane manifest¬ 
ation. That is incamaticn. That is 
the burial of the Soul in Matter. Ac¬ 
cording to the Masters, it is a living 
death. It is an entombment of the 
Spirit that carries life on, but 
under physical conditions, dramatized 
in the Ancient Mysteries as the 
‘.Death of the Soul." That was only 
a figure of speech. 

The Rfasters said, "The Soul 
becomes cribbed, cabined and 
confined" in the limitations of 
the carnal body, as it loses 
a dimension of consciousness 
at each step on the descending 
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path. It becomes bound to the sensual and palpable, after having had the ^wer 
to range freely throu^ the limitless spaces of universal thougjit." That is 
Ancient Science. 

Man has never been able to reconcile himself to the idea of death as dis¬ 
appearance and extincticn. Too many things in Nature contradict the theory. 
There was in his consciousness too nany traces of the dead, their faces, words, 
gestures, promises, threats, the feelings that these aroused, fear, jealousy,^ 
hatred, desire. All these continued to live in his mind, and the fact of their 
death was more and more forgotten. In his dreams man saw his dead friend or 
enemy. He appeared exactly as he was in life. He must be living somewhere and 
could come from that somevdiere at will. 

In the proc:ess of incarnation, the Soul was fabled by the masters as ap¬ 
proaching the confines of death. On its approach, and at the moment of its div- 
ulsicn from its heavenly abcxle, there ensued an intermediate or preparato:^ stage, 
a diminution of consciousness, termed a "swoon." From this fable was copied the 
parable relating to Lazarus. 

In a rare work, the Tibetan Bcx3k of the Dead, the decedent is represented 
as retrograding step by step into the lower and lower state of consciousness. 
Each downward step to incarnation is preceded by a swooning into unconsciousness. 
The swooning on the downward path to "spiritual death" (physical existence) is 
compai''able to falling asleep. 

It is this drama of the ffysteries to which the biblical story refers when 
it says that Jesus was notified that Lazarus was sick. He said, "This sickness 
is not unto death" (Jn. 11:4). While an emergency call of help was sent to 
Jesus, he tarried, and "abode two days still in the same place where he was" 
(Jn. 11:16). 

Behold the fraudulent literalizaticn by the compilers of the ancient drama. 
Then Jesus said, "Lazareth sleepeth; but I go, that I m^ awake him out of 
sleep" (Jn. 11:11). 

In this allegory, Apollonius (Paul) lists the four kingdoms of flesh, on 
which man's existence rests at its comers, matching the four figures in Egypt¬ 
ology, and in Ezekiel's and John's celestial vision- Man, beast, bird, fish. 
Amsta, Hapi, Tuantutel and Kabhsenuf — the four sons of the Egyptian Horus; the 
man, lion, eagle and fish (crocodile); the four quarters of the ancient zodiac 
(I Cor. 15:39). This parable comes from the Egyptian Mysteries, of which Apol¬ 
lonius was a Master. 

When Apollonius declared that, as we (all) have borne the image of the 
earthy, we (all) shall also bear the image of the heavenly (49), he voiced the 
esoteric teachings of the Ancient tfysteries: "Then shall the dust return to 
the earth as it was; and the spirit shall return unto God who gave it" (Eccl. 
12:7). 

Note well that the biblical text does not support the doctrine of orthodox 
theology. There are here no qualifications; no exceptions; no ifs, nor buts. 
It is not said, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that 
believeth not shall be daimed (Mk. 16:16). 

It is stated definitely and unequivocally in the Bible that all men are 
composed of a physical and a spiritual body, and that as all men have borne the 
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inage of the earthy, so all men shall also bear the image of the spiritual (I Cor. 
15:49). 

A^llonius (Paul) then clearly and definitely rejects the false doctrine of 
a physical resurrection. For he declares, "Now this I say, brethren, that flesh 
and blood (physical body) cannot inlierit (enter) the kingdom of God" (50). 

The physical, natural body of man remains subject to the law that rules all 
physical substance. That body never rises from the grave. It dissolves and re¬ 
turns to dust, just as the Bible says (Eccl. 12:7). 

"Initiation proper into the Ancient Mysteries," wrote Dr. Angus "was consid¬ 
ered a physical death from which the Initiate rose through re-birth (bom again). 
The hour of midni^t was often chosen as the most appropriate time for initiation. 
There was a familiar wrd-play on the words 'initiatioi' and 'dying.' 'To die 
is to be initiated,' said Plato. 'Then to be initiated into the kingdom of God 
is to die; and death is the supreme initiation.'" 

And so, in the ceremonies of initiation, the Hierophant pointed to the mum¬ 
mied form, of As-ar-us (Osiris), lying on its bier, and to the candidate said: 
"Cast your eyes upon this motionless figure. After death you will resemble it." 

The most secret initiation, to which only the most elect were admissible, 
tau^t the Neophyte hew man's soul leaves the Spirit World and how it returns. 

In that most ancient work, The Egyptian Book of the Dead, God is made to 
say to the candidate, "I have the power to be bom a second time (Jn. 3:3, 5, 7). 
As Spirit, I enter the human body, and come forth again as Spirit, and look down 
upon ny forrri, v;hich is that called man." 

That is incarnation, taught by the Masters as the burial of the Soul in Mat¬ 
ter. It is a living death according to the Masters. It is the entombment of the 
Spirit that carries life on, but under physical conditions, dramatized as Death 
in the Egyptian Mysteries. 

Proclus mentiaied an interesting fragment of the ceremonies of the Mysteries 
relating to the symbolical death and burial in the Dicnysiac-Orphic rites, as 
follows: 

"The Hierophant commanded that the body should be buried except the head in 
thenxDst secret of all initiations, "as a result of thich the Spirit in us is 
Dionysiac (divine) and a veritable image of Dionysus" (The hosiery P^eligion). 

The Cross was used in the histories as a symbol of the descent of Spirit in¬ 
to Matter. To represent this, the Neophyte, who had been rendered unconscious 
by a secret process, was laid upon a fructiform bier, hollowed to fit the body, 
wearied after a long preliminary ritual. His arms were loosely bound with cords, 
and he was carried from the Chamber of Initiation into the Crypt, or lower vault 
of the temple. There he v;as placed ipon a. sarcophagus to represent actual burial, 
and the priests chanted a very ancient dirge over him.. He remained here for three 
days, whilst the tests of earth, water, air and fire were applied to the divorced 
Soul as a practical experience of its invulnerability. On the fourth day of the 
entombment, the Neophyte "was brou^t forth and exposed to the first rays of the 
rising Sun, and restored to natural life" by an unknown process. 

The Superior Iteters, knowing much more than we do about the body and its 
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physiology, knew the secret of what to do to the unconscious body to induce the 
Spirit to re-enter it; and so in the initiation the "dead" was "raised" to life. 

Initiatic^ was considered to by a nystical death; a descent into the infer¬ 
nal regions, where every polluticm, and the stains and imperfections of a corrupt 
and evil life were purged away by fire and water; and the perfect Epopt was then 
said to be regenerated, reborn, restored to a renovated existence of life, light 
and purity. 

Cicero said that the initiates not only received lessons which made life 
mare agreeable, but drew from the cereiionies happy hopes for the moment of death. 
Socrates said that those who were admitted to the Mysteries, possessed, when dy¬ 
ing, the most glorious hopes for eternity. Pfe added: "The great consummation 
of all philosophy is Death. He who pursues philosophy alright, is studying how 
to die" (Pike, p. 393). 

In the finale, initiation was the introduction to the renarkable change of 
death, mentioned by Apollonius (Paul, I Cor. 15:51). For death is the true init- 
iaticn, to which sleep is the introductory or minor nystery. 

Death is the final rite that united the Initiate with God. So when the Neo¬ 
phyte was "resurrected," he knev7 the great secret of initiation. From actual 
eiqjerience he learned the fact that Life is eternal, and did not have to rely on 
the jargon of sons preacher. For as his physical form lay still in physical 
death, his Spirit hovered over it, and with his spiritual Eyes he saw his uncon¬ 
scious, motionless body. 

In his initiation, the Neophyte was shewn the figure of Osiris lying on its 
funeral bi.er. At the head stood Nephthys, and at the foot, Isis, the two sisters 
who weep for him. Hovering over the body, symbolical of the Soul, was a "hawk 
with outstretched wings" (Budge). This was to teach the Neophyte how the God- 
Spirit looks upon Kis "form which is that of man." 

The story of Lazarus appears to have been unknown to the authors of the 
synoptic gospels. They never mention it. The account appears only in the fourth 
gDspel, the original of which was written about 67 A.D. by Apollonius (Paul). 
He was a faster of the Egyptian ^fysteries, knew the story, and wrote it as an 
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allegory. It was revised and distorted when literalized by the compilers of the 
New Testament in the 4th Century. 

In the Egyptian Mysteries drara; 5,000 yeare before the Christian era, Horus 
synbolically raised his "dead" father, Asar (Osiris) at Anu, by calling unto him 
in the cave to rise and come forth (Jn. 11:43). When the fable was literalized 
in the New Testament, fforus became Jesus, Asar became Lazarus, and Anu became 
Bethany. That easy was it to make these sli^t changes in the old manuscripts. 

The time cane when the Hebrews adopted the Egyptian phrases and names, and 
they changed Asar to El-Asar. Later, the Romans took up the sane material and 
added the Latin "us", making it El-Asar-Us. Then the English took it over, and 
dropped the E and made it Lazarus. As the ancient records are dug from the 
ruins, the frauds are exposed. 

Also, in the Egyptian drama, the tvio sisters, Isis and Nephthys were pre¬ 
sent. An old-source-name for Isis was fferi, basic for the Latin Mare (sea). The 
Egyptian plural of hferi was l^rti. This became Mertae in Latin form. In Hebrew 
it resolved into what was rendered Martha in English. In the gospel narrative 
these women, termed Mary and Martha, were called the sisters of Lazarus. 

It is amazing to learn how literally the gospel compilers copied from 
ancient writings. Then they concealed the evidence of their plagiarism by de¬ 
stroying the old manuscripts. But the stone monuments of antiquity were not de¬ 
stroyed, and at last they have yielded up their secrets, and the greatest fraud 
in history now stands exposed. 

In referring to this fable, Massey s^s: "Asar in Anu, like Lazarus in Beth¬ 
any, was not dead but sleeping. Horus comes to awaken Asar out of sleep." He 
continues: 

"In one of the earlier funeral texts it is said of the' sleeping Asar: 'The 
Great One waketh, the Great One riseth.' The Manes in Amenta were not regarded 
as dead, but as sleeping, breathless of body, motionless of heart. Hence, Horus 
ooiTES to awaken the sleepers in their coffins." 

Plotinus cites a clear presentment of the ancient Greek conception of the 
imprisonment of Spirit in Matter: 

"When the soul (individualized spirit) had descended into generation, it 
partook of evil and is carried a great way into a state the opposite of its first 
purity, to be merged in it, and death to the soul is, while it is baptized or 
immersed in the material body, to descend into matter and be wholly subjected to 
it. This is vjhat is meant by falling asleep in Hades." 

And here appears the true, basic meaning of the word "baptized." The Anc¬ 
ient Masters tau^t that to incarnate was to be plunged, baptized, into the watery 
condition of the body. That is the fundamental definition of baptism in ancient 
philosophy. 

The buried Asar (Osiris) symbolized the Soul buried in letter, not the body 
buried in a grave. The grave was the typography used to designate Hie.non-his- 
torical burial in the body. 

Budge, in his great work, "The Gods of the Egyptians," never suspected that 
he was writing only the historical adaptation of a spiritual allegory vdien he 
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THE STONE THAT TOLD THE SPHINX’S SECRETS 

Although it flourisheti for thousands of yrars, the civiliiation of the Pharaohs 
remained shrouded in mystery until recent times. The true history of the 
gigantic monuments and the people who built them could not be gleaned 
from the great accumulation of inscriptions and documents because the art of 
deciphering their difficult writing was lost. 

Then, by chance, in the Nile Delta, near a village called Rosetta, a stone was uncovered 
on which a lengthy proclamation in hieroglyphics was paralleled in Greek. 
Here at last was the key scholars needed. The task of piecing together 35 centuries 
of ancient Egyptian history could begin. 



said: "But about Osiris' buri^-place there is no doubt, for all tradition 
states that his grave was at Abydos in upper Egypt" (Vol. 2, p. 146). 

Budge believed that Osiris had been a living king, and was later deified. 
He niistook allegory for realism. 

Stobaeus has preserved a fragment of Themistius which says: 

"Then the Soul suffers a passion such as that of those who are undergoing 
initiaticn into the Greater Mysteries; wherefore also there is a corresponding 
of word to vrard and act to act in teleutan teleisthai, teleutan (dying) and 
teleisthai (initiation), with reference to the Dionysiac or Eleusianian bVster- 
ies." 

According to Firmicus Matemus, the intending bastes of Attis was admitted 
into the b^steries as synbolically "about to die." 

Due to the terrible oath of secrecy by vjhich they were bound, very little 
was ever made public by the Initiates of the secret rites and ceremonies of the 
b^steries. What little tiiere was published was destroyed by the despots in the 
4th Century in order to hide the evidence and make it appear to later generations 
that prior to that century, and on back to the days of Adam, men were only heat¬ 
henish idolaters. 

The true facts are, that in their Science the Ancient Masters tau^t the 
unity of Spirit and the Continuity of Life. According to their philosophy, the 
immortality of Life is proved in the same way as the indestructibility of Matter. 

The tfestei's taught that nan lives as a spiritual being; that the Breath of 
Life energizes his body and makes him a living creature (Gen. 2:7); that it is 
the Spirit v^ich animates the body (Jn. 6:63); and that the body is the physical 
prison of the Soul. In death, the Soul is released from its prison, and returns 
ijnto God who gave it (Eccl. 12:7). 

"The great consummation of all philosophy is death," said Socrates, and he 
added: "He who pursues philosophy aright, is studying hew death releases the 
Soul from its earthly prism." 

This ancient teaching has been lost and destroyed; and today nan thinks he 
is a material being because physical science so declares. 

The Masters tau^t that as we lie dovmi in our last sleep, termed death 
(transition), "we shall a].l be changed in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye," 
and we "shall be raised incorruptible" as Spiritual Beings in the Future Life, 
iirrortal and eternal (I Cor. 15:50-55). 

For as Matter is both indestructible and etem£il, declared the Masters, Life 
could not be less. 

"Ye must be bom again. Except a nan be bom again, he cannot enter the 
kingdom of heaven" (Jn. 3:3,7). 

Transition, termed physical death or physical dissolijtion, is the mysterious, 
little understood, but natural process of being "bom again," as tau^t by the 
Ancient Masters — just as much and certain for nan as for grains of vdieat and 
com. For these are all a part of Nature and subject to the powers of the same 
Universal Lav;. 
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Chapter 9. 

MAN'S TRANSFORMATION 

This chapter is taken from our larger work and included here because of its 
intinate relation to the subject at >iand. It deals directly with the Law of 
Change (I Cor. 15:50-52), as enunciated by Apollonius (Paul), and by him taken 
from Hindu Philosophy. 

Since the dawn of humanity, man has witnessed the inexplicable phenomenon 
of Inert Matter raised up the exalted Life Plane. He has seen the physical form 
of man emerge from the female creative centers, animated by Solar Force inhaled 
in the breath of Life (Gen. 2:7), and thus observed the Dead raised to Life. 

The Masters regarded this as the First Birth. 

Then came the return, the Second Birth, from the physical to the spiritual, 
the bom again mystery. 

Hermes 
MERCURIUS TRiSMEGISTUS 

Wliile these things are inentioned 
in the Bible, they are not understood 
by the clergy and are erroneously 
interpreted. 

If Spiritual Man is the Real 
Man, as the Ancient Masters tau^t, 
then the Real Man must, under the 
LavJ of Change, return unharned to 
the primary source of his origin, in 
the Process termed ”Born Again^^ (Ecd. 
12:7; Jn. 3:3, 5,7). 

This is a natural fact as ob¬ 
vious and certain as the law of gr^a- 
vity or the law of chemical affinity. 
It is puzzling and obscure only 
because it is not understood, due 
to general ignorance and false teach¬ 
ing. 

Science has recently shewn that 
the several realms of Nature repre¬ 
sent the visible appear’ance of in¬ 
visible elements in various shapes 
and forms. These realms rise 
successively as invisible elements 
are transmuted into visible forms. 
The vitalization of these fonrfi 
resijlts from the mysterious energy 
inherent by natur^e in the universal 
elements. 

Vhen Herodotus (494-425 B.C.) 
visited Egypt some 450 years before 
the gospel Jesus was ever thou^t of, 
the high priest of the Egyptian Mys¬ 
teries presented eviderice to show 
that Egyptian history had continued 
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uninterrupted for 11,340 years (nearly 14,000 years from this date), and informed 
him that their "Book of the Dead" was by far the most ancient of all holy books. 

This work, said to have been written by Thoth, whom the ancient Greeks cal¬ 
led Ifermes, "l^ssenger of the gods," tau^t the existence of a World-Soul, 
termed the Ba, which produced a World-Body, the MateriaJ. Universe, and that Man 
is an epitome of the Universe in which he dwells. 

The World—Soul is the Real Man, ETemal Being, wiicse symbol in the Egyptian 
f^steries was a Circle, which represents the Great Cosmic Cir*cuit of Life, flow¬ 
ing from the Sun to Man, and from Man back to the Sun. It was said to be sym¬ 
bolic of "the materializaticai of Spirit; the manifestation of Spirit in the 
visible world." 

M-s work taught that man is a dual being, partaking of both the Visible and 
Invisible Worlds; but modem man knows it not because of false teaching. He is 
dual in consciousness, but exercises now only the physical aspect because of 
ignorance and degeneration. He is never more spiritually dead than when physi¬ 
cally alive. 

In the Egyptian Mysteries the Keoph'y’te was tau^t that v^ien the physical 
aspect of nan's conscious state is inhibited, or nade domant, or suspended by 
accident, injury’, poison or other causes, he is 
then in that unconscious state where his 
Spiritual Consciousness rules, and he ex¬ 
periences the sensation of the Fourth Di- 
rrension, wherein Immortality reigns. In 
the Ancient Masters this faculty was devel¬ 
oped and used for their guidance. 

This secret is knowii to Occult Science; 
but physical science refuses to investigate 
the natter, claiming it is only a iry’th of 
the imagination of the ancient heathens and 
ape-men. That is what children are tau^t in 
the schools and colleges, and the reason why 
people shim truth because it is so foreign to 
what they are taught. 

The Ancient liasters tau^t, and correctly so, 
that there is no death as that vjord is now commonly 
understood by the misled masses. There is a state of 
transition, wherein roan's spiritual consciousness 
rules supreme because it is released from the limit¬ 
ations imposed by the physical organism. Man is then 
able to see both sides of his dual nature, and to 
sense his spiritual double as the Real Man, and his 
physical figure as the shadow roan. 

At transition (physical death), the substance 
of the visible body falls entirely out of the range 
of the great Cosmic Cirsuit, and, under the law gov- 
erpj.ng inert matter. It returns to the earth as a 
reservoir (Eccl. ].2:7). But the subconscious mind 
(spiritual nan) remains intact, unaltered, unharmed 
by that miysterious change which appears to occur in 
the physical man. 
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In the unconscious state, man's conscious mind is 
bland and inactive. Suspended are the faculties of 
seeing (even though the eyes may be open), of hearing, 
smelling, tasting, and feeling. These five senses of 
the physical plane are then incompetent to register im¬ 
pressions conveying any intelligence. The conscious 
mind is closed like a book with seven seals (Rev. 5). 

The Supreme Universal Consciousness maintains its 
perpetually active state, so. that the physiological 
processes of the body continxje interrupted. In fact, 
the God Consciousness is so alert that if the unconscious 
body is removed from a comfortable to a chilly room, the 

^ . body temperature automatically changes to meet the hos- 
iinic ■agram( ermstic) tile conditicns of the colder environment. 

In like manner other disturbances are mat. If the arms or legs of the un¬ 
conscious body are artificially exercised, the physiological processes quicken 
to supply the additional energy required. That illustrated the Spiritual Consc¬ 
iousness protecting the unconscious body, despite the fact that the unconscious 
body is not aware of it. 

This unconscious state is only temporary. At transition (physical death) 
a siirilar condition occurs, but remains permanent. In a word, transition (phy¬ 
sical death) is a change of consciousness. The consciousness of the physical 
body is superseded by the Divine, Uniwrsal Consciousness. 

In the case of physical death, the Universal Consciousness leaves the body 
because the body substance has fallen out of the influence of the Great Cosmic 
Circle of Life. This Divine Consciousness may be termed the Soul, the Immortal 
Consciousness, vjithdrawing from the body at the time of transition (physical 
death). 

Medico-science scorns the suggesticn o f the Spiritual Man and puts all em¬ 
phasis on the physical man. That part consists largely of fluid, a compound of 
invisible gases. A man of 150 pounds would weigh 50 pounds if he were thoroughly 
dried out. The blood is 90 percent water. The bones are nearly half water. The 
brain is 85 percent water. After cremation of the dead body, a small amount of 
ash remains that would also dissolve into invisible gas if exposed to greater 
heat. 

That is the end of the visible form which medico-science mistakes for the 
Real Man. When v;e blind ourselves by studying the physical side of man only, we 
can see nothing but his visible form and logically ndstake that for the Real Man. 
In the end we are left empty-handed. For the shadow man is gone. 

The Ancient Masters searched farther afield 
for the Real Man, and foimd hiin. They dis¬ 
covered the mysteries of Creation because 
they studied the other side and fo'jnd that 
the visible form is not the Real Man but 
only the shadow man. 

There is one striking feature of the 
reports of those who have been on the border¬ 
line of transition, but did not pass over 
(Ps. 104:9). That is, all these reports agree. 
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An electrician was shocked by hi^ voltage. He 
was rushed to a hospital in an unconscious state and 
not expected to live. The body appeared lifeless, 
and the undertaker was notified to take it to the 
irorgue. Then the nurses were surprised when they 
began to feel a little warmth, showing that the iran 
was still alive. 

There is the case of a woman, believed to have 
passed through transition for twenty-four hours. Of 
a philosopher who was thought to be dead, of a truck 
driver whose truck was demolished by a train and he 
lay unccaiscious for seven days. Of a little girl 
who vjas thought to be dead. She was just able to talk 
and describe in a childish way v^at she ej^rienced 

She had never lieard the things she related, yet her 
all the other’s, '/.hat did they report? 

The secret of what occurs in man's mind at the monent of 
transition and later, was tau^t in the Egyptian Mysteries. The 
rites of these religious dramas, "comnsncing in gloom and sor¬ 
row, and ending in li^it and joy, dimly shadowed forth the 
strange passage of iran from physical mortality to spiritual 
iiufDi’tality." 

Traces of these things appear in the Bible, but only occult 
students understand their ti’ue meaning: "I will ransom them from 
the power of the grave" (Hos. 13:14). In the twinkling of an eye, 
the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed. For this 
corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality." 
(I Cor. 15:52, 53). 

These dark passages appear in clear li^t v^en we knew the esoteric noaning. 
We have only a little kna^’ledge of the ceremcr.ies in the initiations in the Mys¬ 
teries, and it mi^t all have been lost but for Apuleius (I'fet., lib. xi), who 
was initiated in all the several degrees. 

He says nothing regarding any of them but the first, the ^^steries of Isis, 
syntxolic of the God of Nature in the Egyptian M^'steries. When he addressed to 
this Goddess his pra>/er for initiation, he says she appeared as a beautiful fe¬ 
male "over whose divine neck her long, thick hair hung in graceful ringlets." 
Answering him, she said: 

SOLOMON'S GREAT CIRCLE 

in her unconscious state, 
report was identical with 

"The parent of Universal Nature attends thy call. The 
Mistress of the Elements, initiative Germ of Generations, 
Supreme of Deities, Queen of departed Spirits, first inhab¬ 
itant of Heaven, and uniforrri type of aD.1 the Gods and Goddes¬ 
ses, propitiated by thy prayers, is with thee. She governs 
with her nod the luminous heights of the firmanent, the salu¬ 
brious breezes of the oceans; the silent deplorable depths 
of the shades below; one Sole Divinity under many forms, 
worshipped by the different nations of the Earth under many 
titles, and with various religious rites." — Pike. 

Directed by the Goddess hew to proceed, Apuleius was 
presented for initiation to the Chief Priest, who addressed 
him. as follows: 
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"There is not one among the initiated of a mind 
so depraved, or so bent on his own destruction, as, 
without receiving a special command from Isis, to dare 
to undertake her missicn rashly and sacrilegiously, 
and thereby corrmit an act certain to bring upon him¬ 
self dreadful injury. For the gates of the shades 
below, and the care of our life being in the hands of 
the Goddess (symxdically)— the ceremony of initia¬ 
tion into the Itysteries is, as it were, to suffer 
death, with the precarious chance of resurrection. 
Wherefore, the Goddess, in the wisdom of her Divinity, 
hath the power to select as persons to v^cm the sec¬ 
rets of her religion can with propriety be entrusted, 
those who, standing as it were on the utmost limit of 
the course of life they have completed, may tiTrou^ 
her Providence be in a iranner born again; and commence 
the career of a new existence" (Pike, p. 388). 

At this point the language of the Chief Priest is 
only jargon to the multitude, and only heathenish bab¬ 
ble to modern science. But to the occultist, who 
understand both the symbolical death and resurrection 
here referred to, it is a profound sermon of great 
import. 

Concerning his irdtiaticn, Apuleius v/as bound by 
a terrible oath to keep the secret. He says that if 
he disclosed the secret, it "would affix the penalty 
of rash curiosity to ny tongue as well as to thy ears:" 
(and if) "I told thee such things that, hearing thou 
necessarily canst not understand," for the substance 
of the secret is "beyond the comprehension of the 
Profane" (Pike). 

Then with cautious reticence he says: "I approached the abode of death: 
with ny foot I pressed the threshold of Proserpine's Palace (infernal regions). 
I was transported throu^ the elements, and conducted back again. At midni^t I 
saw the bri^t ligrit of the sun shining. I stood in the presence of the Gods, 
the Gods of Heaven and of the Shades below; ay, stood near and worshipped" (Pike, 
p. 389). 

There Apuleius stops and tells no more. The modern kncwledge on this Jiys- 
terious point of Life comes from those who have been at the border-line of death 
(transition), as Apuleius was, but did not pass over. Their accounts reveal what 
the Initiate was tau^t in the Ancient Itysteries. 

The record says that in his initiation, Apuleius suffered a "voluntary death" 
(ad instar volontariae mortis) end "approached the realm of death" in order to 
thereby attain his "spiritual birthday" (natalem sacrum) in the service of the 
Goddess, whose followers were "as it were reborn," or Bom Again. 

Socrates said that participation in the Sacred Mysteries was the greatest 
of all thiigs, and the sour'ce of the greatest blessings. For the happiness there 
promised is not limited to this mortal life, but extends beyond the grave. There 
a new life begins, he continued, in which the Initiate enjoys a bliss witliout al¬ 
loy and without limit'.' 
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IVhat is the strange secret that was tau^t by the Ancient Masters, as re¬ 
vealed by the God Consciousness when the physical body is wavering at the extreme 
border-line of transition (physical death)? 

There is at first a sense of surprising levity of the body. That appears 
as the first factor which impresses the subconscious mind of the unconscious man, 
hovering at the very brink of that unknown Spiritual Life, from v^enoe no travel¬ 
ler ever returns when once across that dark river. 

Long before the unconscious man is willing to let nurse or doctor know that 
strange "^ings are happening, he begins to sense that he is not lying so heavily. 
At first he thinks it is the imgination. Then he begins to sense a pleasant 
warmth, and to feel that he could rise from the bed and nothing could stop him. 
The room that was only a few feet distant, begins to appear farther away. It is 
not due to the fading of his eyesi^t, as he still recognizes the persons pre¬ 
sent. It is the secret of the Fourth dinension. He begins to sense himself in 
a world devoid of both space and time, aid to feel that he is existing in the 
Fourth Dinension. Yet none of the persons mentioned, except the philosopher, 
had ever heard of that dimension. 

Then the voices of those present begin to grow dim, until it seems as if they 
were at the end of the hall. This is a great moment for the 
person, because of the fading out’^of physical impres¬ 
sions. 

Eventually, the 
nothing but his phys- 
bed. Not with his 
his spiritual si^t. 
appeared a dim haze. 
it as the aura. An- 
the silver cord men- 
(Eccl. 12:5). Still 
being similar to the 
so solid. The fact is, 
between them, and their 
the separatioi gradually 

SEAL OF AGRIPPA 

unconscious man could see 
ical body lying on the 
physical eyes, but with 
Betvjeen himi and his body 
The philosopher described 
other said it looked like 
tioned in the Bible 

another described it as 
umibilical cord, but not 

they all saw something 
body, and they could feel 

taking place. 

they had no desire to return 
stop the separation; but 

Another feature is, 
to their physical body to 
they did have' a feeling of deep sorrow for those weeping around the body. They 
sense that sorrow and feel they must return to relieve it. But as for themselves, 
the sense of levity, of great space, freedom from all pain and suffering, "the 
thrill of the new existence, gi'/e them an impelling urge to let the change continue 
and be permanent. 

All accounts agree that there seems to be a dual power present - one trying 
to hold them in the physical body, and the other trying to draw them away; and 
in that perplexing state some of them waver. 

Finally, as' to those who go throu^ the experience and return, they are 
drawn back into their physical body. They feel themselves cramped, shut in, and 
crushed; and immediately their physical sensaticxis begin to return. T)iey begin 
to feel uncomfortably warm instead o f the pleasant cooling sensation. They be¬ 
gin to feel heavy aiid weighted down, as if -there were a weight on their chest. 
It is difficult to breathe. Their eyelids are hard to open, but they slowly do; 
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that is the first sign they are returning to consciousness. SonBtimes it niay be 
several days before they are able to speak. But they know all that is going on 
around them. 

That is the strange story of the border-line state. The stories not only 
agree, but they relate the same understandable events. 

Such are the narvellous secrets of God and ffen and the Future Life, discov¬ 
ered by the Ancient toasters and tau^t to their disciples. 

These Masters were so far ahead of us, that they recognized as a fact, and 
actually proved the existence of, man's Soul or Spirit. They temred it the "Ba," 
and drew pictures of it as a Dove, soiretirres with a human head, hovering over 
the physical body in death. 

This philosophy was regarded so highly by the church fathers, that they 
stole it from the Egyptians and had it appear in all of the four gospels: "The 
Holy Ghost descended in a bodily shape lik;e a Dove upon him" (Mat. 3:18; Mk. 1: 
10; Lu. 3:22; Jn. 1:32). 

Pictures of the ’’Ba" appear in the Egyptian Book of the Dead,in the text of 
which the deceased Ani is made to ask Ra, "How long have I to live?" Ra replies: 
"Thou shalt exist for millions of millions of years," writes Budge, who adds: 
Thus is man "bom again" into that "new life of the invisible world, which is be¬ 
yond the grave and is everlasting." (Vol. 2, p. 141). 

Life in the physical body is wonderful; and yet hew grand is transition. 

The levity of the body, the expanding space, the absence of time and dark¬ 
ness , the grandeur of the haze surrounding them, the capacity to see their physi¬ 
cal body, shewing the existence of the Spirit or Soul, of the dual consciousness, 
and pmving that the Divine Consciousness is independent of the physical brain, 
of whidr 85 percent is only water. 

This knowledge begins to lift the cijrtain and reveal the science and secrets 
of the Ancient .tysteries. By conducting the candidate to the very border-line 
state, "the abode of (physical) death" he v;as scientifically tau^t that when man 
dies physically, when the physical body (the Knat) dissolves, it merely neans 
that the permenent living spiritual man (the Ba) is withdrawn from the material 
counterpart, and that the Spiritual Double survives the event, and continues its 
eternal existence under spiritual conditiens, in that "new life of the invisible 
world, which is beyond the grave and is everlasting." 

Plutarch (46-125 AD) said that the religious rites of the Egyptian ftyster- 
ies not only tau^.t that the Soul is immortal, but they prowd it. 

"0 Jfysteries most truly holy I 0 pure Li^t! Heaven and the Deity are dis¬ 
played to my eyes (in the border-line state of 'transition!) I am initiated, and 
become holy! Hail New-Bom Light! " 

Such was held to be the effect of complete initiation into -the Egyptian 
Mysteries (Pike, Freemasonry, 1871, p. 522). 
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Qi^ter 10. 

THE ANCIENT MYSTERIES 

The essence of all nysteries con¬ 
sists in this: The concepticn of an 
unapproachable Being, infinite, eter¬ 
nal, unchanging, and that of a God of 
Nature whose nanifold povjer is direct¬ 
ly disclosed to the senses in the in¬ 
cessant c}/cle of creation, birth, 
life, and death. 

Nature is as free from dogmatism 
as from tyranny. So the Ancient Mas¬ 
ters not only adopted her lessons, 
but adhered to her nethods of imparting 

them. They attenpted to reach the understanding thru the eye; and the greater 
part of their religious teaching was conveyed thru this ancient and most inpres- 
sive mode of ejdiibition or demonstraticar. 

SIVA SOLOMON'S DOUBLE SEAL 

The Sacred 1^'ster'ies were an impressive drama, e>3iibiting some legend sig¬ 
nificant of Nature's cycle of changes, of the visible universe in which the 
Divinity is revealed. 

Unlike the religion of books or creeds, these nystic dramas and perfor¬ 
mances were not the reading of a lecture nor the delivery of a sermon, but the 
opening of a problem, iiiplying neither exerrpticn from research; nor hostility 
to philosophy. On the contrary, philoscphy is the great Mystagogue or Arch- 
Expounder of symbolism. But the interpretaticsns of the Grecian Philosophy of 
the old nyths and syi±iols were, in many instances, as ill-founded as in others 
they are correct. 

The I^steries embraced the three great doctrines of Ancient Theology. 
They treated of God, Man and Nature. In symbolical forns the Mysteries exhibit¬ 
ed THE ONE, of which the Manifold is an infinite illustratic*!. 

For its own benefit and support, modem theology teaches a great falsehood 
when it asserts that the ancients were idolaters and pagans. For, according to 
the Ancient Masters, a Great Soul, diffused everywhere, vivified all nenbers of 
the iimense body of the Universe; and an Intelligence, equally great, directed 
and governed all its movements, and maintained the equal harmony that resulted 
therefrom. 

Thus, the Unity of the Universe contained in itself two entities, the (1) 
Soul and the (2) Intelligence, whidi pervaded all its parts. They were to the 
Universe what Soul and Intelligence are to man. The doctrine of the Unity of God 
- in this sense - was tau^t from the days of Adam unti.l it was crushed in the 
4th Century by Constantine, and then degraded by terming the Ancient Masters 
idolaters and heathens. 

I'Jhat the Masters meant by real things was (1) invisible beings, genii, the 
faculties or powers of Nature. It inclvided everything not a part of the visible 
world, which was termed, by way of contrast, (2) apparent existence. 

The theory of Genii, or Powers of Nature, and its Forces, personified in 
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the Mysteries, made part of the 
sacred science of initiation, and 
of that religious spectacle of dif¬ 
ferent beings exhibited in the 
Sanctuary. It was an essential 
part of the lessens given the init¬ 
iates, to teach them the relation 
of their own soul Vvith universal 
Nature, the greatest of all lessons. 
It meant to dignify man in his own 
eyes, and teach him his place in 
the Universe. 

So the whole system of the 
Universe vias displayed in all its 
parts to tlie eyes of the initiate; 
and the syntollic Cave, which rep¬ 
resented it, was adorned and-clothed 
with all the attributes of the Uni¬ 
verse. 

To the visible world of matter, 
so organized, endot^ed with a double 
force (active and passive), divided 
between li^t and darkness, moved 
by a living and intelligent Power, 
governed by Genii, who presided 
over its different parts, and whose 
nature and character are more lofty 
or low in proportion as they poss¬ 
ess a greater or less portion of 

physical matter, — to that world descends the Soul, emanation of the ethereal 
fire, and exiled from the luminous region above the earth. The Soul enter;s into 
this dark matter (physical substance), wherein the hostile principles, each sec¬ 
onded by its troops of Genii, are ever iir conflict, there to submit to one or 
more organizations in the body that is its prison, until it shall at last be re¬ 
leased from its prison by death (physical dissolution), so it nay return to its 
hi^. place or origin, its native habitat, from which, during earthly life, it is 
an exile. 

Teaching t’riis esoteric lesson to the Neophyte, the Masters strove to recall 
man to his divine origin, and indicated to him the means of returning thither. 
Thus, the natural science acquired in the l^steries was a true knowledge of nan's 
own self, of the nobleness of his origin, the grandeur of his destiny, and his 
superiority over the lower animals that can never acquire this hi^er knowledge, 
and yet which he resembles so long as he fails to rise above the animal plane by 
reflecting ujX'n his ovjn existence and sounding out the ctepths of his own nature. 

By doing and suffering in his physical existence, man was finally released 
from his natural bcc)y and ascended along the path of the Milky Way, by the gate 
of Capricxjrn and the Seven Spheres, to a plaoa whence, by gradatiens and succes¬ 
sive lapses of consciousness and enthralments, he (his soul) had descended. 

Fence, the theory of the Spheres, and the signs and intelligences which pre¬ 
side there, and the whole system of astronomy, were scrLentifically connected with 
that of the Soul and its destiny, and symbolized in the Zodiac. These secrets 
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of Nature were tau^t the Neophyte in the 
t^steries, in. which were cJeve loped the 
great principles of physics and rreta- 
physics as to the origin of the Soul., 
its condition here below, its des- 
tinaticn and future existence. 

The I^steries were divided 
into the Lesser and the Greater. 
One had to be an initiate of the 
Lesser for some years before being 
eligible for adiii-sion into the 
Greater. The.Lesser was a school 
of preparation for the Greater, the 
Vestibule of the T6nf)le. In the 
Lesser the oarididate was prepared to 
receive Hie holy truths tau^t in the 
Greater. The initiates in the Lesser 
were called sinply Mystes, or Initiates, 
in the Greater they were tocwn as Epoptes, 
or Seers. 

The candidate being found worthy of admission into the Lesser Mysteries, 
the cerenony there coinrenced with an anthem to the Great God of Nature; and then 
followed this c^xistrophe: "0 nd^ty Being, greater than all other gods, we bow 
down before Thee as the primal Creator, Eternal God of gods. Thou art the 
Incorruptible Being, the Ancient Absolute Existence, the Suprens supporter of 
the Universe." 

Being tau^t the first great primitive truth , the candidate was required to 
iiBke a foruHl declaration, that he would be tractable and obedient to his super¬ 
iors; that he would so live as to keep his body healthy and vigorous, govern his 
tongue, and observe a passive obedience in receiving the doctrines and traditions 
of the order; and the firmest secrecy in maintaining inviolable its hidden and 
abstruse nysteries. 

In tlie Lesser ^fysteries the initiate was tau^t'lessons of morality, and the 
rudiments of the sacred sciences, the-most sublime and secret parts of which 
were reserve- for the Epopt, who saw the Truth in its nakedness, whereas the 
Mystes viewed it only thru a veil and under emblems fitter to excite than to 
satisfy his curiosity. 

Most authors fix at five years the time required to elapse betV'7een admission 
from the Lesser to the Greater Mysteries. 

Wlien at length, after a long course of instruction, the candidate was ad¬ 
mitted to Hie Degree of Perfecticr.; he was brought face to face with entire 
Nature, and learned that the Soul is the real man; that the earth is but his 
place of exile; that heaven is his native home; that for the Soul to be bom 
into the physical world is really to die; and that death is for it the return to 
its native country. Then he entered the sanctuary; but he did not receive the 
whole instruction at once. It continued thru several years. There were many 
departments, thru which he advanced by degrees, and between which thick veils 
intervened. 

The book of Revelatiai, i«jritten by Apollonius, is a symbolic presentation 
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of Cosmic Science and the 
was taugjit in the Ancient 
the vTork so higfily symbolical 
Testament, in the 4th Century 
ure to interpret it. For 
mains practically unaltered, 
able to interpret it. Ex- 
ses, added to the first chap- 
terpolatiais, made by the 
to give the work the appear*- 
of Jesus Christ," Few alter- 

secret of Regeneration that 
mysteries. He purposely made 
that the compilers of the New 
lacked the kncwledge of Nat- 
that reason the narrative re- 
and no modem clergynHn is 
cept for the first nine ver- 
ter, and other fraudul.ent in- 
coirpilers of the New Testanent 
ance of being "The Revelation 
atims have been made. 

More secrets of physiology are concealed in the Revelatim than modem sci¬ 
ence will know in a century from new. The Book of Seven Seals symbolizes the 
fact that Creative Cycles work thru sevens in the development and arrangement of 
form. The Masters discovered that the human body and the Universe are geometri¬ 
cal figures directly related, and that Sound and Number rule the Creative Pro¬ 
cesses . 

The seven churches refer to the seven principle nerve plexi of the spinal 
cord, 'fhey are the Seven Spirits or chief centers thru which the etheric (atomic) 
energy functiens (Rev. 1:4). The "openijig of the Seven Seals" (Rev. 5:5) means 
the physiological awakenang of these centers. 

The biblical allegories relate always to the body and its physiology. Zech- 
ariah refers to these centers as the "seven eyes of the Lord," which run(flow) 
to and fro thru the whole earth (body — 4:10). They are the "watchmen " and 
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it is thru the awakening of these "eyes" that the great 
work of Regeneration is acconplished. 

The Golden Candlestick that Zechariah saw (4:2) is 
the Spinal Coluim. The Silver Cord is the spinal cord 
(Eccl. 12:6). The Golden Bowl (Eccl. 12:6) upon the top 
of it, is the Brain, the seat of the emotions and ruler 
of the body's physiology. The Seven Lanps symbolize the 
Seven Nerve Centers, the functicn of which is to anplify 
the voltage of the regenerative process. 

These disks of nerve plexL in the spinal cord resolve 
at tremendous speed, and produce spiritual li^t. The 
Seven Pipes (Zech. 4:2) are the principle nerves that connect 
the plexi, and thru which the spiritual li^t rises into 
each nerve plexus to be anplified as the regenerative pro¬ 
cess progresses, until it reaches 1he Golden Bowl (brain), 
where Spiritual Illuminaticn occurs, allegorically terrrEd 
the "nerriage of the Lairib" (Rev. 19:7). Ihysiologically 
speaking, this is the joining of the functions of the myster¬ 
ious Pituitary and Pineal Glands in the Brain, the physiology 
of which modern science knows nothing. 

In the %steries, baptism meant, among other things, the use of Holy Water, 
free from inorganic impurities that clog the Pituitary and Pineal Glands. The 
re\dvification of these strange glands was an important role in the instruction 
of the Neophyte. Holy Water meant pure rain water from the clouds, distilled by 
Nature and not contaminated with earthy matter. 

Thus we discover that the biblical allegories not only refer to the body and 
its physiology, but that they can be interpreted only by an ej^ert anatomist and 
physiologist who is far ahead of the great doctors of the day. Yet the dumb miulti- 
tude walks in such darkness that people believe that health teaching should not 
be mixed and crossed with religious teaching. 

These are some of the secrets taugiit in the Ancient ^fysteries. But since 
the 4th Century the clergy has attempted to make tliese allegories refer to "Our 
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ," who "Washed us from our sins in his own blood" 
(Rev. 1:15). 

Briefly, such were the Ancient Mysteries, the religious school of the Anc¬ 
ient Masters, — the work of which is more fully covered in our complete course 
of study, prepared from data gathered from the scattered and widely separated 
fragments that have coire down to us in the precious ruins of the Temples of the 
Masters, who were so far ahead of us in wisdom that only now are we becoming 
able to interpret some of their marvelous symbols and parables. 

Initiation was a great school of learning. It tau^t the srhlime truths 
of existence and attributes of God, the iimortality of the Soul, the phenomena 
of Nati^, the ^s and sciences, and those oral and written traditions briefly 
communicated whidi went back to the first ages of man. 

''Pretextantus, Proconcul of Archaia," a man endowed with all the virties, 
said in the 4th Century, when the destruction of the Ancient Lfysteries was taking 
place, that — 
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"To deprive the world of the Sacred Mysteries which bound together the 
whole hunan race, would make life insupportable." 

Ifevertheless, the ancient institution of science and religion vjas destroyed. 
And when we consider the darkness into whidi that destruction plunged all of 
Europe, and what Europe has been since then, we can see how true was that pro¬ 
phecy. 

When Constantine crushed the Ancient ^fysteries and established the RoTian 
Catholic Hierarchy as the state religion, his theologians were directed to keep 
out of the Jfew Testament all traces of the natural philosophy of the Masters. 
But that was impossible, as the New Testament was compiled from the scriptures 
of the Mysteries. That's the reason why it contains the remarkable philosophy 
of Apollonius, explaining the Bom Again mystery (I Col. 15). 

The human mind still speculates on the mysteries of Nature, as it gropes 
for Li^t in the darkness of modem eivilizaticxi. It still finds that the lat¬ 
est discoveries of science were anticipated by the Masters, whose profoundest 
doctrines are to be searched for, not in their philosophies but in their symbols, 
by v;hich they strove to e5q>ress the deep theories th-t vainly struggled, for ut¬ 
terance in vjords, as they pondered the mysterious cycle of phenomena. — Crea- 
ticn. Birth, Life, Death (or Deocmpositicn), and New Life (Bern Again) out of 
Death or Dissolution, — to them the greatest of mysteries. 
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>iapter 11. 

SPIRITUAL INTUITION (A) 

"If a nHn die, shall he live again?" — Job 14:14. 

That burning question has been put by the poet to all generations. It 
rises with the dawn of the race; and inore time and money have been expended in 
searching for the answer, than for anything else on earth. 

All thru Life that thought haunts man. The world’s destiny is composed of 
the issues of Life and Death. All human endeavor is ruled by the expectation 
of Death. The undertainty that lies beyond Death more or less affects every 
man, every community, every nation. 

The dread of Death is the bitter drop in the cup of Life. It is the dragon 
of our dreams, the despair of our days, the worry of our years. It strikes 
terror to the heart of priest and peasant, savant and slave, bird and beast. 

The love of Life inspires every living creature. Man alone has the intel¬ 
ligence to hope for Immortality. He longs to live after sonatic death. '^He 
craves knowledge to support his hope and faith of a Future Life. 

Human hope and faith alternate with dread and doubt. Hope is not faith, 
and faith is now knowledge. 

Hope for Immortalism is inseparable from humn intelligence. It is the 
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despair of king and servant, savage and sagp. It is the theme of every sermon; 
the thread of every sacred scng. Every book we read, every lessen we learn, 
brings man but one thou^t—Everlasting Life (Ps. 90; 2). 

'The Inuortality of Man" says Emerson, "is as legitimately preached from 
the intellecticns as from the moral volitions." 

The most precious literature: is that based upon the problem of a Future Life 
and the knowledge of its attainirent. The sacred writings of ancient nations 
antedate secular liistory. 

These soleim facts testify to the p)aramount importance of the subject, and 
justify the vigorous search throu^out Nature for evidence and knowledge upon 
the subject. 

The universal expectaticn of Immortality rises from conditions that are not 
physical. Had the Mind depended solely upon facts for the birth of the faith 
in a Riture Life, it had never evolved. For no one who ever gazed upon a dead 
body could have conceived the thou^t of Imrrortalism. 

Hope of Everlasting Life ooires first as a pxarely Spiritual Intuiticai, which 
is not only universal, but as strong in the savage as in the sage. Yet physi¬ 
cal scierice li^tly dismisses that fact as "rank si^jerstition." 

It was undoubtedly this Spiritual Intuition of the First Race that laid the 
foundation of religious worship. Theolog/ rests i^xsn Spiritual Intuition and 
faith therein. 

Intuiticn is an all-significant phase of mental function that is rarely 
analyzed. Theology lacks the knowledge to analyze it, and physical science 
shuns it for fear of the findings that might result. 

All acts of Intuition are acts of the Subconscious Mind, which occultism 
terms God Consciousness. 

Conscious irind is reasoning will. Subconscious mind directs the involun¬ 
tary functiens of the body, and is constantly in direct contact with Universal 
kind. 

Intuiticn si^ifies the natural endowment 
of knowledge, or knowledge from the Infinite 
Source received thru the subconscious 
mind. 

Before the child is capable of 
intelligent reasoning, it is depend- 
end upon this Inner Subconscious Self 
for its existence, and it is never 
misguided. 

All the Mind manifests at birth 
appears later in the adult as iiie Sub¬ 
conscious Mind. 

Acts of Intuiticn are acts of the 
Subconscious Mind, directed by Infinite 
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Intelligence. It is Intuition that proirpts the new-bom-babe to inhale into 
its lungs tlie Breath of Life, and to seek food. 

Long prior to Man's conscious conception of the source of supply,,life, 
breath, he^th, strength, and all things necessary for his developnent were his 
Subconscious Possessions. 

Spiritual Intuition declares to Pfen that Death does not end all. The Soul 
of Man rejects the scientific theory of annihilation. The Soul universally en¬ 
tertains hope or faith of a Future Life. 

As this type of Intuiticn is universal, it is natural. Natural inpulses 
imply a natural law of fulfillment. A natural desire that is universal, as the 
desire to breathe, drink and eat, irtplies a natural ireans of accotrplishiiEnt. 
Universal tendencies are always based on universal principles. 

It is as natural to desire iimortality as to desire air, water,food, rest, 
and sleep. 

The Evolutionist who says that man is only an inproved ape, 1diat Death ends 
all, can hardly be said to live. 

The Intuition of Immortality, while not proof to the cold calculations of 
physical science, is truth to man's intelligence. It is as much a part of Uni¬ 
versal Truth as though it were capable of physical demonstraticn. For it is 
knowled^ direct from the Infinite Source. 

Man alone is capable of reasoning upon his own intuitions. He alone has 
the intelligence to seek a rational explanation of these intuitions. He alone 
is capable of demanding that the Cosmos shall yield its secrets of these mys¬ 
terious hopes, fears and expectations that alternately inspire and terrify the 
Soul. 

The Spiritual Intuition of the savage established the expectation of the 
Future Life. The Masters solved by rational means the process of verify their 
own Intuitions. 

We know the potency of inspiration or Spiritual Perceptions Ihat are not 
explainable in cold reason. Intuition, while not knowledge to the Conscious 
Mnd, is a hi^er guide than either cold reason or the Conscio’js Mind, espec¬ 
ially such reason as that which entirely ignores the convictions of the Soul, 
which is a part of the Universal Soul from which Infriition flows. 

Except for the natural expectation of Immortality', Man could not properly 
plan his destiny upon the physical plane. 

Faith is a perpetual inspiration; but modem skepticism clouds the best 
efforts. A creed of annihilation by the Materialists and Evolutionist saps the 
springs of human energ/, and thwarts the hipest possibilities. 

All visible things give Man many hints of Iimortality. In winter, the hills 
and valleys seem chilled in death, held apparently lifeless by the grim hand of 
snow and ice. Every bud, twig, blade of grass is still. Is that death? Is 
that annihilation? Is that the end? 

Then comes the spring, and as we stroll over these same regions we see 
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Throbbing Life everywhere. What -has happened? The warm hand of the Solar God 
has touched the frozen hills and snow covered viLleys, and lo and behold, they 
ha'^ risen into New Life as thougih by magic. Is Man less provided for than 
these things? 

In this fact is a startling hint that when the heart of Man ceases to beat 
and the body grows cold, his Hi^er Self will pass into New Life. 

The nature and constitution of Man are the best evidence of Immortality. 
There is a universal legging to live on and on. Whence this longing? Is it only 
a delusion? 

Man thirsts, and there are liquids to satisfy, ffe hungers, and there is 
food to satisfy. He tires, and there are rest and sleep to satisfy. It makes 
sense to hope that in like manner the hi^er longing will be satisfied. If the 
lower desires find satisfaction, shall the hi^er ones go unfilled? 

If we turn to tlieology for the answer, we are sadly disappointed. If Christ¬ 
endom knew what it professes to believe, the vdiole existing order of its di-S- 
courses and sermons would radically change. 

If physical science were able to conceive that there might be facts of Nat¬ 
ure beyond the scope and methods of its own school, then scientific stucty and re¬ 
search would include the Psychic Phenomena of Life. 

Both theolog/ and science agree in holding that human intelligence may not 
penetrate deeper into the secrets of Nature than we have gone. 

The church professes faith in Inrnortality. But the practice of priest and 
preacher suggests nore doubt than faith. If "I knew” could replace "I believe" 
the whole dismal paraphernalia of Death would disappear. 

If Christians had an unwavering faith in their dogmas, their lament for the 
dead would be greatly iiodified. 

When Death clcdms his friend, the Christian mourner ejdiibits but little 
greater fortitude and faith than the average unbeliever or heretic. The Christ¬ 
ian iroums his dead with an abandon that demenstrates the instability of his 
faith and declares frie reality of his doubt. 

If one firmly believes in Immortality, there is neither reason nor excuse 
for this intemperate grief. 

If nan could know what he but noumfully hopes rather than believes, the 
House of Death would not be a House of Despair. Instead it would be a House of 
Joy whenever Death released the Spirit from decrepitude and misery. 

If wonan possessed the faitli they pretend, they could not swathe themselves 
with mourning crepe, nor visit cemeteries to commune with the Dead that are not 
there. 

If theology could raticnally demonstrate a basis for its faith. Life would 
be transfonied with new inspirations and hi^er aspirations. 

If physical science could prove its major promise, that "all is physical 
matter and mechanical energy," the church wojld disintegrate within a year. 
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Theology nakes no rational attempt to verify its faith in Immortality, be¬ 
cause it is utterly ignorant of the true Law of Animation, and is grossly ig¬ 
norant of physical facts and the state of Spirituality. 

If physical science could discover the true Law of Anination, it would 
realize that Life Eternal is as certain as is the indestructibility of Matter. 

Physical science siirply scorns the suggestion of Spirituality, while it 
conducts a vigorous campaign against what it glibly terms the "superstitions of 
humanity." 

It is far easier to conceive that physical science has not been in position 
to demonstrate all the facts of Nature, than to doubt all the Spiritual Philo¬ 
sophy of the world. 

The weakness of theology is its ignorance of physical and spiritual facts. 
Tne weakness of physical science is its ignorance of the true Law of Life. 

Both system's, being h’Jiian, are narrcw and prejudiced. Each is jealous of 
the other, and each quickly suppresses all apparent facts that tend to upset its 
theories, while it liquidates and silences all those who refuse to be limited 
and bound by its dogmas and doctrines. 
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Chapter 12. 

SPIRITUAL INTUITION (B) 

With all the boasted progress of science and invention, for the last thou¬ 
sand years nan has lived in darkness as dense as ever as to his origin and des¬ 
tiny, the operation of his Mind, the Life Principle, the Principle of Intel¬ 
ligence, his relation to God and the Universe, and many other things. 

Romanism and materialism are the obstacles in the patli of progress. Ro- 
nanism has crushed the spiritual intuition in roan, and physical science regards 
nan as only a material rrachirie. 

When modem physics ejploded with the discovery of the electron, it attempte^j 
to "save face" by conceiving the electron as existing in the same artificial 
world ruled by Aristotelian and Newtonian laws, in which visible phenomena is 
studied. 

The electron has been accepted and considered by modem physics as existing 
in the same world in which exist our bodies and other objects commensurable with 
them. It refuses to understand or believe that electrons belong to another 
world. 

The Masters tau^t that non evolves frcm the Spiritual World into the Phys¬ 
ical World, clad in garments of clay, vrLth a purpose that extends beyond the 
grave. 

Modem science holds that man is only a material machine, and that every¬ 
thing ends for him at the grave. 

1. One of the properties in Absolutism is Intelligence (Law). Cosmic 
Intelligence inheres by nature in all things and interpenetrates all particles 
of spiritual and physical substance. 

Cosmic Intelligence appears in I^n as Individual Intelligence v^ach he 
thinks is his cwn and of himself. As a Form of Clay, he has no Intelligence. 
That Intelligence which he thinks is of himself, is his individualized and lim- 
itized expression of Cosmic Intelligence. 

2. Another one of theproperties in Absolutism is Consciousness. Cosmic 
Consciousness also inheres by nature in and interpenetrates every living thing, 
and every particle of every living thing- As a Form of Clay, man has no Con¬ 
sciousness. That Consciousness which he thinks is of himself, is his individ¬ 
ualized and limitized ej^ression of Cosmic Consciousness. 
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Fundairental Truths of the Universe oone to nan thru those Gosndc channels, 
and appear in him as Spiritual Intioition. This faculty has been curshed and 
donratized in civilized man by despots for their profit and power. It is more 
active in primitive races because they have more freedom and less suppression 
by their rollers. 

Intuition is involuntary urgings and promptings, received in Mein’s consc¬ 
ience without apparent effort. It is the effect of Cosmic Consciousness flowing 
into the brain, and informing man that he is more than Potter's Clay (Job 33:6). 

These facts must be kept hidden from the 
multitude. To let the masses know these things 
is dangerous to organized institutions, but less 
dangerous now than when Papal power was supreme. 

Dr. Carver writes, "We are limited in our 
acquisition of knowledge to intuition—deductions. 
There is no other, there has never been another, 
there will never be another channel ,thru which 
we may receive Universal Intelligence. We must 
get Universal Truth, if at all, thru intuiticari." 

It is not beyond the grave, nor in the dis¬ 
tant regiens of the Universe, nor in physical 
nan, that we should search for the solution of 
the secret of what occurs in Somatic death. 

The answer is found in many places, includ- Wltliln 
ing the Bible, which says, Man is transformed; 
he is changed in the twinkling of an eye (in -foe 
process termed death), and his Real Self is re¬ 
leased, from its physical prLsen and passes to a new environment, a new state 
of consciousness, in the Future Life, where nev/ wcndei's greet him? (I Cor. 15: 
51, 52). 

The Solar Spirit in man is termed the Soul, and a vague consciousness, com¬ 
ing from the Infinite, has informed the lowest of men thru the Soul, 1hat he is 
more than mortal. 

Thds vagqe consciousness affects the sub-conscious power in man, and ap¬ 
pears in him as Spiritual Intuition. Modem science terms it "superstition," 
while Romanism calls it "heresy." 

By "theology man is taught to believe in a God in a remote region ruling in 
a mythical heaven, with the gospel Jesus sighting on His right hand (Mk. 16:19). 
This theory was invented to enslave man and keep him in darkness. 

Man's subconscious mind, ruling "the involuntary functions of his body, is 
the link "that connects Conscious Man with Cosmic Consciousness. 

The intelligence of the subconscious mind is far greater "than "that of "the 
conscious mind. The subconscious mind is ruled by Universal Intelligence, where¬ 
as the conscious mind is ruled by man's five physical senses. 

Suppose we should imagine faithfully that we are^ actually Eternal Life. 
We con"tinue "this psychic state un"til a neurosis or brain path is formed. Then 
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the idea becones fixed and functions in our subconscious ndnd constantly. Ex¬ 
hilarating vibrations are produced which affect the blood and vital organs, and 
we begin to progress to a hif^er plane of consciousness. 

VJhen you comnEnce to do this, reveal the secret to no one. For the reaction 
of friends would be_unfavorable, and you would be regarded as a fool or a liar. 
Vfe hate those who rise above us and pity those who fall below us. 

Various means are enployed to keep us in darkness. We are steeped in sci¬ 
entific materialism, in the theory of evoluticnisiri, in the church dogma of super 
-naturalism, and in what not isms? 

So we logically live in fear of strange impressions that come to us, and 
reject the inner urge, the peculiar pressure on our-; intuitico, our instinct, 
and conceal from, friends the strange missions that actuailly come to us from the 
Spiritual World. If we revealed them, we would be adjudged "possessed" or in¬ 
sane . 

Not so many years ago.the world was filled with ''witches." This was an¬ 
other fraud of Roiranism. When it saw its power fading as a result of the bold 
work begun by Luther, it grew more desperate and resorted to more bloody deeds 
to hold its victims in line. 

Witdicraft was one of these neasures. It painted a terrifying picture of 
"witches" who were alle^d to be certain people who believed that there was a 
King Devil, and that he sent forth millions of lesser imps that entered into 
the bodies of men and women who were willing to make the requisite compact in 
order that they md^t do injury to their enemies. Darkness is necessary to 
make people believe sudi fraud. 

In the terrible 16th Century, Romanism urged the criminal prosecution of 
"witches" by the civil authorities, cx)iiposed of men who feared the power of the 
RomanistiS. 

"VJitch hunts" became cx)!iiron. People were afraid to show any unusual in¬ 
telligence, or internal feelings, or inner inpressicns that came to them;- and 
women in particular, always more psychic than iran, feared to incur the displea¬ 
sure of friends and nei^ibors, knowing they md^t be chared with endeavoring 
to "cast a spell" over them, or with having formed a compact with Satan. 

By the 17th Century the masses of Europe had been tau^t by Romanism to 
hunt for "witches" and thousands of innocent persons were tried, oonvicrted by 
courts ruled by Romanism, and put to death. 

Jolm Wesley (1705-1791), a "big shot" Romanist in England, declared that 
"to disbelieve in witchcraft is to disbelieve in the Bible." 

In England more than 30,000 "witches" were burned at the stake. The last 
victim was executed in Scotland in 1722. 

In 1670 such executions were forbidden in France by official edict issued 
by Louis XIV. 

In England the prosecuticn of "witches" was abolished by act of Parliannent 
in 1736. 
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In glorious America the last executiai of "witches" occurred in 1692. 

The Pilgrim Fathers fled from Evircpe to the wilderness of Anerica in 1620 
to escape from Romn persecution, but they took with them soite of their "Roman 
superstition." 

Ronanism begins to decline vjhen Spiritual Intuition is allowed to live. 

Kan must be kept in mental slavery and darkness to save Romanism. He must 
consider himself fortunate if he can safely hope to reach Purgatory after he 
dies. Hence the almost constant pre-occupaticn of Ronanites with their fate 
beyond the grave. 

pie specter of the dead is forever present in the controlled mind of the 
Ronranite, along with the great fear that his repeated works of penance and obed¬ 
ience to the priest's command vjill not even get him to Purgatory. His unquestion¬ 
ing dependence i^n the priest as his mediator with God can thus be understood. 
^fental enslavenent is the answer. 

Only in more recent tines has it become safer, not safe, for psychic pheno¬ 
mena to be brou^t out of the darkness, and for literature like this viork to 
see the li^t of day. 

Man is slowly breaking the diains of Roman darkness, and returning to the 
path trod by the Masters — but at what unspeakable terror, horror, blood-shed 
and cest. 

Due to persecuticn, civilized man has been afraid to develop his Inner 
Power of Mind sufficiently to realize that the demise of his body does not damage 
his Spiritual Self. 

In recent years, with the invention of radio, it has become more difficult 
for Romanism to suppress knowledge of the Spiritual World — knowledge to the 
effect that the seemingly silent and empty Ether is really another world by which 
we are unconscio\:isly surrounded, and which is saturated with sounds, awaiting 
only the proper instruments to make them audible to man. 

Then cones telexdsion, and ima^s are added to sound. This proves that 
the Image of persons and other objects, as well as soimd, is projected thru 
space at terrific speed. 

Within the short space of our own tine, the mystery of the Spiritual World, 
so long svppressed by Romanism, and so long scorned by materialism, and so well 
explored by the Masters, has been sli^tly revealed to us. 

More amazing mysteries of the Spiritual World are yet to come, as we gain 
more freedom, from the suppression of Romanism and materialism,, and advance in 
knowledge of Spiritual Truth. 

Even now, telepathy is a proven fact. But civilized man's mental proces¬ 
ses are so faulty, due to suppression and degeneracy, that this faculty must be 
improved by the improvement of nan's brain and body, in order to bring him up' 
nearer to the physical state of that of the Masters. Then his brain will become 
capable of better function. 
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Chapter 13. 

ESOTERIC KliOVJLEDGE 

Consciousness is defined as the 
knowledge of sensations and nental oper¬ 
ations, certain knowledge from observation 
or experience. 

That definitiOT describes only man's 
expression of Consciousness. 

Atomic expression of Consciousness is 
omniscient, omnipresent and omniprevalent, 
filling all in both the visible and invis¬ 

ible worlds, filling every plant and tree, every cell of the human body, and 
every molecule, atom and electron in the human cells arid in the whole Cosmos. 

Tne Consciousness of men appears as an emanation of Cosmic Consciousness, 
limited in man by his cerebral capacity. 

Cosmic Consciousness contains a complete record of all atomic existence, 
each atom being a solar system in itself, containing stars, satellites and pla¬ 
nets, on all of which are engraved the events extending from the present ot the 
most remote past. 

^fan's consciousness should therefore contain a record of his entire exis¬ 
tence. But in his physical state his previous existence fades out of his 
physical consciousness. 

In rare cases some men faintly recollect dim iimpressicns of fragments of 
their previous life, and that knowledge is an enigma to them. If they menticn 
the fact to friends in the hope of receiving some help to ejqjlain it, they are 
regarded as fools or liars. 

Every event is the result of sc»ib event that caused it. No event can 
originate itself. Each act'that enters into man's existence is one link in the 
continuous chain that extends back to the tine when man first appeared on earth. 
Man is not able to originate ah act or an event. All that he (toes is the result 
of what has precected him. 

Man is not a producer in the cosmic sense. He cannot produce his own 
thoughts. What he thinks is what comes to him in the endless chain of causaticn, 
or cause and effect, '.hat he does is a series of acts, all of which have re-_ 
suited from other acts preceding, and not one of which he has been able to ori¬ 
ginate or produce. 

One of the gieatest philoscphers of the preceding generaticn, and an astron¬ 
omer of note, Richard A. Proctor, declared that every mundane event is controlled 
by an endless line of causations reaching bach to the time when the earth was a 
doud of dust in the- sky. 

These chains of causaticn are said by leading psychologists to be recorded 
in the atomic worlds of the Nteninges, or enveloping membranes of the brain and 
spinal cord. 
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In a pound of the Meninges there are several 
thousand grains. In a pound of grain, or one part 
of seventy thousand parts of a pound, there are 90,000 
billions of atoms. Each atom is a solar system of its 
own, having planets and satellites, each containing 
approximately 150,000 ions. Recx)rded here are the 
events of a past that stretches back so far as to take 
on the attribute of eternity. Here an omniscient mind 
may read the past and the fijture. 

Concerning this, Proctor wrote; "Every event, 
let its direct inportanoe be what it may, is indis¬ 
solubly bound up with events preceding, acoonpanying, and following it, in end¬ 
less series of causaticsn, interaction and effect." 

Unless there is some psychological interference intervening, these events 
will proceed forward as they have coire out of the pcist, bound up, as Proctor 
says, in endless series. 

As stated above, in addition to the oomiDn state of human consciousness, 
it has been established that there are other states, which are rare and which 
have been studied very little in modem times. 

It is in these rare states, where some persms faintly remember dim irrpres- 
sicns of fragments of their previoiis life, that we can learn and understand that 
which we cannot learn and understand in our ordinary state of consciousness. 

Tlris in its turn seryes to establish the fact that the ordinary state of 
consciousness is only a particular instance of consciousness and that our ordi¬ 
nary conception of the world is only a particular instance of concepticxi of the 
world. 

rtysticism my be considered as a projecticsn of hidcten knc:xr;ledge into our 
ordinary state of consciousness; and those who receive such knowledge will c3o 
well to keep silent about it, or they may be regarded with suspicion. 

Mysticism could not exist without hidden knowledge, and the theory of 
hicJden knowlecJge could not be knc^wn without mysticism. 

Occult science says that the whole of knowledge is contained within the 
Soul of man, as stated above. 

HicJcten kncx/ledge is an idea that does not fit into any iciea, and the sug- 
gestico is rejected by science. 

If we follow neither the religious nor the scientific view, but try to 
compare cjescripticns of the mystical experiences of entirely ci fferent races, 
different periods and cifferent religions, we find a remarkable resemblance in 
these cJescaiptians, which cen in no cese be ejqjlained by similarity of prepar- 
atiai or by resenblances in ways of thinking and feeling. 

In mystical states, utterly different people in utterly different condi¬ 
tions learn one and thie same thing, and, what is still more striJcing, in mysti¬ 
cal states there is no difference of religicns. All the experiences are abso¬ 
lutely identical; the differences being only in language and form of the 
description. 
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In the nysticism of different countries and different peoples, the sane 
images, the same discoveries, are invariably repeated. 

Humanity is regarded by occultism as two concentric circles. All the 
history of humanity that we knew, is the history of the outer circle. 

Within the outer circle there is another circle, of which men of the outer 
circle know nothing, and the existence of which they sometimes only dimly sus¬ 
pect. Yet the life of the outer circle in its most important manifestations, 
and par'ticularly in its development, is actually guided by the inner circle. 
The inner or esoteric circle forms a life within a life. 

Modem science is completely materialistic, and materialism grew out of 
Romanism. The ancient world was never superficially materialistic. The Masters 
regarded the Material as only a vehicle for the SpiritvjBl (I Cor. 6:19). 

The Masters knew how to penetrate to the depths of an idea, and how to 
find in it not only one imeaning, but many meanings. 

We hear upach and knot; little of the higher irind and hi^er consciousness. 

The idea of esotericism is chiefly Ihat of the higher mind. To realize what 
this means, we must first understand that ordinary minds are not the hipest 
possible order of mind. 

Human thou^t can work on very different le’vels. The human mind can rise 
to levels almost inconceivable to the ordinary mind, and we can see the results 
of the work of higher mind — those nest accessible to us being the astonishing 
allegorism and the astounding symbolism of the Ancient Masters, appearing in the 
Bible and in other ancient literature, and on the stone temples and monuments of 
the ancient world. 

The Masters regarded the earth, moon and sun as symbols of material., psychic 
and divine objects, and recognized die fact that tliere are corresponding states 
of consciousness, graded according to the degree to which mantal possibilities 
are realized. These can also be classed as material, psychic and divine. 

The Master's held that integral reality comprises an identifiable series of 
discontinuous realmns, some of which are normally imperceptible to the average 
man. Every person has "the latent potentiality for developing a corresponding 
series of faculties with which he can contact and know these hi^er realms. 

Sohb persons are more fortunate than others in being born with or in acquir¬ 
ing various degrees of higher perceptive pewers, such as telaesthesia, prescient 
dreaims, telepathy, television. Others develop a higher and rarer faculty of in¬ 
sist and become transcendental philosophers, prophetic seers or mystics. 

The first step in comprehending the idea of esotericism is the realization 
of the existence of a higher mind — a irdnd that differs from the ordinary mind 
as much as the mind of an intelligent and educated adult differs from the mdnd 
of a child of six. 

The Master with the hi^er mind possesses knowledge unknown to ordinary man, 
however clever and intelligent he nay be. This is termed esoteric knowledge. 

The logical mind knows its limitations and is strong enough to resist the 
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teirptation to venture, without proper training, into problems beyond its powers 
and capacities, and thus becomes a psychological mind. 

The method used by the psychological-mind is that of distinguishing between 
different levels of thinking, and of realizing the fact that perceptions change 
according to the powers and properties of the perceiving faculty. 

The psychological mind can see the limitations of the "logical mind" and 
the absurdities of the "defective mind". It can understand the realities of 
the existence of a higher mind and of esoteric knowledge, and see it in its 
manifestations. That is inpossible for a merely logical mind. 

Scientists of the logical ndnd demand physical demonstration for everything, 
yet such demonstration of great truths appears only in the effects produced by 
Cosmic Causes — in the products of the unseen Intelligence and Force that di¬ 
rect and produce that visible world which men call Nature. 

The depths hidden within men's conscious mind were well understood by the 
Masters, who taught that everything is within man, and there is nothing outside 
him (Lu. 17:21). 

The Masters taught that by penetrating properly within the depths of him¬ 
self, man may find eve3^)rthing and attain everything vMch he needs and which God 
intended for him to have. What he will attain depends on what and how he seeks 
(I Ki. 4:33; Mat. 6:6). ^ ^ 

In common civiliz^-life,-man is oppressed, suppressed, misled, miseducated,. 
deceived, kept in darkness, lives only on the surface of himself, and is, ac¬ 
cordingly, ignorant and even unconscious of what lies in his own depths — in the 
billions of solar systems of the atoms of his body and brain, on which are re¬ 
corded the events of his being from the present back to eternity. 

Before the physical world existed in its present form, nan was (Jn. 8:58). 

But when misled civilized man thinks of infinity, he is taught to conceive 
it as being outside him. The Masters knew and taught that infinity is within man. 

By ransciously and silently penetrating within his own Soul, man may there 
find infinity within himself, come in contact with it, and enter into it. That 
is Cosmic Consciousness. 

"Man has become so earthly and outward," wrote Gichtel, a mystic of the 
17th Century, "that he seeks afar, deep in the starry sky, in the hi^er eter¬ 
nity (as modem science is doing), for that which is quite near him, within the 
inner center of his Soul." 

The more the Soul penetrates within itself, the nearer it approaches God, 
until it finally appears before the Holy Trinity, where it reaches the deeper 
and hidden knowledge. 

Tne peculiarity and the distinctive features of the ideas of the Real World 
appear absurd when considered in the liglit of nodem materialism. 

We hear much about Supemen and are led to believe that the nearness or 
remoteness of Superman from man lies in time. But it actually lies in man himself. 
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Man is not separated from Superman by tine, but by himself. He is not 
ready to receive Superman. Jlis Mind is closed by false teaching that prevents 
the entry of the hiddea Jcncwledge which transforms nan to Supeman. 

In this world of organized fraud, Supeman is an unlawful being. He vio¬ 
lates the general course and condition of things. When he vjould appear, he is 
sunmarily silenced and liquidated. He is dangerous to modem establishments, 
to institutionalized religion, to limitized materialism, to scientificized evo¬ 
lutionism. 

"I want to teach nen the sense of their existence, which is the Svpeman, 
the li^tning out of the dark cloud — man" (Thus Spake Zarathustra). 
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Chapter 14. 

DORMANT ORGANS (A) 

We must knew anatony, physiology, psychology and biology to know the hunan 
body and its functims, and to understand the biblical allegories. 

We must knew more. We must knew that the body of civilized man now con¬ 
tains many withered and dormant organs, the functions of which nodical art knows 
nothing at all. 

The majority of mammals including mail, possess in the ears a radiogenio- 
metrlc receiver, formed by the semi-circular canals arranged in three planes of 
space. This assemblage constitutes the labyrinth, a name given to a series of 
cavities in the internal ear, which is coirpleted by the three more or less de¬ 
veloped organs called the vestibule, the cochlea and the semi-circular canals. 

The vestibule is an oval cavity in the internal ear that forms the entrance 
to the cochlea. 

The cochlea is a cavity resenbling a snail-shell. It consists of a tier¬ 
ing spiral tube, the inner wall of which is fonred by a central column of 
modiolus, around which it winds. 

The semi-circular canals contain a superfine fluid that is particularly 
sensitive to electro-magnetic waves. The walls of the canals consist of in¬ 
sulating naterial. 

The conducting fluid in the canals caonstitutes a directional receiving cir¬ 
cuit, conpleted by an accessory circuit in the form of a pliable spiral (self¬ 
inductance ) and capacity (condenser). Thus these canals in the ears are suscept¬ 
ible of playing the part of a rado-genio-metric receiver when developed to a 
fxjnctional degree, as they were in the Ancient Masters, but not in the great 
majority of civilized people. 

A catarrhal conditicai, due to 1he polluted air arid poisonous fumes of civ- 
ilizaticn, has practically destroyed the function of these canals in the ears 
of civilized man. 

This is one of the secrets of the "weird Power" exhibited by the Indians 
of South America, whose nystifying feats were menticned in a previous lesson. 
They had not experienced those "blessings" of civilization that degenerate nan's 
bocty while making him believe they are helping him. 

These special organs constitute an oscillating circuit far more powerful 
than that of the tiny cells of the body; and when contacted by electro—nagnetic 
vibrations from the air, a series of powerful oscillations result. 

By the aid of these special directing organs, designed to pick vqj radia¬ 
tions, animals, and also men who are ncmal, become aware of vibraticais for 
which they are searching. This is the scientific solution of the puzzling prob¬ 
lem of so-called animal instinct. 

Certain experiments with animls prove that the semi-circular canals in the 
ears are endowed with special directing properties. If these organs are removed 
in the case of birds, the birds lose their sense of equilibrium and turn round 
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The Vital Battery 
"There is nothing covered, that 

sholl not ^ revealed; and noth- 

ing hid, that shall not be known** 

(Mat. 10:26) 
The remarkable success of Chiropractic is 

due to the fact that the manipulations of the 

spinal column by the Chiropractor stimulate the 

cells of the battery and increase the flow of 
cosmic electricity (nerve force) to the various 

organs and glands. 

This mysterious Battery with its Seven Cells 

is mentioned in the Bible as a Book with Seven 

Seals (Rev. 5), but no priest nor preacher ever 

attemps to make a rational explanation of these 

Scv^ Seals. He knows as little about these 

Seyen Seals as the man in the street. 

All traces of this the greatest secret of the 

body might have been lost to the Western 

World, had that precious Hindu Scroll not been 

included in the Bible. And to this day the 

church is unaware of the fact that a chart of this 

battery and its cells is concealed in Revelation. 

Seven Sense Powers 
Science says man has five sense powers, but 

the Ancient Masters taught and proved that he 

has Seven. That is another secret of the Vital 

Battery concealed in Revelation, the Book of 

Sevens. 

When the multitude was feasted on Five 

Loaves and Two Fishes, the Five Loaves sym¬ 

bolized the Five Senses of the average man, and 

the Two Fishes symbolized the Two Higher 

Sense Powers of the Master. (Mat. 14:17). 

After the feast “they took up of the frag¬ 

ments that remained 12 baskets full” (Mat. 14: 

20). The 12 baskets symbolized the 12 signs 

of the Zodiac. 

Heed not the dead letter of the Bible. Look 

for the hidden meaning. The dead letter does 

not make sense, while the hidden meaning re¬ 
veals the deeper secrets of Life. 

There are two special glands in the brain and 

two in the body that are the main Cells of the 

Vital Battery, and Five Solaristic Chambers in 

the head, harmonious and synchronous, man 

rises to the state of Seership, Cosmic Conscious¬ 

ness. 

SON OF PERFECTION - 



and round as though 
stupefied and incapable 
of taking a definite 
direction. 

The octopus is still 
able to swim after being 
blinded, but turns round 
its longitudinal axis or 
plane of synmetry vdien 
the vesicles that control 
its faculty of orienta- 
ticn have been destroyed. 

After the destruction 
of both labyrinths, 
aqxiatic animals, and not¬ 
ably frogs, can no longer 
swim or jump in a straight 
line. 

Many insects possess 
minute antennae enabling 
them to follow their 
course in a bee-line to¬ 
ward distant points. 
These antennae exist only 
for the purpose of rec¬ 
eiving radiations, and 
their loss or injury ser¬ 
iously handicaps the 
insects. 

V/hen considered 
clairvoyantly, the human 
body symbolizes a bouquet 
of flowers. For all 
over the body are located 
petal-like groups of 
enanating radiation. 

One of these nerve centers is contained in the palms of the;hands, and 
another in the soles of the feet. All the vital organs have vhirling points of 
light as spiritual bases. These revolving points are inportant spiritual cen¬ 
ters, and each of them, under certain conditions, is capable of aiding man to 
develop a much greater degree of consciousness. But he must first inprove the 
general condition of his body by a better course of living in harmony with Cosmic 
Law. 

It is possible for a nornal nan to see with the palms of the hands and the 
soles of the feet. But where will we find a norml man? 

The Ancient Masters could see with all parts of the body. A symbol of this 
condition appeared in the Egyptian Mysteries in the figure of Osiris, who was 
often shewn sitting upon a throie, his whole body conposed of eyes. 
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I-lan is a creature of vibratory impressions only. That nakes modem roan's 
wrld of consciousness very snail in his present degenerate state, with only 
five physical senses with which to contact the radiations and vibrations of the 
Unix'erse, and these senses nore or less defective. 

Naturalists tell us that there are perhaps five hundred other senses em¬ 
ployed by bugs, birds and beasts. 

Consider nan in a faint, or unconscious from drugs or anesthetic or injury. 
His body othen-jise functions with the nomal activities to maintain physical 
life. All that is absent is a state of physical consciousness. The subconsc¬ 
ious mind of the real inner (spiritual) man is intact, uninjured, unchanged, and 
active. It is only the physical aspect of the conscious ndnd iJiat is changed, 
inactive, as a result of which the open eyes can see nothing, the ears can hear 
nothing, and the physical senses of smelling, tasting, and feel5r.g are absent. 

With his five physical faculties iiiacti'^e, closed, and shut off from re¬ 
ceiving any vibratory impressions conveying intelligence of the physical world, 
and also being unable to send forth any messages, the conscious mind of physi¬ 
cal man is closed to all physical existence. 

This man is literally dead while he lives, so far as his conscious contact 
with the physical world is concerned. 

Physical nan in a state of physical unconsciousness kncws absolutely no¬ 
thing so far as the physical world is concerned. If he were actually dead, he 
could not know less of his earthly environment. Yet his physical body functicns 
as if nothing had heippened. He lives physically, but the j^iysical aspect of 
his ndnd is totally blank. While in that state, he oould enter the spiritual 
world and return finom it, but never know it. In fact, he covild be living in 
the spiritual world all the time — and be unaware” of it. 

These assertions are statements of facts. They seem startling to him in 
mental darkness who confesses his "sins" to the priest may be sure that he re¬ 
mains in mental darkness. 

t 

"Except a man be bom of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the 
kingdom of God" (Jn. 3:5). Yet the Luke definitely states that "The kingdom of 
God is within you" (Lu. 17:21). 

Occult science asserts that nan lives here, now and always in the kingdom 
of God. That kingdom embraces everything and includes all, both the physical 
and the spiritual world. 

Man always lives in God's kingdom, but is physically unconscious of the 
fact because organized institutions of fraud and oppression, established to 
enslave the masses, have crushed that Eternal KnOTledge 
our of his physical consciousness by controlling his Mind 
to prevent its normal development and to keep him in dark¬ 
ness. 

Psychologists declare that civilized man rarely de¬ 
velops more than ten per cent of his normal brain capacity, 
while only five per cent of the people ever think for 
themselves. 

CoBCcminf Ton 
And Tour Destlnj 
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The findings of these psychologists 
show that about ten per cent of the people 
are trying to think, but are blinded by their 
prejudices, and the rest eoce content to 
^void the responsibility of^thinking and are 
heedlessly following their leaders whose 
only interest is to gain power and hold it. 

Due to the ri.gidly controlled educational 
and religious systeirs of civilization, man 
is kept in darkness. The consciousness of 
this man is narrow and restricted, and is 
bound up with his earthly environriBnt to the 
total exclusion of his spiritual enviroruient. 

TTiere is one world with two aspects, the 
spiritual and the physical, and Man actually 
but unconsciously, lives in the spiritual 
world here and now. 

Physical Man contacts the physical v7orld 
with his physical senses, and spiritual man 
contacts the spiritual world with his spirit¬ 
ual senses. 

The five spiritual faculties of modem 
man, of which his five physical senses are 
only the exteriorized products, are domant, 
closed, inactive, shut off from receiving 
any vibratory inpressicns conveying intelli¬ 
gence of the spiritual world. 

To modem iran, with five defective physical senses and five domant spirut- 
ual senses, there is no spiritual world and only a ver^^ small physical world. 

How can we make him aware of that fact? How can we prevent organized in- 
stituticns, for profit and power, from keeping man in mental darkness? How can 
we nake man realize that he has a form of consciousness, in a dormant state, 
which no longer can perceive, or remember', the character of its own relation to 
the physical body? His mind is so well controlled and darkened by organized 
institutions tliat he refuses to believe these things when told; and material 
science, to "save face" and protect its reputation, bitterly scorns the idea 
when it is mentioned. 

To man with his whole body properly developed as it should be, and in tune 
with the Infinite as it was j-ntended to be, there is, but nov; in a dormant state 
the Depai-fjient of External Knowledge, which caused the Masters to write that 
there is nothing covered and nothing hidden that shall not be known (Mat. 10:26) 

Just as the physical world is an expression of the spiritual world, so 
man^s physical senses are an expression of his spiritual senses. 

Just as material science believes and teaches that 1±ie physical world in¬ 
cludes all things and all power, so man is tau^t to believe that his physical 
senses include 'all the powers and faculties of his organism. 
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The Masters were not bound by false teaching and mental chains. They dis¬ 
covered that the physical senses arise as an expression of the spiritual senses, 
and by searching within for the Departnent of External Knowledge they found it. 

Modem man in mental darkness, with his nrind and thinJcing controlled by 
organized institutions, searches without for Eternal Knowledge and never finds 
it. 

Physical scientists search for it with microscope and telescope and declare 
it is all a nyth of the "ancient heathens" because they cannot locate it. 

In order for man to develop consciousness on the higher plane, Euddhi needs 
the more differentiated fiire of Manas, the details of which we have explained 
in THE M\GIC WAND. 

When the sixth sense (Manas) has awakened the seventh (Buddhr), the spi¬ 
ritual light radiating from the sevenlti illuminates the Fields of Infinitude in 
man's physical consciousness, and his Spiritual Consciousness, being thus aroused 
from its dormant state in the Third Pesurrecticn, becomes active; and for that 
period of time man becones onniscient. The Past and the Future, Space and Time, 
disappear and become for him the Present. 
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Chapter 15. 

DORMWT ORGAMS (B) 

Organs in a rudiinentary (donrant) condition in man, plainly shows that an 

earlier or prior progenitor possessed these organs in a fully developed, per¬ 

fect and functional condition, and that this iirplies an enormous amount of modi¬ 
fication in the descendants thereof. (Darwin, Origin of Species). 

Physiologists know little concerning the functions performed by the various 
active organs of the body, and nothing at all of the functions formerly performed 

by the organs in the body that are now rudimentary and dormant. 

t'fedical art tries to hide its igriorance by regarding these dormant organs 

as 'hang-over-appendages^* that were useful V7hen man v.as in the ape-stage, guided 

by "animal instinct," useless to him now because he is guided by "superior in¬ 
telligence ." 

Individualized intelligence is never superior to that phase of Eternal In¬ 
telligence which appears in animals and is termed "instinct." Instinct never 
leads an animal astray, whereas man^s "superior" (individualized) intelligence 
is constantly leading himi astray. 

We mentioned the radio-genioiretric receiver in the ears of birds and beasts 
that enable them, to deterinine their bearings unerringly during long voyages. 
They depend not on physical sigtit nor physical consciousness, but on Eternal 
Intelligence that operates throu^ these special sense organs. 

This power was given to man, but degenerati.on has destroyed it. The pol¬ 
luted air he breathes ccnstaiitly, enters the Eustachian tube leading from the 
throat to the iritemal ear, and ear-ache in the small child is one signal that 
damage, being done to the internal ear, is destroying the delicate spiritual 
centers there. 

Occult science shews that the Intellectual Organs in nan are those situated 
near the point where the nose joins, the forehead. The small glands that cluster 
round this center have thepeculiarity that they all relate to phenc^na exter¬ 
nal to the body. 

The five sinuses in the head-bones, the functions of which physical science 
knows nothing, are connected vdth the interior of the nose by short, narrow 
channels. 

Occult science teaches that these sinuses are spiritual chainbers, in vhich 
is located the Throne of the Intellectual Divinity in ffen. 

Into these spiritual chambers there enters with the Breath of Life, a pecu¬ 
liar gaseous substance, a subtil essence, known to the Masters as Mental Spirit 
(Jn. 4:24; 6:63). 

This Divine Essence can no longer produce normal reactions in the spirit¬ 
ual chambers (sinuses) of civilized man, for they have been ruined and reduced 
to a doriiBnt state by the destructive action of polluted air. 

In the biblical allegories, not understood by the clergy, this is the Para¬ 
dise of the Sacred Desert (Brain); connected with the lower world (animal body) 
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by the Rainbow or the Silver (Spinal) Cord, ascending from the Sacral Plexus 
to the Golden Bowl (Skull). (Eccl. 12:6). 

To these spiritual chanibers within the Golden Bowl the Masters taught their 
disciples to rise in their consciousness. 

This leads again to the Tnird Resurrection, twice before mentioned, in 
which the Neophyte, rising in consciousness from the lower nan (animal nature) 
and the material world, ascends consciously into the Hi^er Man, the Brain, the 
Tnrone in the Temple of (Sod (I Cor. 3:17), This is one of the top secrets of 
Ancient Science. 

In the early days, when man w.as normal, the sinuses in his head and the 
labyrinths in his ears were particularly sensitive to the electro-magnetic vib¬ 
rations of the Cosmos, and they were capable of performing the part of a radio- 
genioiretric receiver, by ireans of which the Masters acquired arcane knowledge 
of the Fourtli Dimension. 

Due to the functional development of these oscillating circuits in their 
splendid organisms, which things are allegorically referred to often in anc¬ 
ient scriptures, the Masters were in the same category that birds and beasts now 
are, vdth reference to these hi^er powers. It is reasonable to assume that 
they were on a still hi^er plane in their consciousness. 

The special sense organs in their bodies were nonrail and in sympathetic 
vibration with the Cosmic Rays, hence liLe Masters could travel in a direct line, 
as birds now do, toward a distant goal that would be invisible and unknown to 
us. For they were capable of detecting vibrations vfliich our dulled and dor¬ 
mant organs cannot perceive, thanks to civilization, polluted air, medical art, 
"'TSdicine," doctors and degeneration. 

VJhen such iricidents do occasionally occur among men, we call it instinct, 
intuition, insist. Tlie Masters termed it Infinite Intelligence direct from 
the Cosmic Source. Rorrenism calls it the work of Satan, and used to burn such 
victims at the iron stake. 

Physical science and the modem clepgy know not that the interpretation 
of the first six diapters of Genesis of the Bible, and the ancient history of 
men, are concealed in his own body, and tiiere preserved forever in tlie dormant, 
rudimentary organs, the embryological and homologus structures remaining in the 
Temple of God. 

Tnat whidr hath been is that wjiich shall be again (Eccl. 1:9), 

Physical science has been so badly blinded by its theories of Materialism 
and Evolutionism, that it has scorned all suggestions to investigate these sigms 
of Mother Nature and try to discover their hidden meaning. 

The donrant and rudimentary structures in man's body are only sleeping; 
they are not dead. They are capable of rebirth, resurrection, redevelopment 
and rehabilitation. Rhen resurrected, they will bring forth that original Super 
Man that was originally created. 

It is not in the works of the philosophers, but in the religious symibols 
of the Masters that we should look for the footprints of Cosmic Science, and 
re-discover the ^|/steries of Man. 
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The Cosrpic Science of the Ancient Magi (Hat* 2:1) was concealed from the 
profane in the tenples of the Ancient Mysteries. The dogiras of this science 
were engraven in symbols on the tablets of stone of the Masters. 

Moses or some one else later re-veiled them, for that is the root-meaning 
of the v7ord "reveal.He covered them deeper with a new veil to conceal them 
iTore securely from the despots when he made the KabaJ.la the exclusive heritage 
of the Israelites and the inviolable secrets of the priests. 

The Masters of Ancient Egypt knew far better than m:)dem science the laws 
of movement and of life. They knevj how to temper or intensify action by re¬ 
action; and they readily foresaw^ the realization of these effects, the causes 
of Which they had determined. 

The ColvTims of Seth, Enoch, Noah, Shem, Solomon and Hercules have symbolized 
in Magian traditions this Cosmic Law of Equilibriujr[; and the Science of Equil¬ 
ibrium, or the balancing of forces, had led the Masters to that cosmic attract¬ 
ion, termed gravitation, round the centers of Life, Li^t and Heat, 

Catholic authors and authorities have controlled history for 1600 years, 
and have diligently endeavored to conceal the fact that the most celebrated of 
the Greek philosophers gained their vzisdom in the Egyptian 1^'stery Schools * 

Such, noted Gi'eeks as Tliales (640 B.C.), Solon (638 B.C.), P^^hagoras (586 
B.C.), Socrates (471 (B.C.), Democritus (470 B.C.), and Plato (427 B.C,), went 
to Egypt and were initiated into the P^stery Schools - Democritus, considered 
one of the greatest of the Greek philosophers, spent seven years there studying 
under the Egyptian Masters, 

Dean Dudley wrote that "Pythagoras lied when he said that his knowledge 
came directly as a revelation from (Sod. For he received it from the Egyptian 
Priests, under whom he studied for 22 years." 

Romanism so thorou^.ly destroyed the history and records of ancient Egypt, 
that much of the Egyptian Wisdom would be lo.st had it not been preserved by the 
work of those Greeks who went there for their higher education. 

Those noted Greeks, when initiated into the Egyptian R^steries, learned 
with astonishment that the Eai^th is round and revolves round the Sun. They also 
learnt that the Sun moves north each year till it finally shines for weeks at 
the North Pole. For tvzo thousand years the European scientists lauded at the 
gullibility of the. Egyptian Masters, ijntil they finally discovered what these 
Masters had knovmi for thousands of years. 

As we advance in knowledge of the Fourth Dimension, concerning which the 
Masters knew so imach, we see a new era dawning, and the absurd theories of phy¬ 
sical science ai'e dying. 

kb are returning to the border-line of the Spiritual World, which physical 
science ridicules as a mythical realm, of superstition, a fj.gment of the imagin¬ 
ation . 

Physical science has been forced to admit the influence of Cosmic Rays in 
controlling life, or mysterious showers of electronic energy, of magnetic fluids, 
radiated by the sun and distant stars. 
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The press of October 12, 1.950, mentioned "Radio stars, invisible and ws- 
terious, sending stations scattered all over tlie heavens, (that) were described 
today at the National Academy' of Sciences in New York by Sir Latvnrence Bragg, 
director of the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge University, England." 

That long ni^t that began in the 4th centiry A.D., is ending, and the day 
is dawning when the discredited astrologers will descend from their garrets, or 
rise from the gutters, to take their ri^tful place again as the Intelligent 
Teachers of the world. 

Then shall our children study that Cosmic Science of the Ancient Masters 
which has shewn its students down throuidt the ages the secrets of their cvrni 
Being. 
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Chapter 16. 

DORMANT ORGANS (C) 

Sons have said that Roger Bacon possessed the greatest mind produced dur¬ 
ing the Middle ages. That would not be saying much when it is knovjn how severe 
MLnd Control was in those days of the all-powerful Pope. 

So Bacon saw the picture in a dim li^t. Ffe imagined that sone nysterious, 
external "medicine" was to be taken from WITHOUT. The Ancient Masters knew better. 
They knew that all lays l-rtTHIN the body itself. 

Modem science asserts that "the glory and treasure of philosophers which 
conpletely rectifies the human body, "lie in the Endocrine Glands. Man is what 
these glands make him. 

More error. That hard it seems for science to find the fundamentals. 

To a large extent, men' s glands are what he makes them by his mode of living, 
and as his glands are influenced by the vibrations of the envimrment in which 
he lives and labors. 

The Endocrine Glands do the best work they can under the conditions sup¬ 
plied by the master of the body. 

When man supplies perfect conditicns, the glands perform perfect work. They 
cannot refine beneficial products 
from blood that is polluted with poi- 
smous ^elements which enter the body 
with air, drink and food. 

The Endocrine Glands are the 
Master Chemists of the organism. 
Upon their products depends the ac¬ 
tivity of all the other glands, as 
they function in response to proper 
stimulation. The glands themselves 
receive their primal stimulus from 
what enters man's body and from the 
vibrations of his environment. 

Science finds that the gonad 
(sex) glands control the ductless- 
gland-system.. The gonads are the 
Life-Glands that produce the most 
refined and most vital fluid in the 
organism. 

Diagram of the Twelve Force-centres in Man, with 

Their Zodiacal Correspondences 

The gonads are also called the 
"destructive glands" because it is 
their function that perpetuates the 
race; and in the act of reproduction 
man sacrifices to no small degree 
his own vital force and substance. 
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Ihdocrine System. Tliis gland, according to anatomists, is — 

"A two-lobed body in the lower neck and upper thorax of an infant or of a 
young animal. It appears to be a true lynph-gland, and to have a hematopoietic 
(blood-making) function. It begins to waste away about the secondi-yec^, and 
usually disappears about the end of the 13th year." — Auer. Hlus^ Fed. Diet, 
by Borland, 8th ed., p. 1006. 

According to Dr. Charles W- Greene's work on Physiology, the thymus is a 
ductless gland the function of which "little is known." "Our ignorance (of the 
body) is profound," gays Dr. Carrel. Greene continves: 

"Inportant information has recently been yielded by the biological studies 
of Gudematsch. He fed dried thynus to frog tadpoles with the result that growth 
was stron^y stimulated, but netamorphosis was indefinitely delayed. 

'Tadpoles fed ordinary food begin differentiation that leads to metamor¬ 
phosis upon reaching a certain naximmn size and age. But the ■thymus-fed tad¬ 
poles continue to grow beyond "the normal size wi-thout showing any sigis of 
differentiation." — p. 472. 

While they were fed dried thymus gland material, the tadpoles renained tad¬ 
poles. They did not shed their tails and become frogs. They showed no signs 
of age. The rising and setting of the sun did not affect them. They contin¬ 
ued to renain young tadpoles. Is this the secret of perpe-tual youth? 

The thyrajs has been termed "The (aland of Youth." The term seems to be 
supported fully and literally by ‘the evidence supplied. 

Some authorities assert 'that the thymus is most active at puberty, and then 
begins slowly to atrophy for some unknown reason, usually becoming dormant after 
the age of 20 or 21 in most cases. 

Why does man lose ■the use of ■the gland put in his body by God to keep him 
alw^s young? There must be a reason. 

Biologists show that the ■thymus is super-sensitive to salt, and the eating 
of salty food causes ■the gland to atrophy. It seems to require from ten to 
twenty years in most cases for the salt-eating-habit to des^troy the thymus. 

It is known that salt damages ■the entire bccty. It has a tendency to absorb 
v;ater, and draws the precious fli.ads from the cells,glands , and organs, causing 
■them to atrophy. It cripples the lymphatic and endocrine systems, including 
■the gonad glands, and causes general deterioration of ■the vhole organism. 

Thus do our evil habits destroy us. We do well to live 60 or 70 years, and 
yet our body is so perfectly made ■that biologists declare it is apparently in¬ 
tended to go on forever. 

Cunningham's Text-Book of Anatomy, containing neraly 1600 pages, gives a 
most complete description of the thymus. It says: 

"IN soma new-born babies it wei^iS as little as 2 or 3 gm., in others as 
much as 15-17 gm. At puberty it may be difficult to find, or m^ weigh as much 
as 40 gm. After the age of fifty it may require careful dissection to discover, 
or may be quite large." — p. 1334. 
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The functicns of the most complex organs of the body "still renain urtoown" 
says Carrel (p. 94). What is the purpose and function of the thyirus? Modem 
science has no answer, except to assume that the gland seems to act as a "check 
valve" on the gonad glands. 

When the thymus is removed in the case of small aninals, the gonad glands 
are hastened to maturity and show greater functional activity than in animals 
whose thymus functions nornally. 

Physiologists assert that this may reveal one reason why the creative func¬ 
tion in modem man has become largely a matter of lust and debauchery. The 
"check valve" on the- gonads is dormant and they run wild, free of all restraint. 
Excessive sex ind\^‘genoe follows, and the work of the "destructive glands" 
hurries man to the__^?ave. 

Experiments on thousands of rats show that when the thymus is removed, the 
animals mature prematurely, age rapidly, produce prolifically, and die long be¬ 
fore their natural life-span has been attained. 

That description perfectly fits modem man, with his atrophied dormant 
thymus gland. 

To the best of our knowledge, modem science has offered no serious sug¬ 
gestion as to why the early Biblical Patriarchs did not mature and produce off¬ 
spring until they were a hundred years old or more. Does the secret lie in the 
thymus gland? 

Adam was 130 when he begat Seth; Methuselah was 187 when he begat Lamech; 
and Lamech was 182 when he begat Noah. These men lived nearly a thousand years. 
Possibly the thymus, in its normal developiment and function, had much to do 
with the prolonged period of youth and the exceedingly long life that resulted. 

We know so little about man as he was thousands of years ago, before he 
became a victim of debauchery' and degeneration, that it would be foolish to at¬ 
tempt to describe him. Nor does it make sense to suggest that glands are put 
in man's body for no other purpose than to atrophy, degenerate, and lapse into 
dormancy. 

When the thymus, the "check valve" to the sex glands, has been removed, or 
has become dormant, the resultant excessive stimulation of the gonads, causing 
excessive sex indulgence as shewn in experiments on animals, seriously weakens 
the body, causing it to age rapidly, to decline into decrepitude, and to sink 
down in early death. 

Science is searching for serums to correct this condition. The theory 
of Bacon tht some mysterious, external "medicine" must be taken from WITHOUT. 

So little seems to be known concerning this and many other matters affect¬ 
ing man, that science is incompetent to offer any useful suggestions. 

Some biologists contend that the thymus may be aroused from its dormant 
state and activated by the higher emotions, the chief of which seems to be 
genuine love between those of the opposite sex. 

It seems reasonable that God may have so provided it. But this does not 
mean that lust or sexual indulgence must follow. It means the loving interchange 
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of those hamonious vibraticns between the nole and feitale bodies that preserve 
health and promote longevity. 

No matter where the investigation begins, we invariably arrive at the sane 
place. 

The "destructive glands" have been properly thus designated. Man cannot 
consune and expend his vital essence in lustful conduct, nor in the functicn of 
perpetuating the species, without paying the price by sacrificing a definite 
part of his own existence. 

For in the day that thou eatest thereof, dying thou shalt die (Gen. 2:17). 

Man is given the intelligence and the willpower to consider and choose be¬ 
tween (1) self-denial and preservation, or (2) self-indulgence and destruction. 

Y 
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Chapter 17. 

SPIRITUAL CHAMBERS (A) 

"The body is the Tenple of God. Within it are certain vital centers that 
open into inner shrines. Using these centers as points of contact, the Life 
Force from the higher plane flows into the body. It is thru these centers "that 
the God Force must flow to spiritiialize nan's various bodies before their 
resurrection can occur. By resurrection we mean the ultinate building up of a 
spiritual body within the physical by a process of gradually raising the vib¬ 
rations of its particles to respond to the Key-note sounded by the Hi^er Self" 
(CiiTtiss in Voice of Isis). 

It is unsound and unscientific to suggest "the ultinate building up of a 
Spiritual Body within Ihe physical." The Spiritual Body is the Solar Body, the 
Life Body, and on the visible plane it dwells in the Earth Body, the material 
garmsnt of the Solar Body. It is the Real Man, the Eternal Man. 

An author, clever in the use and arrangeinsnt of words, can ranble along 
and fill nany pages with intriguing renarks. When we finish reading his book 
and take inventory to determine what practical benefit we have gained, we dis¬ 
cover how authors engage in word-play that may interest and entertain the aver¬ 
age reader, while giving him very little that enriches his mind. Usually -Oiese 
authors write about things which they do not understand themselves. 

According to the Bible, the Kingdom of God is within Man (Lu. 17:21). 
Then where shall we look for the Throne of God but in Man. 

Furthermore, the Bible says that the kingdom of God is not a place in space, 
but a state of the mind (Rom. 14:17). 

This Throne of God, according to the Ancient Masters, is the mysterious 
Chambers in the skull, about which modem science knows so little; and these 
are the Spiritual Centers of the Golden Bowl (Brain) (Eccl. 12:6). 

These Chambers are five in number, and the San]<hya doctrine informs us 
that the five senses of the average conscious man are the exteriorized products 
of these five corresponding spiritual centers, which are as follows: 

1. Frontal sinus — A cavity in the frontal bone of the skull. 
2. Sphenoidal sinus — A cavity in the sphenoid bone of the skull. 
3. Maxillary sinus — Largest of the five, and resembles a pyramid in 

shape. 
4. Palatine sinus — A cavity in the orbital process of the palatine bone 

and opening into either the sphenoidal or a posterior ethmoidal sinus. 
5. Ethmoidal sinus — This chamber consists of numerous small cavities 

occupying the labyrinth of the ethmoid bone, and in these cavities are 
situated the small, mysterious glands known in occult science as the 
Intellectual Organs.^' 

The sinuses rammunicate directly or indirectly with the nasal cavity; and 
it is hi^ly significant to observe -tbat they receive the Breath of Life directly 
and unmodified as it flows to them thru the nose, and before any of the other 
air organs have a chance to select and absorb any substance from the spiritual 
stream of the Cosmos, charged with every known element. 
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The sinuses are lined with the raucous nenbrane extending into them from 
the nose, and to them rapidly spreads all disorders that affect the nose. They 
receive the full charge of all poisonous gases in the air. 

During a cold in the head, the inflanmatic^ extends from the nasal mucous 
lining to that of tine sinuses, causing such discomforts as frontal headaches 
(frontal sinus), pain in the cheek (maxillary sinus), pain between the eyes 
(ethmoidal sinuses), and deep seated pain at back of eyes (sphenoidal sinus). 

These aches and pains, indicating serioxis damage being dene to these spi¬ 
ritual chambers, are caused by the poisonous air entering 1he nostrils. The 
air may be so slightly polluted that it fails to produce the reaction called 
the "simple cold." Thus begins the destructiarx of the vital spiritual centers 
of man while he is only an infant. 

The mucous excretions of the lining of the maxillary sinus, in inflammatory 
conditions, fill up this sinus, as the orifice is at its uppermost part. Much 
of this mucus as cannot be blown out throu^ the nose, remains in the sinus and 
gradually hardens, destroying the functicn of that spiritual chamber, the larg¬ 
est of the group. 

Full recoveiry from ailments is a myth. Each one is a step down the ladder 
of degeneration to the grave lying at the bottom. If the illness is slight, 
1±iat downward,step is short. If severe, that downward step is longer. Recov¬ 
eries from each illness are only partial, regardless of hew sli^t the illness 
may be. 

As the sinuses superficially appear as nothing more than air chambers in 
the skull, nfidical art, ignorant of their true functicn, stupidly assumes that 
their purpose is to lend resonance to the voice. The voice organ is in the 
throat, not in the nose nor in the sinuses. 

The small glands, the mysterious Intellectual Organs, located in the skull 
near the point where the nose joins the forehead, are activated by the ffental 
Spirit that enters thru the nostrils into the sinuses, and, in function, they 
coordinate and collaborate with the sinuses. This is the chief Spiritu^ In¬ 
telligent Center of man. 

The sinuses and these small glands constitute the spiritual sense-centers 
■that receive from the cosmic source the Hi^er Intelligence that is too subtle 
for contact by the five physical senses of conscious man. 

This s-tream of Hi^er Intelligence, Mental Spirit, incessantly flows into 
■the sinuses as man breathes, but it can produce no reaction, no effect, when tte 
glands and sinuses are deficient and dormant. 

In wild birds and beasts, and the wild, uncivilized, uncc»\tarainated natives 
that have not been tainted and tinged with ■the so-called "blessings" of our 
grand civilization, as we stated in our work titled "Kingdom of Heaven", these 
spiritual centers are functionally developed, and science attempts to explain 
the uncanny intelligence of these creatures and these wild people by asserting 
that they are guided by "instinct." But what "instinct" is, science fails to 
explain. 

No animal was made more complete and more perfect than nan was in the be¬ 
ginning of his physical existence. He once possessed ■that peculiar power termed 
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"instinct," and had it in a hi^er degree than it now appears in birds and 
beasts. He lost it because of ages of mind control and degeneration resulting 
from bad environnent, bad air, and bad habits of living. 

The delicate denters of Higher Intelligence reception are deterioritized, 
doi'iiantized and rendered practically useless in civilized man by the deadly, 
destructive action of the poisonous gases that he inhales from infanq/ to old 
age, provided he-.lives that long. 

Think it over; consider it well; for you are now in a new field so little 
known that it is not even recognized nor casually mentioned in any known liter¬ 
ature extant. 

THE PROFILE OP ATLANTIS, 
Ai ftftoUJ bf lit Amp-tm ^ Bm Aip idatUrngm/* ami (W 0^ & Up 
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Chapter 18. 

SPIFITUAL CHAMBERS (B) 

"The (physical) mind is not so robust as the body. >fental diseases by 
themselves are more numerous than all other diseases combined. Hospitals for 
the insane are full to overflowing, and unable to receive all those who should 
be restrained" (Carrel, "Man, The Unknown" p. 154). 

The brain and nerves release nan from his physical tonb of silence and 
dartoess, and give him what little kncwledge he has of his physical existence 
and hispphysical environment. 

’ When man loses physical consciousness, he is leterally dead so far as his 
conscious contact with the physical world is ccsicemed. 

When man loses his spiritual consciousness, he is spiritually dead while 
physically alive, so far as his conscious contact with the spiritual world is 
concerned. 

Occult science teaches that Man's Air Organs are his spiritual centers: 
Those "certain vital centers that open into inner shrines." 

The Cosmic Force, the Divine Essence that animatizes the body and'intel- 
lectualizes the mind, contacts the earth in a subtle, invisible form kncvm as 
Air — a substance very li^tly regarded by science, yet so potent and import¬ 
ant that it ocntains all the elements found in the earth and in the human body. 

As this potent stream flows thru man's nostrils, a certain portion of it 
enters and activates the "inner shrines" of the Tenple, situated in the Golden 
Bowl (Skull), and called "sinuses." 

In civilization, this potent stream without which man would die in a few 
minutes, is poisoned beyond description by his works and inventions. Polluted 
air fills cities and homes, and domantizes the nerves extending to the brain 
from the five sinuses, the "inner shrines." 

As the function of smelling weakens and fails because polluted air has 
deteriorized and dornontized the nerves extending to the brain from the nose, so 
the spiritual function of the sinuses weakens and fails for the same reason, and 
nan becomes dead so far as the spiritual world is concerned. 

It. is a fact well-known to hunters that dogs lose their keen sense of smell 
if kept in houses where peopleilive, and breathe the same polluted air that ruins 
the psychic powers of civilized man. 

Little children in this civilization, only two and three years old, usually 
have a stream, of mucus flowing almost continuously from their nose. That is the 
work of polluted air. 

Only a small portion of that mucus is generated in the nose. Minety per¬ 
cent of it is generated in the suffering sinuses, the spiritual chambers, the 
vital "inner shrines." 

Air simply passes thru the nose, having much less tine to poiscn and irri¬ 
tate the nose than it has to damage and ruin thef;sinuses. For when the poisoned 
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air enters the sinuses, there must remain, as there is no outlet. 

People suffer much with their nose during a cold, and some suffer more from 
irritation of the sinuses. The sinuses are so severely poisoned by polluted air 
early in life, that they are soon deteriorated to a state of total i?uin, after 
which they trouble the victim no more. His marvelous spiritual chambers are 
now dead. «• 

Parts of the body that are dead in a living man, no longer give' him pain 
or discomfort. He is glad to have an aching tooth pxiLled so it will trouble 
him no more. The price he pays for this relief is a lost tooth.' iThe price he 
pays for relief from sinus trouble is the loss of his spiritu^ senses. 

Whether the Masters were aware of this particular matter is unknown, as no 
reference to it has been found in their writings. Perhaps in their day the < 
great ocean of air had not been polluted by man's works and inventions as it has 
been in this "wonderful civilization" of fraud and corruption. 

In rare instances it still occurs that surprising intelligence is exhib¬ 
ited by a child of perhaps five or six years of age, and the child is regarded 
as a prodigy. Modem science is unable to offer any logical explanation of this 
strange phenomenon. 

The "wise doctors" do not understand that this is a case where polluted 
air has not yet had time to deterioritize and dorirantize the spiritual centers 
of that child, and it is able to contact and receive certain phases of the 
Higher Intelligence direct from the Cosmic Source. 

It is only a natter of time until the polluted air will have done its 
destructive work, and the child that was once a prodigy will sink, in the realm 
of intelligence, to the level of the social pattern, the condition of the multi¬ 
tude. 

Civilized nan has not only lost practically all his spiritual powers of 
contact with the spiritual world, but he is rapidly losing his physical powers 
of contact with the physical world. 

Dr. Carrel declares that in New York State one person out of every twenty- 
two must be placed in an asylum at some time or other. In the whole of the 
United States the hospitals care for almost ei^t times more feeble-minded or 
lunatics than consumptives. He continues: 

"In the whole country (USA), besides the insane, there are 500,000 feeble¬ 
minded. In addition, surveys made under the auspices of the National Committee 
for Mental Hygiene have revealed 1diat at least 400,000 children are so inintel- 
li^nt that they cannot profitably follow the courses of the public schools. 
In fact, the individuals who are mentally deranged are far more numerous. It 
is estimated that several hundred thousand persons, not mentioned in any stat¬ 
istics, are affected with psychoneuroses. These figures show how great is the 
fragility of the consciousness of civilized men." 

We saw that man is dead to the physical world when his physical senses fail. 
He is likewise dead to the spiritual world when his spiritual senses fail. 

The polluted air that ruins his sense of smell, also ruins his spiritual 
senses and weakens his whole body while he is still but a child. 
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Thus does non' s envirorment make him what he is. There is no escape from 
this sad fate, except to flee to the mountains and jungles. But who will ex¬ 
change the sor-called blessings of this civilization for the precious gifts of 
primitive man? 

Acoording to occult science, llie fmcticns of inhalaticn and eihalation 
are analogous to the Great Fiery Breath of Universal Spirit, which eternally 
flows forth and returns. Vhen it flews out, there appear all the manifestations 
of worlds, men, and the realnte below nen. 

At the conpleticn of each Grand Cycle, involving eons of time, the Great 
Fiery Breath sucics back into itself the divided and the differentiated; and all 
things recede and disappear in the Grand Cosmic Circle, Absolutism, the Eternal 
and Primal Source from whence they come, there to renain for renovatican and 
purification, and to issue forth again at the dawning of the next Cosmic Day. 

The Divine Essence, the Cosmic Force or vdiatever we choose to call the 
Great Cosmic Breath of Life, enters nan's body thru the nostrils (Gen. 2:7), 
the only channel provided for that purpose, and passes on to the lungs, there 
to be absorbed by the blood stream and carried to every cell of the bo^, vhile 
that Force governs the body's involxjntary functions thru the sub-oenscious Mind 
— a power generated in the Five Spiritual Centers of the Sinuses. 

This is the final function that the crippled Sinuses can perform, and 
vdien that fails. Somatic death follows. 
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Chapter 19, 

DAMNATION 

Man is what his environrrent and education make him. These mold the thoughts 
and fix the beliefs that oontrol his Mind. 

When we control the Mind, we control the Man. To that end your environ- 
nent was built around you, and the scope of your education was prepared by the 
powers that rule our civilizatioi. So well has this work been done, that all 
you are looking for now is more evidence to support what you already believe; 
and you call that searching for Truth. 

According to the gospel Jesus, 'Te shall know the truth, and the truth 
shall make you free” (Jn. 8:32). But that freedom has not come because truth 
has been kept from the people. 

Before man can understand the truth, he must learn to understand the un¬ 
truth his cunning rulers have led him to believe was the tixith. 

You are prepared for the truth by learning how you have been deceived. To 
aid you in your search of truth, we shall reveal the Li^t that went out when 
Christianity was bom in the fourth Century. 

Take your Bible and read the last nine verses of the last chapter of the 
book of Mark. Behold how the church, in the Black Fourth Century, wrote its 
own law that rules your life: 

’He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth 
net shall be damned” (Mk. 16:16), 

What are you to believe? You are to believe in: 
1. A physical resurrection 
2. A posthumous judgment 
3. A vicarious atonement 
4. A heaven for the saved 
5. A hell for the unsaved. 

The church destroyed the evidence of its nefarious work, so the world knows 
little of the cause of that long, black ni^t in European civilization, so es¬ 
sential to the propagation of its Doctrine of Damnation. 

The era began in the 4th Century A.D., when the epoch-iraking event occurred 
that changed the calendar of the Christian world and the entire course of Eur- 
ope, Egypt, Asia Minor, and all countries ruled by the Roiren Empire. 

Then rapidly followed nany changes, including the destruction of ancient 
temples of science and religion, the burning of ancient scriptures and historic 
records, the persecution, liquidation and assassination of learned men — and 
the advent of the Dark Ages- 

A history of that period could not be written due to the destruction of 
historic records, the ban on learning, and the suppression of knowledge. In 
fact, the church laid down the rule to govern its followers in this interpolat¬ 
ion: ”I am determined not to know anything among you, save JesusCChrist, and 
him crucified” (I Cor, 2:2). 
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The burning of the faurous Alexandrian Libraries in Egypt by those bent on 
the destruction of ancient wisdom, caused the loss of most of the historic and 
scientific records of the ancient world. 

From all parts of the globe the writings and discoveries of the ffesters 
had been collected and deposited in several spacious buildings especially the 
Bruckion and Serapeum. 

Thus the Sun of Ancient Science, which had lifted the path of the trav¬ 
eller from the days of Adam, was to sink in darkness and rise no more until dis¬ 
tant generations woiiLd come to understand what the Masters had discovered con¬ 
cerning the nysteries of ^bn and Creation. 

All Europe was fated to see and suffer the horrors of the blackest and most 
terrible ni^t the world has ever known or ever will know. 

The ancient religion was now called "paganism" (heathenism) to discredit 
and make it appear revolting. Those who dared adhere to it, were smeared, and 
termed "heathens," and bitterly persecuted and put to death. 

The church spread darkness and ignorance to conceal the fact that the old 
religion was based on the discoveries of Ancient Science covering thousands of 
years; while the new religion was invented in a oonventicn of bishops in 325 
A.D., and founded on fraud, as explained in our work titled "Mystery Man of the 
Bible." 

The old religion recognized a sci¬ 
entific law of animation and spiritual¬ 
ization. The new religion was divorced 
from all law and depended, and still de¬ 
pends, upon ignorance and superstition. 

The old religion was based on the 
scientific principle that Birth in the 
physical world is Death in the Spirit¬ 
ual World, while Death in the physical 
world is Birth in the Spiritual Vforld, 
as we have eiqjlained in our work 
titled "Cosmic Creation," in which we 
showed that Death is a creative process 
in every respect just as Birth is. 

The new religion is based on the absurd theory of a physical resurrection, 
a posthumous judgment, a vacarious atonement, a mythical heaven for 1Tie saved, 
and a mythical hell for the damned. 

In that long ni^t of terror and blood-shed, termed in history "religious 
wars," Ifeaven was invented and placed in the sky, and the fraud nurtured by the 
church, while it made man an ignorant coward and a cringing slave. 

In the same way. Hell was invented and nurtured by the fears and servile 
fancies of deceived man during that dark period, when dungeons of toi?ture were 
a recognized part of every European govemiiEnt; and God was depicted as an in¬ 
finite tyrant, with infinite resources of vengeance (Deut. 32:35). 

1. Physical resurrecticn: In the gospel of Osiris, written ages before 

Birth is the imprison¬ 

ment of the soul in the 

physical body. 

Death is the release of 

the soul from his ma- 

lexiol imprisonment. 
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the Christian era, Osiris was the god-man who rose from the dead and lived in 
a body perfect in all its irembers. It did not decay like the bodies of other 
men; neither putrefaction nor worms acquired power over it; or caused it to 
diminish in the least degree. He was the resurrection, and could give life 
after death because he had attained it. He made men to be bom again into the 
new and eternal life beyond the grave. He ooxild give life because he was life; 
and he could make man to rise from the dead because he was the resurrection (Jn. 
11:25). 

When the church revised certain passages in the Bible to make them support 
certain false dognas, including the resurrection, it changed the following 
statenent in Job: "Thou^ after ny skin this body be destroyed, yet without ny 
fldsh shall I see God" — to read: "And though after skin worms destroy this 
body yet in ny flesh shall I see God" (Job 19:26). 

This materialistic conception of resurrection was interpolated in the Bible 
by the church to support its fraud of the literal resurrection of its Jesus. 
Thus throu^out the Bible it mde interpolaticns to support its fraudulent dog¬ 
mas; and all the so-called prophecies were interpolated in the Bible after the 
events had come to pass. 

2. PosthruiDus judgment: This theory was taken from the gospel of Osiris. 
He was the judge of men after death, and the arbiter of their future destiny. 
But it was necessary to obtain his favor by means of magical and religious words 
and ceremonies. 

3. Vicarious atonement: Osiris, Krishna, Buddha, and all the ancient 
gads were "saviors of the world." Krishna was called "The savior of men." 

The church prefixed the first nine verses to the first chapter of Revelat¬ 
ion to make it appear as the "Revelation of Jesus Christ," viho "washed us from 
our sins in his own blood," while it stupidly left in Galatians the Masters' 
philosophy, that "God is not mocked; for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he 
also reap" (Gal. 6:7). 

For fifteen hundred years no one in a Christian country dared question tiie 
church doctrine of Damnation, — except at the risk of his life. 

The church kept the Bible away from the people, and it passed into compar¬ 
ative obscurity. Translaticns were made in secret for fear of the church, and 
the "reading of the Bible was prohibited by both church and state," says Prof. 
Roswell D. Hitchcoch (D.D., LL.D.) in his History of the Bible (p. 1159). 

The first man in England who dared print the Bible in English, so people 
ma^t read it and judge for themselves, was burned at the stake for "his impious 
act." 

Servetus questioned the church doctrine, and was burned at the stake in 
1553. Julius Vanninus of Italy was burned at the stake in 1619 for uttering 
"atheistic sentiments." 

Bruno (1548-1600) disagreed with the church. He asserted the "pagan philo¬ 
sophy" of the Unity of God, the Universal Substance, the One and Only Prin(eiple. 
He said: "That which is in things, and yet is distinct from them as the uni¬ 
versal is distinct from the particular is the sane." For voicing this "pagan 
principle" he was burned at the stake. 
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Galileo (1564-1642) declared what the Masters well knew, that the earth is 
round and revolves around the Sun. He was cast into prison and forced to re¬ 
cant or be put to death. 

Queen Isabella of Spain, writing to the bishop of Segovia of her efforts 
to promote Christianity and destroy the God Science of the Masters, said: "I 
have caused great calamities. I have depopulated towns and provinces and king¬ 
doms (by having the people murdered) for the love of Christ and his holy mother" 
(Hist, of Inqui., p. 124). 

That is hew the church triumphed. That is the wey "Paganism," the Science 
of the Masters, was eradicated. There lies Ihe basic cause of the Dark Ages. 

In spite of these known facts of history, the Christians publish deception 
and fraud regarding the spread of Christianity. It was forced on the people by 
the church and state. To that end, the church destroyed all learning and the 
world's greatest empire. By the 13th century there was no civilization worthy 
of the name in all Christendom. 

If the reader would know more about the Lost Wisdom of the Ancient Masters, 
he should read our other works on that subject as listed in the back of this 
folio. 

THe TWELVE SI&NSOFTHE ZODIAC 
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Chapter 20. 

SCIENCE 

The Sciences ... of Living Beings renain in a rudinentary state. ... ^fen 
of Science know not where they are going. ... The Science of Man is the most 
difficult of all Sciences. ... The Science of Man is still too rudiirentary to 
be useful (Mki The Unknown, pp. 10, 23, 27, 179). 

Thus speaketh Alexis Carrel, M.D.,'one of the truely great scientists of 
the present century. 

It becomes increasingly evident, as we watch the "inarch of sciencethat 
if intelligent men do not destroy the system of MATERIALISM masquerading as 
Science, it will destroy them. 

There are two systems of thought which pass as science. They lead in op¬ 
posite directions, the one going inward and backward, and the other outward and 
forward. The former is called the Inductive Process; the latter, the Deductive 
Process. 

Francis Bacon (1561-1626) and Auguste Comte (1798-1857) were the naterial- 
ists who did the work that led to the founding of the Inductive System, which 
later became Modem Material Science. 

The postulates and arguments of these two men profoundly influenced such 
researchers as Littre, Mill, Hunboldt, Lewes, Grote, Darwin, Spencer, Wallace, 
Harrison, Huxley, Fiske, and other protagonists of the Evolution in what came 
to be called "Ihe Wonderful Century" (19th) because so much was accomplished 
in that period in new discoveries and inventions. 

The 19th century saw such a revolution of human thou^t that it seemed for 
a time that Spiritualism would be swept 
into the sea, and the Religionists 
trembled. 

Material science rose 
to the status of a relig- 
icn, and the Bible was 
regarded as the work of 
"superstitious heathens." 
Prof. J. H. Woodger 
said: "Genesis is not 
in it with a school 
text-book on chemistry." 

This dogmatism 
dates from the days of 
the materialists who 
imagined the Universe 
to be a vast machine 
made of hard, indivis¬ 
ible atoms. Thin]<ing 
was just the vibration 
of molecules in the brain. 
Consciousness was an "epiphe- 
nomenon," and everything pro- 
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gressed under "the, uipact of the mechanical force o'f evolution. 

The men who invented the Inductive System were guided by observaticn, by 
what they saw. We observe a certain number of facts and, on the grounds of 
analogy, ertend what we think is true of them, to other facts of the same class, 
thus arriving, as we lliink, at ^neral principles or laws. * 

The pitfalls of this system rises fron the fact that we usually see not 
what we think we see. It often happens that we see jist the reverse; and for 
that reason the opinions and conclusions of the Inductionists are faulty and 
misleading. 

In the Deductive System, we begin with General Principles, and, on the 
gromds of analogy, seek to connect these with scsne definite case by means of 
a middle term of objects kncwn to be equally connected with both. Thus we bring 
down the general to the individual, as the Ancient Masters did, affirming of the 
latter the distinctive qualities of the fomer, and asserting, as the Masters 
did, "As above, so below." 

The Ancient Masters stated their system in these words: For the invisible 
things from the creation of the world are clearly seen (in the mind), being 
understood by the things that are made (visible) (Rom. 1:20). 

And, we look not (for guidance) at the things which are seen, but at the 
things which are not seen; for the things which are seen are temporal (fleeting, 
changeable, shadowy); but the things which are not seen are eternal (fixed, 
permanent) (II Cor. 4:18). 

The Inductionist declares that his way is the only correct way of attain¬ 
ing to reliable knowledge. And it has even come to pass in modem times that no 
system is considered of any value except the Inductive. And no system could be 
more deceptive. 

And so, physical science has extended the Inductive System fo Creative Pro¬ 
cesses , and on to the human bocfy and its functions, thus naking medical art a 
precarious system of speculation and experinentation. 

According to Inductive Science, the Universe is composed of blind and un¬ 
known forces, humanity is nothing but infinitely small particles on the surface 
of a grain of dust lost in Uie immensity of the cosmos, and this cosmos is to¬ 
tally deprived of life and consciousness. Our universe is excl\jsively mechanical. 

Concerning this conclusion of Inductive Science, Prof. A. N. Whitehead 
wrote: 

"The old foundations of scientific thought (based on observation) are be¬ 
coming unintelligible. Time, space, matter, material, ether, electricity, mech- 
^ism, organism, configuration, structure, pattern, function, — all require re¬ 
interpretation. What's the sense of talking about a mechanical ej^lanation, 
when we do not know what we mean by mechanics" (Science and the Modem World). 

The Inductive Scientists are lost in an inextricable jungle because they 
have missed and omitted the great Central Factor which would ejplain all had it 
been discovered, recognized and included. But that Great Central Factor, accord¬ 
ing to Inductive Science, has no existence beyond the imaginaticn of the Deduc¬ 
tive Scientists. 
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Every way we turn, we find ourselves passing and repassing these bewildered 
Inductionists, who are constantly trying this way and that in the hope of reach¬ 
ing the goal of their ai±>itian. 

We leave them in their confusion, start with a self-existent General Prin¬ 
ciple, and by logical steps and consistent strides, bring it down frcm the 
general to the individual, leaving no gaps to be bridged and no gulfs to be 
crossed. 

We shall move the Macrocosm dcwn to the Microcosm, the Celestial to the 
Terrestrial, and affirm of the latter all the distinctive qualities of the for- 
ner, in agreenfint with the Ageless Wisdom of the Ancient Masters who said, "As 
above, so below," as the Creator, so the Created. 

Ifrider the Law of Sameness that Like begets Like, it oould not be otherwise; 
and that position is so factual and conclusive that the Biblical Makers declare, 
"God created man in his own image and likeness" (Gen. 1:26, 27). 

At this vital point we must proceed with care and caution, strictly observ¬ 
ing the philosophy of the Ancient Masters who said, "(Sod is Spirit" (John 4:24). 

We should not let a God pop up in our mind as a great man with a flowing 
white beard, sitting on a throne, with a scepter in one hand and a globe in the 
other, as pictured in literature for children and the child mind. 

In due time and proper form we shall dissipate the fog and ignorance con¬ 
cerning (Sod by presenting Him in His cosmic costume and cosmic character. We 
shall do this by consistently proceeding forward and outward, from the Cosmic 
Unity at the center to a irarvelous Variety at the surface, and declare and show 
that the Masters had the facts and understood the facts when they phrased their 
great maxim, "As above, so below." 

From an invisible center to a visible manifestation is the order of Crea¬ 
tion, without an exception in the IMiverse, and unconsciously admitted by both 
the Materialists and Evolutionists, who acknowledge a Great First Cause as In¬ 
finite and Absolute, and by the Religionists by asserting, "The Kingdom of (5od 
is within you." (Liike 17:21). 

Where would (3od be if not in His Kingdom? 

These two systems of science are both said to be based on facts. The great 
difference lies in the facts not being the same class of facts. 

The Deductive System bases all practice and procedure on a Central Cause 
(as the seed), which contains within itself all that is, was, or ever will be. 
The Inductive begins at the surface and gets lost;;.in confusion as it attempts 
to trace effects in searching for the Central Cause. 

In both cases, reasoning is assumed to precede practice; but the postulate 
from which the reasoning proceeds differs as Cause and Effect. 

All observable facts are the Effects of a Cause. The Cause that preceeds, 
being discovered, constitutes an eternal verity, a general principle, which 
changes not, and so, becones the fixed foundation from vjhich reasoning is con¬ 
ducted by the Deductionist in a regular, consistent, forward and outward process, 
thru infinite time to infinite results. 
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Such process is natural, reasonablejlogical, cosmical, scientific, and con¬ 
sistent with all the Creative Processes of the Universe. 

Reasoning from facts observed, as the Inductive Scientists do, is an unnat¬ 
ural, unscientific, illogical, illusive, and deceptive course; for — 

He saw with his own eyes the Moon is round; 
Was equally sure the Earth was square. 

As he*d travelled fifty miles, and found 
No sign that it was circular anywhere. 

— Dr. Robert Walter. 

Inductive Scientists reason not from facts, but from what they observe. And 
what they observe is most often an illusion, and usually the reverse of the 
facts. And so, it is not strange nor surprising that medical art and physical 
science, based upon observation, are constantly "progressing’’ from one fallacy 
to another. 

Physical science reasons from an assunption arising from an illusion of ob¬ 
servation, and the conclusiCTi cannot be more reliable than the premise. 

For every conclusion is an evolution of its postulate, just as certainly 
as every plant is an evolution of its seed. 

Cosmic Science of the Ancient Masters is, and must be, the unfolding of 
universal principles, corresponding to the evolution of every living organism, 
as the bloom of the flower is the evolution of the bud. 

Creation in all cases, whether of a universe, a world, a living thing, a 
man, or a science of thou^t, is an evolution, an unfolding of an Invisible Prin¬ 
ciple which, actually existent, holds within itself the promise and potency of 
all that follows. 

Scientific reasoning proceeds from Cause to Effect, from seed to fruit, 
from Principle to Product, corresponding to all Cosmic Processes. Such reason¬ 
ing reduces the conplexity of the Universe to the simplicity of science. 

The products of Creation are multifarious, even beyond human comprehension, 
but Causes, on the contrary, are few in number, simple in character, and certain 
in operation. 

Having discovered the Cause of any class of phenomena, we have attained to 
a certainty of knowledge which contrasts gloriously with the confusing assumpt¬ 
ions and speculations of Inductive Science. 

All Principles are Causes, all Causes are Forces, and all Forces always 
function according to definite laws, as the rising of the Sun and the falling 
of the rain. And not only as to the Universe, but equally certain as to the 
human body. To reduce the coirplexities of Creation to the simplicities of sci¬ 
ence involves, primarily, a discovery of the Law which, rising from the oper¬ 
ation of its corresponding force, explains all nysteries as to the phenomena 
of every class. 

Such a system of science is deductive, logical, certain, exact, and is based 
i:pon Universal Law. A Principle is a force that operates according to law; and 
it has always been the discovery of the Law of Operation in all ages that inparts 
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certainty and exactness to science. 

When we have discovered the Law involved in all cosirD.cal and vital phenomena, 
we can formulate the Law of Creation. And when that is done, it will reveal the 
illusive, deceptive character of the conclusions of physical science as to the 
quality, quantity, essence and source of the nysterious state called Life. 

This drawing of the Four Horsemen, made by Albrecht 
Durer In 1500, was based on the grim prophecy of Rev^ 
elations 6:8: *^And power was given unto thefn to kill 
with the swordj and with hunger, and with death/* 
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THE BIBLE IS A MYSTERI 

God's wisdom in a mystery^ even 
the wisdom that hath been hidden 
- 1 Cor. 11:7. 

"And ye shall know the truths and 
the truth shall make ye free." - 

St. John 8:32. 

"If there is one among You who is 
deficient in wisdom^ let him pray 
to the spirit of truths who comes 
to the siirple-nrindedy but does 
not obtrude upon any one, and he 
will surely obtain it. " 

— Jacob Epist. V. 5. 

"Call unto mSy and I will answer thee, and shew thee great and mighty things." 
— Jeremiah xxxiti. 

Hear, 0 my son, and receive my sayings, and the years of thy life shall be 
many. I have taught thee in the ways of wisdom; I have led thee in the right 
paths. When thou goest, thy steps shall not be straitened, and when thou run- 
nest, thou shalt not stumble. TAKE FAST HOLD OF THE INSTRUCTION, let her not 
go; keep her, for she is thy life. 

— Frov. IV: 10. 

"Stand in awe and sin not." 

"Commune with your own heart upon your bed and be still. " 
— Psalm iv:4. 

The Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep things of God. 
— I Cor. 2:10. 

What man knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man, which is in him/ 
Even so the things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God. 

— I Cor. 2:2. 

I was dead; but behold, I live again. 

If you succeed, praise God and Be Silent. 

"I sought and found; I purified (it) often, 
I mixed (it) and caused (it) to mature. 
The golden tincture was the result; it is called the centre of nature; 
The origin of all thought, and of all the books of men and various Hg'‘'vs. 

' I now acknowledge freely, it is a panacea 
For all the metals, the weak ones (in the constitution of man). 
And a point which originated from God." 

— Harmannus Datiahius, Anth. Famulus. 

To him that overcometh, I will give him a white Stone, and in the stone a- new 
name written, which no man knoweth, saving he that received it. 

— Revelat. ii.. 17. 
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Chapter 21. 

WH/O’ IS LIFE 

Hippocrates (460 B.C.) so- called Father of Medicine, said Life is a Flame 
burning in water. The human body is approxiirately 80% fluid. 

M^em science has been unable to determine vhat Life is. It even denies 
the existence of Life as a cosmic Principle. It regards Life as an ejqjression 
of physico-chemical action. Wm. Osier, greatest physician America ever produced 
wrote: 

"The studies of physiologists and physiological chemists abundantly indie 
cate that all vital activities are ultimately the expression of molecular re¬ 
arrangements and conbinations. Therefore, Life is the expressicn of a series 
of chemical changes, and the material endowed with Life must be of such a nature 
that it is ooiiposed of molecules which react" (Mod. Nfed. 1907, p. 39). 

Osier's description of Life is merely a reference to certain signs of vital 
activity; of the manifestation of Life. 

The definition of Life must conprehend the element attested. It must ex¬ 
plain the cause of the changes mentioned by Osier,or it is not a definition of 
Life, but a description of the effects or manifestation of the activity of Life. 

In his renarkable book, "Man The Unknown," one of the great scientists of 
this century. Dr. Alexis Carrel, referred to the physico-chemical conception of 
Life described by Osier as "childish" (p. 108). But that is the theory of Life 
tau^t in medical books and medical schools and observed by the Medics. 

In the Magic Book of Life called the Bible it appears that the great Pytha¬ 
gorean philosopher, Apollonius, called Paul in the Bible, nade a definite ef¬ 
fort to define the cx)sraic Principle Life. We shall repeat what he said, accxsrd- 
ing to the Bible: — 

Some man will s^, Hc3w are the dead raised up? and with vhat body do they 
come? Thou fcxjl, that which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die: And 
1hat which thou sowest, thou sowest not that body which shall be, but bare grain, 
it may chance of wheat, or of scxne other grain. 

All flesh is not the same flesh. There is one kind of flesh of men, an¬ 
other flesh of beasts, another of fishes, and another of fowls. There are also 
celestial bodies, and bodies terrestri^; but the glory of the celestial is one 
thing, and the glory of the terrestrial is another. 

There is a natural (terrestrial) body, and there is a spiritual (celestial) 
bocfy. And so it is written, the first nan Adam was not that which is Spiritxial 
but that which is natural; and afterward that which: is spiritual. 

The first man is of the earth, earthy; the second man is the Lord from 
heaven. As the earthly, such are Ihey also that are earthy, and as is the hea¬ 
venly, such are they also that are heavenly. And as we have borne the inage of 
the earthy, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly. 

Behold, I shew you a nystery: We shall not sleep, but we shall be changed, 
in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump; for the trumpet shall 
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sound, and the dead (spirit in the body) shall be raised (out of the body) 
incorruptible, and we shall be changed (from terrestrial to celestial bodies). 
For we know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we 
have a building of God, a house not iiade with hands, eternal in the iheavens 
(I Cor. 15:35-55; II Cor. 5:1). 

Has it ever been noticed that Paul here enumerates the four kingdoms on 
v^ch nan's existence rests at its corners, matching the four figures in Fet¬ 
ology, and in Ezekiel's and John's celestial vision? Man, animal, fowl, fish. 

The 15th chapter of I Corinthians marks the high point of spiritual si±i- 
limity reached in the New Testament. Its oracular grandeur should have lifted 
the body of Christian theology far above the mists of controversy that overhang 
it relative to the question of the corporeal resurrection. 

But the later formulators of orthodox theology looked askance at Paul and 
classed him as a heretic. They would have ousted his Epistle from the canon if 
they had dared. 

Paul's definition of Life as the Lord from Heaven still leaves us in dark¬ 
ness as to thie actual nature of Life. Let us look at this mystery from another 
angle. 

If v;e lift tlie brain out of the body, nothing is left but a mass of dead 
flesh and bone. 

Paul's assertion as to Life fails to agree in any way with the theory of 
science. His observation that life is the Lord from heaven is symbolical. But 
it indicates that, in his opinion. Life is an eternal Principle. 

The Bible says lliat God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed 
into his nostrils the BREATH OF LIFE; and man became a living soul (Gen. 2:7). 

That i.s a fabulous statement, but we know that living is breatliing. VJtien 
we stop breathing we stop living. Even hibernating animals, sleeping all winter, 
ruLst have air or perish. And so this evidence proves that the Life Principle 
exists in the air. 

In 164 3 John Mayow discoveied in the air an element he called Spiritus 
Nitraerius. He said: ' :> 

"In respiration an aerial elemant essential to Life passes into the-bjood-. 
These vital particles having been extracted by the blood from the air in the 
lungs, ttie air ejqjelled by the lungs is mfit to breathe again." 

This discovery by ^^ayow mearit so little to msdical science, that it was not 
even noticed for a century. TTie secret of Life seemed to have no interest for 
the Holy ^fedical Hierarchy. No doubt there was a secret reascn. The same old 
game of keeping the ooimon cattle in igrioronce and darkness in order to keep 
them in slavery. 

In 1774 Priestly re-discovered Mayo^j's Spiritual Nitroaerius, and isolated 
a gas he called Oxygen. In 1782 Lavoisier expounded what Oxygen is, thus throw¬ 
ing more li^t on the Life Functic^i, but failing to find the secret of Life. 

Then in the middle of the 19th century Dr. Gustav Magnus of Germany proved 
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the presence of gases in the blood. And for the first time in iredical history 
the vital function of respiration began to assume a defin-te form. 

But the Life Principle becomes active in the body before the lungs are 
formed and before breathing begins. To solve this secret we must go way back 
beycnd books. For no author in modem times has noticed it in any book we have 
ever found. 

The seed-cell in the mother's body that is the beginning of a baby is in¬ 
dependent of the mother. It's not subject to her vital force. The vital force 
that energizes the seed-cell of the baby is the beginning of Life of the baby. 
And that force comes from the same cosmic source as that of the mother. 

The source of that force which is the beginning of Life in man is unknown 
to modem science. It's another one of Creation's mysteries. 

At last some of these nysteries are being understood. Some of the mystery 
surrounding this point was recently dispelled by the discovery of certain sci¬ 
entists. According to the press of June 1, 1957, this discovery related to an 
invisible radar- beam. 

According to the account, two doctors, working on radar development during 
World War II, were surprised to find that in less than a minute invi.sible radar 
beams can kill a person. 

In 10 seconds a technician in an electronic plant in Los Angeles, standing 
in the beam-of a radar transmitter, felt sensaticns of heat in his abdomen. In 
less than a minute the heat made him move out of range of the rays. 

Within 15 days the man died. The surface of his body shov/ed no si^^s of 
injury, but, according to the report, "his insides were cooked. A hole as big 
as a silver dollar had been burned in his small bowel." 

The doctors said that micro-waves emitted by a radar transmitter can pierce 
the walls of a building and cause intolerable heat to the body. 

This is an important discovery. It appears to reveal the mystery of the 
Silver Cord menticned in the Bible (Eccl. 12:6). The Ancient Masters must have 
had knowledge of micro-waves, but little of the information has come down to us. 

The brain is the first orgari formed in the baby. If we lift the brain out 
of the bcxty, nothing is left but a mass of dead flesh and bone. 

If a blow to the head knocks you unconscious, you are the same as dead. 
Yet you breathe and your heart beats. But you have no sensaticxis and feel no¬ 
thing. If a big knife were plunged thru your body, you would not know it or 
feel it. 

Then you regain consciousness. From the apparent dead state you return to 
the living state. What has happened? Nothing except your brain recovered from 
the effect of the blow that knocked you unconscious and began to functicn nor¬ 
mally. 

The brain is just a mass of matter. How can it bring you to the living s. 
state from the apparently dead state? There's a great secret involved here that 
is not expounded in the books. Paul may have known it, but he did not mention 
it. 
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The Bible fails to identify the Silver Cord. But now we know from facts 
observed and facts inferred that it is related to the invisible radar beam that 
scientists recently discovered, which has such a powerful effect on the body, 
as mentioned in our folio titled "The Flame Divine." 

The Silver Cord nust be the cosmic link between the celestial and terres¬ 
trial bodies. It penetrates the brain and gives it the power called Life. And 
so, when the brciin is in condition to function nonially, the body is filled with 
Glorious Life. 

This kncwledge reveals the nature of Consciousness. The evidence indicates 
that it is brain function. And brain function results from power received from 
the Spiritual World thru the Silver Cord. That power appears to be the Spiritus 
Nitroaerius discovered by Mayow in 1643. 

Wi...., is Consciousness? We've searched thru the books for sixty years to 
learn that secanet but never found any reasonable answer. 

In his big book of 1014 pages, published in 1946, Prof. H. W. Percival 
related unusual data as to Consciousness. He wrote: 

"Consciousness is the ultinate, the final Realitj^. It's that by the pre¬ 
sence of which all things are conscious. Mystery of all nysteries, it's beyond 
the comprehension. Without it, nothing can be conscious; no one could think; 
no being, no intity, no force, no unit, oould perform any function. Yet, Con¬ 
sciousness itself performs no functioi. It does not act in any way; it's just 
a presence, everywhere. And it's because of its presence that all things are 
conscious in whatever degree they are conscious." 

Percival appeared not to know vlaat we have related, shewing that Conscious¬ 
ness is one of the functiens of the brain. And brain function results from 
power received from the Spiritual World thru the Silver Cord. 

New, what is Life? The Life of the human body appears as the effect of 
vital force received from the cosmic source thru the Silver Cord, accorxiing to 
•t±ie evidence. 

The Eye of God 
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Chapter 2 2. 

HOW GODS ARE BORN 

Dr. Jaires Clark, of London, an exceptionally wise man, said, in his book, 
"Eternal Time," that god made man, and then man began making gods and has never 
stopped." Then he added: "The atonatic ag)sncies of the Universe that created 
the sun, moon and stars, also created gods and angels, ^osts and devils, mon¬ 
keys and men." 

To find the gods and goddesses of our ancient ancestors, we must look to 
the forms and forces of Creation. The sun, the moon, the planets, the stars, 
the sky, the sea, the earth, the night, the dawn, the clouds, the wind, the 
storm, the thunder and li^tning, rain, seasons, vegetation, etc. It's now an 
established fact taht these were personified and worshipped in the temples. 

The words that denoted these forms and forces would signify living things 
and living persons. And from personification to deification, the steps would 
be short, and the cunning priests would attend to that.' 

All the expressions that had been attached to living forces and natural 
formations would remain as the description of personal and anthropomorphic gods. 
Every word would become an attribute and all thou^ts, once grouped around a 
simple object, would branch off into distinct personifications. 

Naturally, the glorious Sun was the lord of li^t, the driver of the char¬ 
iot of the day, and he toiled for the sons of man. Then, in the evening, he 
sank down to rest after a hard battle. 

Then'the lord of ligjit would be Phoebus Apollo, while Helios would remain 
enthroned in 1he fiery chariot, and his toils and earthly struggles would be 
transferred to Hercules. The violet clouds which greeted his rising and his 
setting would now be represented by herds of cattle which feed in earthly 
past^l^es. 

There would be many other expressions vSriich would still remain as floating 
phrases and attached to any of the deities. These would gradually be converted 
by the priests into incidents in the life of the heroes, and woven at length 
into systematic narratives. Finally, these gods, or heroes, and the incidents 
of their mythical careers would each receive a local habitation and a name. 
And the priests would see that these reirained as real history after the origin 
and meaning of the words had either been wholly or partially forgotten. 

For proof of these assertions, we have only to examine the Vedic poems, 
which furnish indisputable evidence that such as this was the origin and devel¬ 
opment of Babylonian and Egyptian mythology. In these poems the names of most 
of the gods indicate natural objects which, if endowed with life, have been 
transformed to human personality. 

In the poems, Eos is still the goddess of the dawn. As morning twilight 
appears, she rises from the couch of her spouse, Tithonus, and ascends in a 
chariot drawn by horses from, the River Oceanus, which encircles the world, to 
herald the splendor of the new bom sun. 

The cattle of Helios arejstill in the light-colored clouds which dawn leads 
out into the pastures of the sky. There the idea of Hercules has not yet been 
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separated from the image of the toiling sun, and the glory of the life-giving 
Helios has not been transferred to the god of Delos and Pytho. 

In the Vedas the myths of Endymion, of Kephalos and Prokris, of Orpheus 
and Eurydike, are exl^ibited in the form of detached nythical phrases, which fur¬ 
nish for each their germ. 

This analysis could be extended indefinitely, but the conclusion can be 
only that in the Vedic terminology appears the foundation not only of the leg¬ 
ends of Hellas, but of the somber nylliology of the Scandinavian and the Teuton. 
Both have grcvjn up largely from naires grouped around the sun. But the former 
has been grourided on those expressions which describe the recurrence of day and 
night, and the latter on the great tragedy of nature, in the alternation of 
suiTiner and winter. 

Of this vast mass of solar myths , some have emerged into independent leg¬ 
ends , others have furnished the foundation of whole epics, and others have re¬ 
mained simply as floating tales whose intrinsic beauty no poet has wedded in 
his verse. 

The evidence obtained from an examination of language in its several forms, 
leaves no room for any doubt that the general system of mythology has been 
traced to its fountain-head. 

In spite of the clever work of the priesthood, we can no longer close our 
eyes to the fact that there was a stage in the history of speech, during which 
all the abstract words in common use today were utterly unknown; when men had 
formed no notion of virtue or prudence, of thought and intellect, of slavery 
and freedom, but spolce only of the man who was strong, who could point out the 
way to others and choose one thiiig out of many; of the man vmo was not bound to 
any one, and was able to do as he pleased. 

That even this stage-was not the earliest in the histor^^ of language is the 
growing opinion among philologists. But for the conpariscn of legends, current 
in different countries, it’s unnecessary to carry the search any further back. 

Speech without words denoting abstract qualities implies a condition of 
thought in vihich men were only awakening to a sense of the objects which sur¬ 
rounded them, and points to a time when the world was to them full of strange 
sights and sounds, some beautiful, some bewildering, soitb terrific, wtien, in 
short, they knew little about themselves beyond the vague consciousiiess of their 
existence and little of the phenomena of the external world. 

In such a state, men could but attribute to all that they saw, or touched, 
or heard, a life which was like their own in its consciousness, its pleasure, 
and its sufferings; and they were right. That power of sympathizing witii nature, 
which we are apt to regaixi as a special gift of the poet, was -then shared by all. 

This s^'irpathy was not the result of any effort. It was natural and insep¬ 
arably connected wi’th the words which rose to their lips. It implied no special 
purity of heart or mind; it pointed to no mythical paradise, where shepherds 
knew not how to wrong or oppress or torment one another. 

We say the light of the rising sun rests on the mountains; they said the 
sun was greeting his bride as naturally as our own peot would speak of the sun¬ 
light as clasping the earth, or the moonbeams as kissing the face of the sea. 
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We have then a stage of speech correspcnding to a stage in the history of 
the human mind in which all sensible objects were regarded as being endued with 
conscious life. The varying phases of that life were described as factually 
as they described their own feelings of pleasure or suffering; and hence every 
phase became a picture. So long as the conditioi of their life remained un¬ 
changed they knew what that picture meant aid ran no risk of confusing one with 
another. Then they had but to describe the tilings they saw, felt, or heard, in 
order to keep an inexhaustible store of phrases describing the facts of the 
world from their point of view. 

This language was the natural result of observaticn not less keen than that 
by vdiich the inductive philosopher extorts the secrets of the natural world; nor 
was its range much narrower. 

Each object received its own measure of attention, and no one phenorrenon 
was so treated as to leave no room for others in their turn. They could not 
fail to observe the changes of days and years, of growth and decay, of winter 
and summer, of calm and storm. But the objects which so changed were to them 
living things. And the rising of the sun and its setting, the return of winter 
and summer, the growth and decay of vegetation, became a drama of Creative Act¬ 
ion in which the actors were either their enemies or their friends. 

That this is a logical review of the facts in the history of the hunan 
mind, philology alone would prove. But not a few of these phrases have come 
down to us in their earliest form and point to a long-buried stratum of language 
of which they are the fragments. 

These relics eidiibit in their germs the nyths that later became the leg¬ 
ends of the gods and heroes wLlh human forms, and furnished the foundation of 
the epic poems of the world. 

The mythical language of ancient man had no partialities. And if the ,;;2 c 
career or the Sun occipies a large extent of the horzon, we cannot fairly siim- 
ulate ignorance of the cause. 

ffen so placed would not fail to put into words the thou^ts and emotions 
aroused in them by the varying phases of that mi^ty globe on which we, no less 
than tfiey, feel that our very life depends. And proof of this is easily found 
in the fact that tiie face of the earth would become like a barren rock if the 
Sun should set and never rise again. 

Thus developed a multitude of expressicns which described the Sun as the 
^ost of the night, as the destroyer of the darkness, as the lover of the dawn 
- of phrases which would go on and speak of the Sun as killing the dew with his 
spears, and of forsaking the dawn as he rose in the heavens. 

The fact that the fruits and flowers of the earth were called forth by the 
warmth of the Sun could find expression in words which spoke of him as tlie 
friend and benefactor of non; while the constant recurrence of his work would 
lead men to describe him as a being constrained to toil for others, as deemed 
to travel over many lands, and as finding everywhere things on whidh he could 
bestow his love or which he might destroy with his power. 

Again, his journey might be across cloudless skies or arndd alternations of 
calm and storm. His li^t mi^t broak fitfully through the dark clouds, or he 
hidden for many weary hours, or burst forth at last with glowing splendor as 
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he sank down in the western sky. He would then be described as facing irany 
dangers and enemies, but none of whom were able to arrest his course. 

Then as veil was rent at eventide, they would speak of the chief who 
had long remained still, girding on his anror; or of a wanderer throwing off 
his disguise and seizing his bow or spear to smite his foes; of the invincible 
warrior whose face shone with the flush of victory when the fi^t is finished, 
as he greets the fair-haired Dawn who closes the day as she began it. 

To the wealth of the ina^s thus lavished upon the daily life arid death 
of the Sun, there would be hardly any limit. He was the child of the morning, 
the warrior of the day, and the victor of the ni^t. 

And so with the various si^its and sounds in nature. The darkness of ni^t 
produced a feeling of vague horror and dread, and the return of daylight cheered 
them with a sense of gladness. And thus the Sun who scattered the black shades 
of ni^t would be the mighty chairpion doing battle with the beast that lurked 
in its dark hiding-place. 

As the Sun performed his journey day by day through the tractless heavens, 
the state of the seasons is changed. The buds and blooms of spring-time appear 
and expand into flowers and fruits of summer, and on the approach of winter the 
leaves wither and fall. 

Thus, the dau^ter of the earth would be regarded as d3dng or as dead, as 
severed from her mother during the weary winter months, not to be restored to 
her again until the time for her to return from the dark land when spring-time 
would once more arrive. 

As no other power but that of the Sun can resurrect dead vegetation to life, 
this child of the earth would be represented as buried in sleep from which the 
touchcof the Sun alone could arouse her, when he slays the frost and cold which 
lie as snakes around her motionless form. 

These phases of nature would furnish the germs of myths or legends teeming 
with human feeling. As soon as the meaning of the phases were whni 1y or par- 
tially forgotten, it was inevitable that in the infancy of the race, man should 
attribute to all sensible objects the same ]cind of life which he himself was 
conscious of possessing. And our vaunted science has produced no evidence to 
show that they were wrong in the natter of Life. 

When we turn to the Bible, we find the Book of Psalms, which is nothing 
more than a song-book of praise of the various phases of Creation, much of which 
is devoted to "^e Sun. But the priests invented a terminology in their effort 
to lead the uninformed mind away from the Sun and to their mythical God. We 
quote: 

"0, clap you hands, all ye people; shout unto God with the voice of tri¬ 
umph. For the Lord (Sun) most high is terrible; he is a great King over 
the earth." (Ps. 47:1, 2). 

"It is a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord, and to sing praises unto 
thy name, 0 most High. To show forth thy loving-kindness in the morning, and 
thy faithfulness every night." (Ps. 92:1, 2). 

"The Lord reigneth; let the earth rejoice; let the multitude of isles be 
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^ad Irhereof. Clouds and darkness are round about Tiim, ri^teousness and 
judgment are the habitation of his throne. A fire goeth before him, and 
bumeth up his enemies round about - His li^tnings enli^tened the world i 
the earth saw, and trembled. The hills melted like wax at the presence of 
the Lord of the whole earth. The heavens declare his ri^teousness, and 
all the people see his glory." (Ps. 97:1-6). 

AND THE CIRCLE ROUNDS 

Slowly the sun heralds morning, 
The voice of a new day sounds, 
Night covers atonic warning, 
And the Cosirdc circle rounds. 

— Lee Richard Haynan. 
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